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—News In Brief
Hostage tells of Russian roulette.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 3, 1985
As

25 CENTS

-

Wet or dry?

CHICAGO(AP)- Arthur Toga's most chilling memories of his
time as a hostage after the hijacking of TWA Flight 847 were two
occasions that his caiitors played Russian roulette with him as a
target, according to a Published report.
Toga kept a diary during the 17-day ordeal on a rumpled piece
of typing paper, he told the Chicago Tribune, which printed his
account in today's editions.
City, county and state officials
He recounted one of the hijackers on the jetliner, "walking up
were unsure today about how a
and down the aisle, clicking the hammer on his revolver."
State Supreme Court ruling
"It was a five-shot pistol and he pops open the chamber and
handed down early today conremoves four of the five rounds," said Toga, a 33-year-old assiscerning
local wet/dry option electant professor of neurology at the Washington University School
tions would affect a recent
of Medicine in St. Louis. "Then he gives the chamber a spin,
Calloway. County vote which
points the gun-at my stomach and pulls the trigger.
prohibited the legal sale of
"I thought I was a dead man. I thoughtiwas..going tommet_my_ .
-alcoholic
beverages n't Meaty of-maker."
Murray.
Toga said it was the first of two episodes of Russian roulette he
A 1981 wet/dry election in a
was to endure, and that other passengers were subjected to the
single Magoffin County district
same torture. He did not detail the second incident.
was overturned today by the
Many of the passengers were beaten by the hijackers, who
Kentucky Supreme Court with
seemed to have taken a particular dislike to him, he said.
immediate ramifications for
"This guy would come up and stick a gun in your ear and say:
four counties which includes
'You CIA? You CIA? You Israeli?"
Calloway County.
Toga said the passengers regarded flight attendant Uli
In a 5-2 ruling, the Supreme
Dericksonas an "absolute hero" for the way she acted as a buffer
between the hijackers and the captives. One of the terrorists
became especially fond of her, Toga said, and asked her to leave
the plane with him and marry him.
"That was the only time she really lost control," Toga said.
"The guy was serious about the proposal and it really threw Uli
for a loop. She was crying and thinking about her family and the
thought of being left behind with this guy."
or the freed hostages to head back to the
United States, and he bypassed an opportunity to take the
military flight that
as greeted by President Reagan in
Washington.
"I'm not a hero," Toga said. "I don't want any ticker-tape
parades. I'm just a-little guy who was in the wrong place at the
wrong time and on the wrong plane."

Today's Supreme Court ruling confusing to officials
trying to determine how recent vote will be affected

Shiite captors threaten other
hostages with "Black Fate"
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Radical Shiite Moslem gunmen
reacted today to U.S. plank to close Lebanon's airport after the
hijacking of a TWA jet by threatening seven Americans still in
captivity.
Islamic Jihad, the shadowy Shiite extremist group, warned in a
communique that seven Americans abducted since March 1984
"will face a black fate" if the United States attacks Lebanon. The hand-written communique was delivered to the News of
Lebanon, a privately owned local news agency, and telephoned
by anonymous callers to two private Beirut radio stations.
It was the second Islamic Jihad threat in as many days. In a
statement delivered to the Beirut office of a Western news agency Tuesday, the organization said its "lovers of martyrdom"
were ready to launch new strikes against the United States.

Court said any precinct,
magisterial district or other unit
of a wet county can vote itself
dry. But, once cpuritywide prohibition has bo4n in effect, no
part of the county can vote itself
wet except for cities of the first
four classes, the court said.
The-disaerainghowever, said the decision
perpetuated "different rules for
wet and dry elections at the expense of the (Kentucky1
Constitution."
Max Parker, Calloway County
Attorney, in a telephone niterview today, stated that he
wasn't surprised by 1.117 ruling,

but that without reading the
decision he wouldn't be able to
clearly interpret how it would
affect Murray and Calloway
County.
"There are alot of questions
that no one has the ansWers to,
like what do we do in Murray,"
aaid-Don-Overbeyreity sOttorney-for Murray. "There are gray
areas that'll need further interpretation by the courts."
Spokesmen from the Kentucky Attorney General's office,
the Associated Press and the
Kentucky Supreme Court were
all unable to render a clear interpretation of the ruling, which

By_DAVM Tr Th.
-Murray- State-UnIversity ViceStiff Writer
President for Administrative
Murray's fledgling United !Services Jim Cofer in his last
Way program received some
three attempts to get the univerwords of advice and encouragesity involved in the United Way.
ment Tuesday evening in its
Harper, however, said it
third meeting.
would be great to get the univerHarry Harper, executive
sity's official blessings for mondirector of the Paducah Mcthly paycheck deductions, but
Cracken County United Way,
they
were not really necessary.
told the Murrayruis not to worry
"Don't be so concerned about
o much about support from an
Murray State," Harper said..
entire institution or business,
"There are ways to get contribubut to be more concerned with
tions other than through payroll
getting the support from the indeductions. There's direct cash,
dividual workers.
a pledge over a 12-month period,
Murray 'united Way member
or direct withdrawal from
Rex Galloway told the meeting
checking. It's nice to have
that he had been unable to reach
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' CLOUDY
Tonight: Fair and mild
Low in the mid to upper 60s.
Light southwest wind.
July 4: Partly cloudy with
-only a 20 percent chance of a
thunderstorm. High from 85
to 90. Southwest wind 10 to 15
mph.
Rest of the holiday
weekend: Chance of showers
Friday and Saturday. Partly
elm/I:Try Sunday. Urif
- r
theWM. Highs in the 80s. -

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.2
Barkley Lake
359.2.

UNITED EFFORT - Looking oVer the new bylaws of the United Way of Murray-Calloway.-49sunty are
IPresident Betty Lowry (above right) and Rex Galloway. Also pictured at the meeting id Murray
Calloway County Hospital Administrator Stuart Poston (top left photo).
titan OboIes by DavId TISelk

(Coped on page 9)

payroll deductions-, but don't be
discouraged if you don't get it."
Harper also noted that many
businesses are looking for a way
to consolidate their charitable
giving into a single contribution.
The United Way._ he said, is a
perfect outlet because the
organization distributes the
money to community charities
that need it most. All it takes to
get the program started, Harper,.
said, is gaining the confidence of
the community.
"When you get a program that
people have confidence in, the
money will come in - it's
automatic. I have -businessmen
now thanking me for asking for
their money," Harper said.
Although the Murray
organization has no capital now.
Harper said it would be important to hire at least a part-time
worker later on to help organize
the contributions and answer the
phone. •

Other officers chosen at the
Tuesday meeting were
President-elect Charles
WaLston, Treasurer' Pat Miller
and Secretary Phil Jachowicz.
The next 'meeting for the
United Way of Murray-Calloway
County is scheduled for noon.
August. 19. The tentative
meeting place will be the Sirloin
Stockade restaurant.

Group addresses child protection
By MELINDA %/IGGIN TON
Staff WHter
A group of concerned citizens
met tuesday to organize a tax-,
exempt group aimed at protecting children in their
communities.
Group members outlined purposes and committees, proposed
services and discussed issues
and obstacles they would
confront.
One issue was the need for the
group to serve as a legislative
watchdog.

Donna Herndon, co-executive
director of the group, said there
is always a need for legislation
re-evaluation.
"Kentucky is a national
leader, at-this point, in legislation," Ms. Herndon said.
''However, on the state level
there is a need for more grassroots input."
With so much attention being
focused on child abuse in child
care facilities, there is a needfor a criminal-chbck system on
volunteers who deal with

children. like Little League
coaches and scoin leaders.
•
Some opponents criticize community child abuse prevention
groups. They are against outsiders dealing With family
problems.
Group members said that,
though they could understand
the theory, such attitudes
assume that there is no abuse inside the family.
"Parents always told you not
to talk to strangers." said Rose
Bogal-Allbritten, associate pro-

fessor in Murray State's , social
work department --But did they
say, 'Don't talk to Grandpa.'?"
The group also addressed the
accusation that missing children
statistics and reports are
exaggerated.
"Does it matter if they are?"
asked Mona Blankenship. ''If
it's your child that's missing, it's
too many."
Ms. Herndon voiced the
others' anxiety that, in dealing
((oned'on page t)
-

Dr. Lipscomb entertains scholars
_44. William Lipscomb, who , Lipscomb„ speaking to a packthree year program, spoke on
has spent most of 14
.111
.e dealing ed Curris Center_Theatm Tuesscience, and creativity during
day night, said.
with science, chemistry and
going
the second of second of three ,
research, believes that the art of to change seience, perceive a • cony_ocationcheduled this
science has come of age and that general problem and go ahead 'week at the University:-Winner
anyone interpsted in furthering with it, even if it takes 24years."
of a Nobel Peace Prize for his
Lipscomb, appearing before
The interests of that art should
research in boron chemistry,
seek the imaginative- approach MSU's Governor's Scholars ProLipscomb wove his way through
gram for the- third year of the
and generate new ideas.
a slide presentition dealing with

"If you're

0

_
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Despite the low bank account,
Murray United Way president
Betty Lowry sees potential for
the organization's growth.
"Murray has always responded, and they will respond again,
but we want to be organized and
do a good job." Mrs. Lowry said.
-The main thing is that most
businesses would like to make a
single contribution to benefit the
community," she added
• .

By The Aasoc1ed

— today's index.•

.

United Way gets shot in the arm

Elsewhere...P.
MOSCOW - Andrei A. Gromyko, the glum architect of
Kremlin diplomacy during the Soviet Union's emergence as a
superpower, was named his country's president Tuesday, and a
Foreign Ministry outsider was picked to succeed him. Gromyko's
choice as chairman of the Presidium of the Stipreme Soviet was
unexpected, and was seen by Western,diplomats here as another
proof of the speed and sureness with which Mikhail S. Gorbachev
has shaken up the Kremlin leadership since he took power March
11
WASHINGTON - President Reagan, saluting the end of the
terror-filled odyssey of TWA Flight 847, says "the homecoming
won't be complete" until seven Americans still held captive in
Lebanon finally are back home.
BEIRUT, Lebanon - President Reagrm's measures to close
Beirut's airport to international aviation in retaliation for the
TWA hijacking could mean the collapse of Middle East Airlines,
the last link with the outside world for many Lebanese.
WASHINGTON - White House officials, preparing to announce a summit meeting between President Reagan and Soviet
leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev, are portraying the late November
talks in Geneva as largely a get-acquainted session.
LOS ANGELES - A flash fire that engulfed more than 50
homes in a Los Angeles suburb, killing two people, was the latest
in a week-long firestorm that has blowtorched 72,000 acres in the
West.

was handed down late this
morning.
Calloway Judge Executive
George Weaks, upon hearing of
the decision, said that he
thought that if the decision
meant ,there would be another
election, that petitions would
'Prob-abTyliotbi submIttidlEffis
offIc'e until after the November
General Election. To place a
wetdry vote on the ballot, a total
of 25 percent of the registered
voters in the last general election would be required, according to Parker.

his weak n fliltrairical bonding
while pro entertaining the MO
school seniors with some of his
own brand of humor.
Lacing his presentation with
often times comical otplanations of his research and his
1

((pted an page 9)
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Reward offered?

Child abuse....

(Coned from page .1)
with children, they shoula stress
the difference between a healthy
respeet for adults and caution.
"I feel we have an obligation
to the children not to give them
an unreasonable fear of adults."
"If we're going ahead (with
starting this group), we're taking a risk. If we're sitting, we're
tait4ng a risk," said Judy Whitton. "I •think we have more tp
According to Kentucky State
gain by going forward,:'.
Police-reports, a June 22 fire at
One purpose of the group is to
try to prevent child abuse, in- .the residence of Jack Newberry,
three miles east of Murray on
cluding neglect, physical and
Ezell Road, has been ruled
emotional abuse, sexual abuse
arson.
and exploitation and missing
Detective Don Sent arson inchildren.
epectnx, is currently in-M1111 If t6
vvouglittril Ute fire that occurelicit help from professionals in
red at 12:12 a.m. while
law enforcement, criminal
Newberry was out of town. Enjustice, medicine and social ser- try
was forced into the residence
vices, along with ministers, and and
a liquid'substance was used
other concerned groups.
to start the fire.
The combined expertise of
Newberrx's dwelling and adtheise groups would be used to
joining office were totally
deal with reported cases of child
destroyed.
abuse, minimizing repeated victimization of the child and
Reminder
preserving the family when
The Murray Ledger & Times
possible.
will not publish a newspaper on
With these goals in mind, the
Thursday, July 4 in observance
group began to draw up an
of the Independence Day holiorganizational chart, filling in
day. The Ledger & Times will
their names as committee
resume
publication on Friday.
volunteers.

$500,000 may be posted for TWA hijackers
•

WASHINGTON LAP) - The Reagan administration is .considering offering
$500.000 for the apprehension of the Shiite
militants who took over TWA flight 847 and
killed Navy diver Robert Dean Stethem, a
I'S. official said today.
The official, who spoke on the condition
that he not be identified, said, "It's under
consideration."
.
The Los Angeles'Times reported that the
administration was considering offering as
much as $5 million. But the U.S. official
who spoke to The Associated Press said th_g
biked for $mtlii..._,-.4
fund, but Congress had only ap-

propriated $1 million.
He said the law authorized individual
rewards of up to $500,000 each from the
anti-terrorism fund. '
Earlier, White House spokesman Larry
Spealces refused specific- comment on the.
report but added, "I would point out to you
that Congress last year authorized the
secretary of state to ply up to $500,000 each
to individuals furnishing information
leading- to the arrest and conviction of any
person committing, conspiring or attemptint to csinual.t. an _ %t of terrorism
6erseass.t
'
The LA Times, in a story from

Washington, also quoted sourceaas saying
the-Administration was laying the groundwork for an atteinpt to kidnap the hijackers
and bring them to justice outside Lebanon.
Asked if the United States would consider
such an attempt, Speakes said, "You may
assume that anything the United States did
would be within the bounds of United States
law, and I'm not sure that falls under it."
The State Department announced Tuesday that the U.S. government might undertake "unilateral efforts" against the hijackers if Lebanese authorities fail to take
appropriate- action -or.
;44104.fie - administration has said it knows the identities
of the two hijackers.

Fire ruled as arson

_e

Murray man sent to Tennessee institution
A Murray man was committed to Western Health Institute
in Bolivar, Tenn. last week, by
Henry Circuit Court Judge
Julian P. Guinn.
Stewart Henley, who was_arrested earlier this year on
charges of aggravated assault

and batteryt assault with intent
Paris recommended Henley be
to commit a felony (kidnapphospitalized for treatment.
ing), extortion, and assault with
Henley's charges and arrest
intent to commit aggravated
stemmed from an incident in
kidnapping, was found to be
which he entered a car driven by
mentally ill. Dr. Thomas R.
Anita West, of Illinois, and
Foster and Dr. Alvin Summar of . threatened to kill her six-monththe Carey Counseling Center in 'old baby if she didn't drive the

OBVERSE

REVERSE

car. The incident occurred on
U.S. 641, just south of Puryear,
Tenn.
West, according to court
reports, began waving her arms
and screaming, causing 'two
cars to stop at which time
Henley fled the scene.

OBVERSE

All Coins up to 105 Years Old

U. S. COIN RESERVE
S. Coin Reserve, a division of Verret
Enterprises Inc.. a chartereVistributor of
Government . Currency, has found over
15.000 Original Silver Dollars dating as far
',back as 1878. These treasured toins will be
released to the American .Puhlic for one
week only at a guaranteed price of $54.90
each...an incredible $25.00 less than a major
national advertiser. Orders received later
ma Y not be honored due to volatile
fluctuations in the precious metals market,
and checks mav be 'returned uncashed.

CONGRESS MELTS
NIORGAN SILVER
Created by the I. S. Mint over a century
ago. more than 270 million Morgan Silver
Donars were melted down during World
War! by the Federal government increasing
the value of these coins dramatically. After
unly line more mi-nting, Morgan Silver
I )( qlars were never issued again. Their silver
content then as today is almost one Troy
ounce of .900 fine silver. Despite
tluctuations in the price of silver, Morgan
Silver Dollars have had an average annual
appreciation of 26.4% in value over the last
10 years alone!

PRIVATE INDUSTRY
MELTS U. S.
•
SILVER DOLLARS
In January of 1980, silver hit a record
breaking $50.00 per ounce, triggering a
second massive melting of Silver Dollars.
The combination of these two major
meltings has resulted in Silver Dollars being
more scarce ..,than ever. We have her
approaThed by the European Markets for
, •these_ rare coins, but we feel they should be
in the hands of the American. Public. In
consideration of the fewer number of these
coins available, we guarantee an increase in
tritita-t-COUtd be over-60%-yeatty. Whidi
means in five years they could be worth up
to $575.66 apiece.

They divided themselves Into
units for education and
outreach, fund raising, by-laws
and nominations, child advocacy and problem
identification.
Interested parents and
citizens who would like to join
the group should call Brenda
Estes, group advisor, at
782-8016, or Jan Muller, coexecutive director. at 758-5259.

REVERSE

Handled by Bankers and Mint Personnel

SILVER DOLLAR
STOCKPILES FOUND
Our find of over 15,000 original Silver
Dollars will be released from guarded vaults
to the American public only through this
noti&! Most coins are up to 105 years
old and guaranteed to be in brilliant
uncirculated condition. Also, these coins are
guaranteed to be genuine U. S. Gov't Issue
and are accompanied by a numbered.
Certificate of Authenticity to that effect. We
can only guarantee this price for one week
clue to the volatility of the precious metals
market.

STRICT LIMIT
Since our price of $54.90 each is an
incredible $25.00 less than a major national
advertiser, we expect an avalanche of orders
to come pouring in. Therefore, we advise
you to get your order in early before the
strictly limited supply at this price is sold.
We offer a 10-day examination period for
each order at which time they may be
returned for a full-refund. A limit of five
hundred coins per order will be strictly
adhered! Avoid disappointment. Act now!

All Coins Held at the

UNITED STATES COIN
RESERVE BUILDING

1-800-321-8700
24 Hours a day
7 Days a week including Sunday

0.
ft

Complete listing.
Dates will be selected
at random.

1878S 1889CC 1899S
1879
18896 1900
1879CC 1889S 19000
18790 1890
1900S
1879S 1890CC 1901
1880
1890S 1902
1880CC 1891
1903
18800 1891CC 1904
1880S 18910 19z1
1881
1891S 1921ID
1881CC 1892
1921
18810 1892CC 1922
1881S 18920 1922D
1882
1892S 1922S
1882CC 1893
1923
18820 1893CC 19231)
1882S 18930 1923S
1883
1893S 1924
1883CC 1894
1924S
18840 18940 1925
1884S 1894§._1925S
1885
1895
1926
1885CC 18950 1926D
18850 1895S 1926S
1885S 1896
1927
1886
18960 1927D
18860 1897
1927S
1886S 18970 1928
1887
1897S 1928S
1887S 1898
1934
1888
18980 1934D
-111880 1898$ 1934S
1888S 1899
1935
1889
18990 1935S

REASONS TO BUY NOW
1.The Christmas investment of a lifetime.
2.Rare coins are the. only investment which has paid 26.4%
annually over the last ten years.
31f you don't own real silver money, you should.
‘1.These are among the last Morgan and Peace Silver dollars
we have available in this country.
5.Each coin is accompanied with a numbered Certificate of
Authenticity and Grading, and all coins are guaranteed as to
silver content by the United States Government.
6.This could be the last publicly available supply that has
survived up to 105 years in uncirculated condition.
7.Coin analysts state that in the case of a market explosion these
Gov't Silver Dollars could be worth $1000 each in only 5 years.
8.A LIMIT OF FIVE HUNDRED COINS PER
ORDER WILL BE STRICTLY ADHERED! AVOID
,DISAPPOINTMENT. ACT NOW!

COIN DEALERS LIMITED TO 500 COINS.

u.

S. Coin Reserve, Dept. SI. 450 Bowie, Beaumont, Texas 77701
For insurance purposes you must call for mailing instructions. Please send me by insured mail
Silver Dollars at $54.90 each,
plus postage, handling and Insurance as indicated below. I have 10 days to
inspect my coins, at which time I will receive a full refund if I return them
to you by insured mail.
(#906 A ) 1 U. S. Silver Dollar $54.90
plus $3 postage, handling and insurance
(#906E) 5'U. S. Silver Dollars
$274.50
plus $5 postage, handling and insurance
(#906J) 10 U. S. Silver Dollars
$549.00
plus $10 postage. handling and insurance
( #906T) 20 U S Silver Dollars
$1098.00
plus $15 postage, handling and insurance
4.#906Q) 40 U.S. StIvel Dollars
$2196.00
plus $27 postage, handling and insurance
(#90610 60 U. S. Silver Dollars
$3294.00
plus $33 postage, handling and insurance
(#906F) 80 U. S. Silver Dollars
$4392.00
plus $36 postage, handling and insurance
(#906S) 120 U. S. Silver Mitt
$6588.00
plus $46 postage, handling and insurance
(#906G) 200 U.S. Silver Dollars
$10.980.00
plus $70 postage, handling and insurance
I #906Z) 500 U. S. Silver Dollars
$27.450.00
plus Slat) postage, handling and insurance
Total amount enclosed $ Charge
yISA
MasterCard Exp. date
Acc't #
Signature
Thlephone number
-Mr. Mrs.
Ms. Miss
Address
City

_
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Red Tag Sale
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July 4th Store Hours
9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Thursday, July 4th Thru Sunday,
July 7th
See"
tkti StIVAllael
tlielGtlat161446
7;77

-

all previously
marked down
merchandise*
*Applies only to red ticketed or tagged merchandise
which has been reduced for clearance. Does not
apply to regular merchandise which is on sale for a
limited time or to other merchandise in regular
advertising, in circulars or catalogs.

Example savingsto you:
Sub 282
J

original
price

Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 759-4080

Lot BM

Sub 282

red
ticket
price0

Supp.0811104

J

Lot OM

Supp.080104

D282 137110

with extra
25% offyour final
nk price

p8.99

>$21.00

JCPenney

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Pointer
Murray Ky. 42071

-Sat. 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Store hours: Mon.Sun.
12:30 to 5:30 p.m.
d"4
o.
01.7*
0111.1ftriermassi1

V'

•

_
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

WHERE LOW PRICE
ORIGINATE.

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

HOMEOWNED & HOME OPERATED
PRICES GOOD WEDNESDAY. JULY 3RD THRU TUESDAY.'JULY 9TH

-- NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY —
KRAFT

MIRCLE WHIP

SALAD DRESSING

s'
Rilger
6#t-

99

32 Oz.

Miracle
Whip

REG. *2"

REG. 2.79

R.C., DIET RITE
R.C. 100 or NEHI

Folgers
COFFEE

8 PK 16 OZ.

1 LB. CAN

1 39
PLUS DEPOSIT
(LIMIT TWO PLEASE)

29
2
$

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH 510.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

MEV

-

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI,
PEPSI FREE, 7UP,
MT DEW DR PEPPER, OR
CRUSH

CHUNK
BOW WOW

DAIRY FRESH

YOGURT

FOOD
DOG
_25 LB. Bag

8 OZ. All Flavors

3/$1

.31P.
RPSKEIO

$169

59c

MINAFT

wrirwirmes

LI

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

DAWN

CHUNK

DISHWASHING
LIQUID

MARGARINE
1 LB. QTRS.

JUICE
ORANGE
64 OZ.

6 PK 12 OZ. CAN

$399

PARKAY

GOLDEN ROD

TUNA

U.S.D.A. BONE

2 OZ.
/
61

EfftaM

99

DAWN

68

PAR KAY

ROUND

U.S.D.A. CH011

TIP ROA

IN OIL OR WATER

U.S.D.A CHO1C

_111_16.1k

r
1U
."
lk41116
i
Allia

ROUND

C=111.

DECORATED
MARDI GRAS

FINAL TOUCH

PAPER TOWELS

FABRIC SOFTNER

HEFTY

PURE VEGETABLE

FOAM PLATES

WESSON OIL
24 OZ.

'

50 CT.

64 OZ.
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DECORATED
MARDI GRAS

NAPKINS
140 CT.

SHOW BOAT

LIPTON

DOUBLE q PINK

PORK & BEANS
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4 OZ.
/

SALMON

Lipton

TEA BAGS
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100 CT.
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FROZEN FOODS
oz.79c

22 01.

994

ALL

35 OZ. $ 1 49

SLICES

32 Os.

994

594

• VE.VET BATHROOM

2/599
SIN.3/599

22 OZ.

SAUCE

PAPER TOWELS

12 IN.

994

SAUCE

"
32 OZ. $1

DELTA

oz.83c

RG. ISO

KRAFT BISQ HICKORY

AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER

WHIPPED
TOPPING-

PIZZA

GAL. 894

DETERGENT

COOL WHIP

TOMBSTONE

'KRAFT

LIQUID ALL LAUNDRY

T.V.
DINNERS

PIZZA

•

PUREX

BLEACH

BANQUET

TOMBSTONE

SHOP & COMPARE

TISSUE

4 ROLL

PARAMOUNT HAMBURGER
FAMILY SIZE LIPTON

TEA BAG

24

cr.v1"

TI

WV

4

79`

LA!

BUGLES CORN

S
69, SNACK
QU1NCHER

6 OZ.

THIRST

ENDUST

PUS".& CLEAN

10 OZ.-$229

GOLDEN GRAIN

CHEESE

M
KRAAFTC &
GRAPE JELLY

71/3 OZ.

-

2/794

"
32 OZ. $1

GATORAID

32 OZ.

MUSSELMAN'S APPLL

SAUCE

25 OZ.

794

COFFEE-MATE

CREAMER

"
16 OZ. 9
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FOOD STAMPS
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KREY
CARVEMASTER JR.
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FAMILY PACK
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OUND STEA

ROUND BEE

Pt!.

FIELD
PRO-LEAGUER
•

FRESH-FROZEN

RS
WIENE
120Z. ,

.) SPARE RIBS k

89;

-\

FRYER

LEG QTRS.

FAMILY PACK

U.S.D.A. BONELESS

CUBE STEAK
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELSS SIRLOIN

TIP ROAST

HYDE PARK

BONUS PACK

BACON

LB. $239

FAMILY PACK

BONUS PACK

BOLOGNA

LB. $219

U.S.D.A CHOICE BONELESS TOP OR BOTTOM

,

12 OZ.

METZGER

BONUS PACK

BONUS PACK

3 LB. BAG LODI
NEW CROP RED

LB. $169

HOMPSON SEEDLESS

APPLES
SANTA ROSA

PLUMS
1 LB. BAG

CARROTS

89c
3/$100
LB

FRESH CRISP

CELERY

NMI

EA

RESH CALIFORNIA

59c

CALIFORNIA RED

ONIONS

LB. 591

6 OZ. BAG RED

RADISHES,

4/9"

DELI DE A T

BAKERY

Hot

$200"
LAST WEEKS NAME
!LAMY WOOn..
MURRAY, KY.
CARD NOT
PUNCHED

PEPPER CHEESE

WHITE BREAD

LOAF 691

LB. $2.89

BOILED

HAM

LB.$3:09 DANISH SNAIL

tA.29

CHICKEN

"°4- $2•36 'tINNAMON ROLLS

/51

•
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Kentucky News In Brief
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Jrhe LouisvilleJefferson County Human Relations Commission
will notbe allowed .to intervene in the case of a
man who claims working with blacks led to a
!nental breakdown, a circuit judge has ruled.
Judge Jack E. Mudd ruled the commission had
•10 standing in the suit, which is basedon a claim
-Iv,Gary Pearl, $9, a former,Louisville sanitation
,firker.
The commission argued that a Kentucky
_ ,.,•Irkers' Compensation Board ruling that
I tiered rehabilitation for Pearl in an all-white
-ttirig if necessary violated county and cityantiliscrimination laws.
But Mudd said after making his decision Monay that he was afraid allowing the commission
3 intervene might "open tike door, and
eyeaqo,dxels%w_041,1d want to getinvolved in it,"
-woricerr compensation board ordered in
April that Pearl was entitled to receive disability
benefits, medical expenses and rehabilitation.
Mudd ruled last week that Pearl should start
receiving the $231.47 in weekly benefits from the
state until he issues a decision in the case, which
he said probably would come in September.
---FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The djilnergy
Cabinet will explore how oil and gas producers in
Kentucky can economically meet new state
water regulations, officials announced.
-Clean water is a top priority of this administration and I am committed to it," Gov.
Martha Layne Collins said in a news release
Tuesday from her office. "Nevertheless, the
economic impact on industry of new regulations
cannot be dismissed." Many producers have argued that new regulations from the Cabinet for Natural Resources
will force them out of business.
'Our goal is not to shut down industry in Kentucky, but to assure clean water for future
generations." Natural Resources Secretary
Charlotte Baldwin said.
---FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) - The Kentucky
State Police are upset that someone is. asking for
money for Trooper Island Boys Camp without
the permission of the camp's board of directors.

Os

NOW
8.8%

Fire chief arrested in traffic deaths

According to a release from the agency, some
professional solicitors are invoking the c
- ause of
Trooper Island, but do not represent a sanctioned effort.
The agency said some of the solicitations are
being made by the Kentucky State Police Professional Association, which is made up of state
police employees, but is not sanctioned by the
department.
---STANTON, Ky. (4?)- The Powell County
Fiscal Court has voted not to pay tixe more than
$2,400 in psychiatric fees for accused murderer
Todd Ice.
Montgomery Circuit Judge Janes Richardson
had ordered fiscal court to pay for psychiatric
examinations for Ice, accused of killing a 7-yearP0,-,-lyistri,Donna Knox,in 1079-chapQ..41
he was 15 Years old.
The fiscal court voted Tuesday to appeal
Richardson's order, said County Attorney John
Cox.. He said he advised fiscal court to pay the
bills, or face contempt of court charges.
The judge's order said lee was indigent and
said the fiscal court must pay so he would not be
denied a fair trial. Cox said the judge asked
fiscal court to pay because the prosecution began
there when Ice was a juvenile.
Ice's retrial was scheduled to begin June 17 in
Rowan Circuit Court, but was delayed indefinitely by a federal judge while defense attorneys appeal a ruling.

Investors make bid for
United Press agency
WASHINGTON (AP)
United Press International and its major
creditors are studying
an offer from a group of
unidentified investors to
buy the news service.
The proposal would
pay off as much as $17.9
million in UPI debts and
provide enough money
to keep UPI operating
for a year or two while
UPI management attempts to turn the company around,

A.P.R. Financing on
4 Wheel Drive Pickups
as well as 2 Wheel
Drive Pickups either in
3/4 ton.
/
1 2 on

Washington attorney
David M. Rubenstein
said Tuesday.
• Rubenstein, who
represents the In
vestors, was a domestic
policy aide to President
Carter. He said the offer
was made by "fewer
than six" wealthy investors who "think
there should be twawire
services" and are committed to helping
preserve UPI as an independent news agency.

JUST ONE STOP
•LIFE '•HEALTH TE
*CAR •HOME
•FARM •BLISINESSdkii
Dan Cullen

Dwain
S 12th St
Murray Ky
502 753 2617
Taylor
Chevorlet, Inc.

AT SHELTER,
IT'S A MATTER OF PERSONAL PRIDE.
WELD
Of
SHELTER

SHELTER
INSURANCE

100B 6th St.

759-1033

Snell*,Insurance Cannanes

After 4th of July Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Bedspreads

Country, Ruffle
Priscilla

(Entire Stock)

Curtains
(Select Group)

10
% Off

Kitchen
Curtains
(Select Group)

20%

Off

2 °
Select Group
Of

Bedspreads

20%

Off

Off

'flow
Shades
(Select Group)
Door sizes up
to 29" wide

'1.00

Comforters
& Bed Ruffles

20%

Off

Bath Carpet
10%

Sheets &
Towels

10%

10%

Off

10%

•

"When you see a snake, never
mind where he tame from."
- W.G. Benham.
South saw a bad result coming at
a recent Dallas tournament.
Rather than take his lumps quietly,
he made a dangerous move. Then
he backed his daring with excellent
play. -South was right in his analysis of
the opposing two-heart contract.
Exactly eight tricks were available
at that contract reir a .very poor
result for North-South. What better
--Uine-feirSou
-1110-tilke-a-rtra-nze:-Rehad little to lose and much to gain
by bidding two spades.
West led the diamond queen to
South's ace and South's club queen
was covered by the king and ace.
The club jack was cashed and South
ruffed dummy's last club. West
ducked South's lead of the spade
nine and another spade put West on
play. West cashed his remaining
high trump and then led a club,
forcing dummy to ruff with the last
trump.
With everyone's trumps gone,
declarer cashed dummy's diamond
king to drop East's 10 and led
dummy's diamond seven to West's
jack. West now had the unhappy
choice of leading from his heart
ace to surrender an overtrick or to
lead his low diamond, holding South
to his contract.
At rubber bridge, one wouldn't
dream of bidding two spades with
the South hand. It would take too
many small victories to make up
for one disastrous penalty.

Off

NORTH
7-3-A
*J865
•952
*K72
*AJ7
EAST
32
•Q J 1074
*108
'410943
SOUTH
*Q1094
•IC 6 3
•A 9 5 4
*Q2

Vulnerable: North-South. Dealer:
-West The bidding.
West
North
East
South
1 NT
Pass
2•'
Pass
2•
Pass
Pass
2*
Pass
Pass
Pass
'Jacoby transfer
Opening lead: Diamond queen
r

BID WITH THE ACES
7-37B
South holds:
•J 8 6 5
IP 9 52
•K 7 2
*AJ7
North
1+
2 NT

South
240

ANSWER: Three no-trump. With no
ruffing values, South has no reason to
insist on spades. Winning nine tricks
may be easier than winning 10.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, P0 Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply.
Copyright 1985
United eature Syndicate

Kenlake
State Resort
Park
Aurora

Two poodles
still playing
the piano
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
(AP)- After two years
of music lessons, Ginger
and Pepper are still
playing the piano for
peanuts.
The two poodles can
play the C through F
keys in sequence when
owner John Buby barks
a command.
Buby, 48, a teacher at
Apalachee Correctional
Institution in Sneads,
says he started teaching
his pets after he began
taking piano lessons
himself. He rewards the
dogs with peanuts when
they strike the correct
keys with their paws.
Buby's piano teacher,
'who asked not to be
identified, said "she has
seen the poodles
perform.

Dygard gets AP Tokyo job
NEW YORK (AP) Thomas J. Dygard,
chief of bureau in
Chicago since 1971, will
take charge of AP
operations in Japan,
Korea and China, President and General
Manager Louis D. Boccardi has announced.
Roy K. Essoyan is
retiring after 40 years
with the news
cooperative, the last 12
as 'head of North Asia
Services, and Dygard
will assume his new post
as chief of the Tokyo
bureau on Oct. 1, Boccardi said Tuesday.
Dygard, 53, began his
career with AP in 1954
as a newsman in'Little
Rock, his hometown,
and later was chief of
bureau there and in
Indianapolis.
After his initial stint
in Little Rock, Dygard
worked in the Detroit
bureau and then was appointed correspondent
in Birmingham, Ala.,

where he helped cover
the racial unrest of the
early 1960s.
He served as news
editor in New Orleans,
and was named bureau
chief in Little Rock in
1964. Two years later, he
moved to Indianapolis
in the same position.
Dygard is a graduate
of the University of
Arkansas and is the
author of nine novels for
young adults.
Essoyan,65, was born
In Tsurguga, Japan,and
joined the AP at
Shanghai in 1945. He
later worked as a
newsman in Honolulu
and Moscow, and was
expelled from the Soviet
Union in 1958 for what
the government there
called "a rude violation
of Soviet censorship."
He directed AP operations in Hong Kong,
Cairo and Beirut before
taking the post in Tokyo
in 1973.

ECHO has passed along special
incentives to sell ECHO trimmers
this month Now you can buy the
best quality trimmer at special low
prices,_

Off

Decorative
Soap

19° to 50°

Reeves Factory Surplus
.„c. Discount Draperies\c,•
204 N. Brewer St. - Downtown
Paris, Tenn.

WEST
*AK7
•A8
•Qj63
*K865

The Sing Out Kentucky Musical sceduled for 8:00 p.m., Friday night has been
but
cancelled,
remember our Friday
Night Seafood Buffet,
Saturday night Country Buffet and Sunday
Noon Buffet.
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LIMMED TO IN-STOCK INVENTORY

0DEL GT1000

Water Bed
Comforters with
Matching Sheets

BOBBY WOLFF

Police Trooper RichardUsowski. Byrd told
police the lights were
not on when the collision
happened hut had been
turned on accidentally
just before the wreck
when his radio
microphone fell,
Usowski said.
The criminal
recklessness charge
carries a maximum
penalty of twn years,
while the other four
counts each carry a
penet.,
years.
The wreck happened
as the Boberg car was
making a left turn from
the northbound lane of
Ind. 111 onto Dug Knob
Road and was struck by
Byrd's car, which was
traveling south on Ind.
111. The Bobergs were
going to pick berries at
Floyds Knobs when the
accident occurred.
A dip in the road north
of the intersection
blocks southbound
drivers from seeing the
crossing from a
distance.
A jury trial is scheduled for Oct. 7.

FACTORY AUTHORIZED

Shower &
Window
Curtains
Off

THE ACES®

Hwy. 94 E
474-2211

Visit Our Bath Shop in
In Our Adjoining Building

the scene of another accident June 22 when the
wreck happened.
After a study of logs
and tapes from the
county central dispatch
office, police concluded
Byrd, 28, was not
answering an emergency call.
Byrd told investigators he was driving 55 to 60 mph in the
25-mph zone marked
with a flashing .yellow
light where the wreck
74411.10s
said his car's emergency lights were on, according to Indiana State
•

ATTENTION!

Pleated
Shades

20%

NEW ALBANY, Ind.
Byrd appeared in
(AP) - A July 25 pre- Floyd Superior Court
trial hearing has been and was released on
set for the chief of the 87,500 bond. No plea was
New Albany Township entered.
Volunteer Fire DepartRichard H. Boberg,
ment, charged _with his wife, Janet, and one
reckless homicide In an of their children,5-yearautomobile accident old Nicholas, were prothat left four members -1-foilnced dead at the
of a Louisville, Ky., scene. Another child,
family dead.
18
:month-old Kern, died
Jerry Byrd, 28, was the following day, and a
arrested Tuesday and third, Erin, 7, is listed in
charged with four good cohditioh at Kosair
counts of reckless Children's Hospital in
homicider..-He.ab""‘"
"
4 6'..-• -‘ •
a. criminal reckleaness
Police initially
charge in the injury of a thought Byrd might
fifth family member.
have been on his way to

GRASS TRIMMER

NOW ONLY $99.95
• 16cc — 2 cycle engine • weighs less than 10 lbs.
• artmi-automatic burnp Reg. $129.95
feed cutting head

SALE ENDS
JULY 31st

SAVE $30
1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY'
*(90 DAY LIMITED WARRANT! IF USED COMMERCIALLY) '
°VI:1"p Alf.,
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royko says

by mike royko

Bomb blackmail next?
During the 1950s there was lies, and it shocks the
nation.
a British movie about a little But suppose that instead
of
man who stole a nuclear bomb _ human beings, a nuclear bomb
and blackmailed the world. He is skyjacked or stolen?
vies gentle and had . a good
—
js filleI .‘vith
cause, as we remember, and tionalistic movements and reso he was a sympathetic char- ligious fanatics, and eventualacter. And, of course, the film ly it will be virtually impossihad a happy ending.
ble to prevent a well
But what will happen if a organized group of para-milifanatic Shiite Moslem steals a tarists from obtaining a bomb.
bomb?
It may be stolen, or it may be
They got through the notori- obtained from a sympathetic
ously weak security in Athens. dictator, such as Moammar
But terrorists have breached Khadafy of Libya.
tougher security in Germany,
According to recent reports
England, Israel and the Unit- the world now contains some
ed States. And spies from the 50,000 nuclear warheads. Most
United States, Soviet Union of these are controlled by the
and England regularly infil- United States and the Soviet
trate each other's military Union, each of wham can blow
and government agencies.
up the Earth many times
Reacting to the latest sky- over.
jacking, many Americans
A bilateral nuclear disarcalled on their government to mament agreement between
get tough. But President the two superpowers would
Reagan, like former President reduce the risk of nuclear
Jimmy Carter whom he war. It also is the only way to
maligned for inaction, has dis- prevent smaller nations from
covered that it's hard to get obtaining the bomb. And this
tough when hostage lives are will reduce the risk of nuclear
at stake, and you can't shoot blackmail by terrorists.
an enemy when you don't
Thus, the latest skyjacking
know exactly where he is.
should convince Soviet and
A skyjacking is bad erkough U.S. negotiators that normal
when it involves 40 or several human safety, as well as nuhundred passengers. It is ter- clear war, is involved in bilatrible for those who go through eral nuclear disarmament nethe ordeal and for their fami- gotiations.

looking back

'

Many people have chided me
for omitting a few names they
say belong on -any-list-'of war
wimps - those hawkish public
figures who talk tough now, but
found ways to avoid getting involved when they had a chance
to fight in a war of their own.
Most of them mentioned
Ronald Reagan, who spent WW
II making training and propaganda films in Hollywood.
"How could you leave the
Hollywood hero off a war wimp
list?" asked a veteran of Iwo
Jima.
I left him off because,
technically, Reagan doesn't
really qualify as a. war wimp.
Although he had remarkably
soft military duty, he was in the
Army. And that could be said
about many men who spent the
war in the States sorting out bed
sheets or sticking needles into
_
recruits' behinds.
As I understand the expression - which was originated by
Rep. Andrew Jacobs of Indiana,
a combat Marine in Korea - a
war wimp is someone who promotes waging war or building up
the tools of war, but hid behind a
college deferment or Suddenly
came up lame when the draft
board whistled.

Among those I overlooked, according to readers, was David
Stdck man, Reaginvii- -btidget
director.
Stockman, they point out, was
eligible for the Vietnam War but
was a divinity student.
True, but Stockman isn't really known for hawkish views. If
anything, he has tried to cut the
military budget. So I'm not sure
if he's a war wimp.
Ah, but then we have Robert
Dornan, one of the toughesttalking, chest-thumping, fistwaving, liberal-baiting congressmen in all the land.
How could I have ever left him
.off a war wimp list? An oversight, but I will make amends
here and now.
Dornan is a former right-wing
talk-show host who got himself
elected to Congress from *here else? - Orange County,
_Calif.
He has made a practice of
referring to some Democratic
congressmen as: "jelly-kneed,
draft-dodging wimps."
To demonstrate his macho, he
even created a stir by grabbing
a liberal congressman by the tie
and calling him a wimp.
But then, Dornan could do
such things because he had a
military career of which he

could be proud.
Reading ..tit_ti2lOgraPhies put
out by his staff, one finds that he
was an Air Force pilot during
the Korean War, and that he
flew combat missions in
Southeast Asia.
As Dornan said with a sneer
about congressmen who weren't
eager to give the Pentagon
everything it wants: "Those of
you who have no military record
are the most offensive ones of
all."
The trouble is, Dornan's
record is, basically, a phony.
True, he did serve in the Air
Force as a pilot. But when some
snoops took a close look at his
record, they found that it didn't
jibe with his publicity material.
They found that when Dornan
became eligible for the draft
during the Korean War, he
entered college and got a
deferment
And safely in college he stayed
until the war was just about
over. Only then did he drop out
of college and enlist in the Air
Force. Since he already knew
how to fly, he went to pilot school
and got his wings.
But by then, there was nobody
to shootat
Dornan's publicity people
have said that he couldn't have

become a pilot during the war
anyway because pilots -had to
have two years of college.
False. The Air Force was so
desperately short of pilots that
they dropped the requirement to
a high school diploma.
Dornan's various biographies
also mention his "being in
Southeast Asia during the Vietnam War. One of his aides even
said he flew combat missions
.and was shot at.
It turns out that when he was
in Southeast Asia, it was as a
journalist of sorts, working for a
TV station owned by Gene
Autry.
Unfortunately, the Pentagon
does not keep records as to the
combat heroics of Gene Autry's
TV reporters. And Vietnam
veterans I've spoken to say they
don't remember ever fighting
shoulder to shatiller with
anybody of such description.
So I think Dornan, despite his
belated service in the peacetime
Air Force, qualifies as a war
wimp.
He had a war and his chance
to take part. He took a deferment instead.
But maybe he had his reasons.
Those MiG pilots in Korea didn't
wear ties he could pull.

capitol ideas
david goeller

Ten years ago
Seventh Annual Jaycee Golf
A special feature story about
Tournament. His score was 79.
Modest and Buron Jeffrey, writRecent births reported at
ten by Nanci Peterson, is
Murray Hospital include a girl
published.
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe E.
Richard Blalock, son of Mr.
Thornton.
and Mrs. Nelson Blalock of MurMembers of Murray Woman's
ray, second year medical stuClub and Hazel Woman's Club
dent at the University of
attended a workshop on proLouisville, is participating in an
gram planning on June 30 in the
8-week Medical Education and
basement of First Methodist
Community Orientation
Church, Mayfield. Mrs. C.C.
(MECO) Program at MurrayLowry and Mrs. J.I. Hosick,
Calloway County Hospital this
both of Murray, participated in
summer.
the program.
Mrs. Clinton M. Rowlett was
Thirty years ago
honored at a retirement party
Gingles Wallis was appointed
by faculty and staff of College of
to a new term on Murray ElecHuman Development and Leartric Power Board at a meeting of
ning at Murray State University
the Murray City Council.
following her retirement on
Earl Jones, 42, son of Mr. and
June 30.
Mrs. Edgar Jones of Kirksey,
Births reported include a boy
was killed yesterday in an
to Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Dan
automobile accident near
Fian, June 21.
Jonesboro, Ill.
Mrs. James Byrn of Bear
Miss Patsy Shackelford,
Creek Girl Scout Council Perdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Solon
sonnel Committee attended a
Shackelford, and Lenith Rogers,
National Personnel Workshop
son of Allen Rogers and the late
for Girl Scouts of USA, June 24
Mrs. Rogers, were married
to 25, at Columbus, Ohio.
June 12 at Seventh and Poplar
Twenty years ago
Church of Christ.
A total of 3.09 inches of rain
The minimum support for 1955
fell in a summer storm yesterNo. 1 clear, crop wheat in
day, according to John Ed Scott,
Calloway County is $2.18,per
local weather observer. During
bushel, according to Q.D.
the storm the home of Mr. and
Wilson, chairman of the
Mrs. Ruble Austin of near Almo
Calloway County Agricultural
was destroyed by fire.
Stabilization and Conservation
The Rev. A.H. McLeod, Jr.,
Committee.
--son of Mr. and Mrs. Alex
New officers of Kirksey
McLeod, Sr., of Hazel, received
Homemakers Club elected at
his Bachelor of Divinity Degree
meeting at home of Mrs. Hugh
frm Memphis Theological
Gingles were Mrs. Macon
Seminary, Memphis, Tenn.
Blankenship, Mrs. Paul
Burton Young, son of Mr. and
Paschall, Mrs. Jackie Treas and
Mrs. Robert Young, won the
Mrs. Herman Darnell.
WRITE A LETTER - Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typwritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of.

War wimp's heroics too good to be true

general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42011.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - They
are political opposites, conservative Republica,n Sen. Barry
Goldwater and liberal
Democratic Rep. Mo Udall, but
when they relax and chew the
fat, they are two of Capitol Hill's
genuine funnymen.
Put them together in an informal setting, free of the mantle of
restraint that is normal attire
for official Washington, and the
two veteran lawmakers could be
sitting with their feet propped on
the soda cooler an Arizona
desert crossroads gas station.
Udall and Goldwater recently
held the stage at a gathering of
the Arizona State Society for an
evening of anecdotes and oneliners, many of them selfdirected.
Their stories begin with their
grandfathers: Mike Goldwater,
a Jewish merchant, and David
Udall, one of the Mormons who
emigrated to Arizona in the last
century and stirred controversy
because of polygamy.
Here's the Udall version:
"David Udall was thrown in jail
at the Prescott Territorial Jail
on charges of polygamy, and a
local merchant, who respected
the Mormons and thought they
were energetic and industrious folks, took pity on him and signed his bail bond so he could go
home and take care of his
family."
Goldwater tells a slightly different tale: "My old grandfather, who was the mayor of
Prescott at that time, got a
horse, got the key to the jail
from the sheriff and went down
to the jail that night, got Mr.
Udall onto the horse and told
him to get the hell out of town
and don't come back."
Much of the Goldwater-Udall
humor centers on their unsuccessful bids for the presidency
- Goldwater as the GOP
nominee in 1964, Udall in the
Democratic primaries of 1976.
"I used to say that Barry was
beat by 17 million votes by Lyndon Johnson and I came in second 14 times to Jimmy Carter."
Udall said. "Between us, we
made Arizona the only state in
the union where mothers dare
not tell their kids they can grown
up and be president."
Both men recalled the days
before the Sunbelt migration
swelled Arizona's population.
"I liked Arizona when it was
small and had a lot of space,"
Udall said.
Goldwater talked of
Easterners who. "come from
states with too much water.
They come out to Arizona and
they don't realize it's so dry. I
was home yesterday and I looked down down the hill and there
was a tree chasing a dog."
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Consumers may be getting too much credit
NEW YORK (AP) - Are you
over your head in debt?
Always a latent concern, the
question is .rising again on the
list of economic concerns
because of some startling
figures, such as a 23 percent increase in the total of installment
debt outstanding.
That percentage, unprecedented until now, comes
atop a 20 percent increase last
year, and puts the level of inItallment debt at more than 18
percent of disposable income,
the highest level seen in four
decades.
Installment debt, as those involved in it know, is only a part
of the total credit scene, encompassing credit cards and department store credit and auto loans
and the like. It doesn't include
home mortgages.
If you add up all consumer
debt - mortgages and bank
loans and whatever other debt
that families might incur - you
find that consumer liabilities in
the first quarter reached 72 percent of personal income, the
highest ever.

groups under 45 years of age.
-Many loans, especially for
Traditionally, young people
automobiles, involve balloons spend heavily for houses, furor large final payments. In efniture. applianc es and
fect, such loans tend to disguise
automobiles. Such groups have
the real impact of credit.
fairly secure jobs and rising in-Many _large home mortgage
comes to support their debt.
loans are variable. While such
-The increasing substitution
mortgages have caps, just a--2of credit cards for cash gives a
percentage point rise can
distorted picture. Statistics -amount to well over
$100 a
show that while many borrowers
mori-th in added payments for
fall into a pattern of maintaining
many families.
monthly credit balances, many
The controversy, over conalso pay off their debts each
sumer borrowing is an old one,
month.
and economists often ring the
-Household wealth is growalarm bell too early. Is it too
ing, in part because of rising
early now? It's hard to .say
home equities.
nobody has ever seen figures
-Longer maturities, especiallike these before.
ly on homes, make repayments
easier.
-A rising stock market, and
interest income on savings which-- recently reached a
relatively high level in excess of
6 percent - have partially offset
the cost of handling debts.
Those who see trouble in the
high credit levels - cite', these
factors:
-Heavy liabilities generally
are followed by recessions,
which make it all the more difficult to maintain payments.
-Because of relatively low
rates of inflation, borrowers today cannot be assured of repaying in cheaper dollars. Nor do
trieY have, the cushion provIded„,
by riadly rising equities
homes.
-Unlike rates for busineits
loans and mortgages, credit
4
card rates remain high. generally around 19 percent.
-Employment gains are
slowing.

RAIE1Fririe

Depending upon how you vieW
it, such numbers indicate a high
level of consumer confidence-in the future, or a recklessness that
a lot of people and their.
are going to be soffY
about
As with all matters economic,
there are at least two schools of
thought.
There are those who defend
the high level of borrowing. offering these explanations:
-There has been a rise in age
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AA highway route still undecided
FRANKFORT, Ky. tee of the Interim Joint
(AP)- The oft-delayed Committee on
AA Highway is on hold Transportation.
once:again" while the
Work will still-proceed
Transportafion Cabinet on other sections of the
figures out where it 80-mile road which will
should go through have its* eastern terCampbell County, - ac-- minus at VancebUrg:
cording to Secretary
The road, originally
Leslie Dawson.
named because .it would
The Federal'Highway connect Alexandria and
Administration is ada- Ashland. is not supposed
.mant in its opposition to to end at Vanceburg.
tie' the new road into
But Dawson said
Interstate-275 at a new there is no Infoney
interchange near the available right now for
_...qtyient route. of
two spurs from
uThy S. Dawson said Vanceburg to Grayson
• Tuesday.
•
and Vanceburg to the
"I don't .think its Greenup Dam on the
possible to do anything Ohio River.
-to- that -interchange to Those spurs will cost
get it approved at the $160 million, in addition
federal level," Dawson to the current estimate
told . members of the of $288.4 million for the
Highways and Vehicle original link.
Regulation SubcommitDawson said several

alternatives are being
considered on where to
tie the AA Highway into
the interstate bypass
around northern Kentucky and Cincinnati.
The 4 0 --rn lie
- VanCebtirg to Greenup
Dam leg is estimated to
'Cost $71.1 million.- The
Vanceburg to Gra.yson
leg, also 40 miles long, is
'estimated to cost $89.3
million.
"'There was no money
set aside or made
Dawson told members'
of the
•
Dawson said- it was
_unlikely that a new bond
Issue would be sold to
raise the money needed
for construction of the
two spurs:
''As soon as other
funds become available,

piece by piece, we would
extend those legs .on,"
he skid.
Dawson also revealed
that the cabinet does not
Intend to, use proceeds
from a proposed increase in the motorfuels tax to provide debt
service on new bonds.
Instead, he said the
approximately $285
million that would be
raised by such an increase would go for normal reconstruction and
resurfacing
and other projects contained in the cabinet's
six-year road plan.
The gas tax Increase
is expected to be put
before a special session
of the Legislature that
Gov. Martha Layne Collins has called for July
8.

Suspect dies, hearings set for two others
CLARKSVILLE.
Tenn. AP - Hearings
have been scheduled for
two Kentucky- men
charged in a Clarksville
bank robbery that left
another suspect dead,
officials gait',
Perry D. Caudle. 32,
and Freddie D Mon-

tgomery, 33, both of
Hopkinsville, Ky.. were
charged in the holdup of
a branch of the Commerce Union Bank in
Clarksville.
A third suspect,
Robert Dale McKee, 30,
also of-Hopkinsville,
died Monday from a

head wound at Vanderbilt University Medical
Center, a spokeswoman
said.
Montgornery was being held in the Christian
County, Ky., jail and
was to appear today
before
federal
magis-trate. Montgomery,.a city
fireman, has been
LI- uspended. ,
- Caudle was being held
in the Montgomery
County, Tenn., jail on
bank robbery charges.
A hearing - was schedulCoy E. Rye, 74, died • was the son of the late ed Friday.
today at 6:05 a.m. at James Van Buren Rye
West View Nursing and Alta Elizabeth
Home.
Outland Rye.
His wife, Mrs. Lola
Survivors include two
Rudolph Rye. died Oct. nephews, Cecil Farris,
DAYTON, Ohio (AP)
11, 1961.
Niutray. and Gus F.
He also was preceded Yarbrough. Rt. 5. - Convicted murderers
Alton Coleman, 29, and
In death by four sisters, Murray.
Debra Brown, 22, reMrs. Emma Fair. Mrs.
Graveside services mained at the Dayton.Myrtle Farris, Mrs.
will
-be Thursday at 10 Montgomery County
Ethel Cunningham and
Mrs. Node Yarbrough. a.m. at the Murray City Jail on Tuesday while
Cemetery. The Rev. awaiting word on where
and two brothels.
Robert Wavel Rye and R.J. Burpoe will they would be transferofficiate.
red next.
Curtis Brent.Rye.
Coleman and Ms.
A retired salesman,
In charge of arhe was, a member of rangements is Blalock - Brown pleaded guilty in
New Mt. Carmel Baptist, Coleman Funeral Home January in U.S. District
Church.
where friends. may c,all Court here to charges of
kidnapping a Kentucky
Born July 30, 1910, in from 6:30 to 9 p.m
college professor on JuCalloway County, he tonight (Wednesday I.
ly 16, 1984, and bringing
him to Dayton, where he
was found unharmed In
the trunk of his car.
Keep That (en-at
GM QUALITY
They were sentenced to
(.M Feeling V.ith
SERVICE PARTS
20 years in federal
l.enuine
rart•
•••819•. a.0,0111 C0110041.
,
Cat
prison.
U.S. District Judge
Walter Rice allowed the
Waukegan,
couple,
who consider
themselves common
law husband and wife,
to be transferred from

Coy E. Rye, 74, dies today

McKee was shot by
police Friday while he
and Caudle were being
pursued in a field near
Interstate 24, about 3
miles from the bank.
Montgomery turned
himself in Saturday to
authorities in
Hopkinsville.
Authorities said three
armed men, dressed in
military drothIng and
wearing masks,'entered
the bank Friday morning. The money was
returned, but' offipials
declined to say how
much was taken.

Colemans at Dayton
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Cooling off - A baby opossum beats the heat by-taking a dip in
its water dish. The little fellow is one of a ,
family of 12 in the care of Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilitation,
Inc., in St. Petersburg, Fla., after their
mother was killed.
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Trial defendant pleads innocent
LONDON, Ky. (AP) day on the initial counts. Bates Collett, faces six
Lawyers for the Col- A federal judge
In Tuesday's arraign- in connection with an letts Said they would
scheduled trial to ment,Collett pleaded in- alleged plot to bomb the challenge the credibilit
y
renli m,at 10a
today. -110Clint- to -ootints-alleg- -horn-es-of-lot inel -Bell-- cIf-twa =in prosecotton-on _ 'firebombing con- ing that he and James County Sheriff "Monk" witnesses who have past
spiracy -Charges against Eugene Brock of Harlan Green, Com- convictions.
former Pineville car Comity conspired to monwealth's Attorney
There was no further
dealer Kirby Collett, bomb former Bell Coun- Jog Nagle and state
who entered innocent ty District Judge Kelly police Detective Jerry testimony in the trial
pleas to additional Clore's Pineville Brewer as well as a Tuesday. When Slier
similar charges.
residence.
used-car business, a reconvened the proThe pleas came TuesU.S. District Judge garage and a radio c,edings after the arraignment, prosecution
day in a recess in the Eugene E. Siler Jr. gave station.
and
defense attorneys
trial on charges Collett attorneys 30 days to file
Assistant U.S. Atconspired to firebomb pre-trial motions, and torney Robert TreveY asked to confer with
Bell bounty businesses did not set a trial date on said in his opening state-- .eakti other.
and homes in 1981 and the new charges.
ment Monday that proFollowing a lunch
1982.
Brock, an inmate at secutors would prove break, -.the attorneys
A June 18 indictment the State - Reformatory Collett arranged the again conferred
among
containing two addi- near La Grange, has not bombings, which occur- themselves and
with the
tional charges was entered a plea.
red while he was in the judge, and Slier excused
unsealed after a jury
In the current trial Bell County 'Jail, in the jury until today. saywas selected and Collett faces 13 charges retaliation for several ing he had another
case
testimony began Mon- and his wife, Maxie bootlegging convictions. to hear.

UK officials tell side of story

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

DWAIN
S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
TAYCOR
502-753-2617
CHEVROLET, INC.

Holland Drugs on

RUBBING ALCOHOL HAZARD
Most people are aware that rubbing alcohol
can be poisonous When taken by mouth. Fewer
indiyieluds realize that rubbing alcohol can 1*
hazardous even when applied to.thc.skin. Par
ents should be espeCially alert tr. the danger
using alcohol rubs to reduce lever

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

The problems with rubbing aloth.il are usually
not associated with its absorption through the
skin. When rubbing alcohol .either cf/iy/ or rs,
propyli is applied to,the skin, rapid e‘ap.ration
produce'S- ii Cooling effect. Fever u
he reduced
- but not without danger The leicotroj vapor
that is pniduced may be inhaled Int(;.twation
can occur where there is little ventilation (the
typical bedroom?) or when children are small.
Coma in Children is a teriuus. but fortunately
rare, occurrence
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-109 South 4th on the square in Murray
Phone 753-1462
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Celebrate your birthday "on" us. Choose from
our Birthday Dinners, or deduct $4.99 from any
other menu item.
Tony Boyd

,

HOLLAND DRUGS

A
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•

Most child-health authoritie,s strongly dis
'caurage alcohol to reduce hck4 temperatures
Rather,they suggest baths in lukewarm water
or simple sponging-with water. Water has none ,
of the danger associated with rubbing alcohol
and provides moisture to often -dry tissues in the
mouth, throat, and nose. Water is odorless, is
just about free, and will not excessively dry the
skin. Hest of all, water is, Nat:.
dl••-••••••—••

The inability of the
laboratory to offer more
than one-year contracts
was also a cause of law
morale.
Rep. Lloyd Clapp, DWingo, said the contro-versy caused by the
switch .will put extra
pressure on the University of Louisville ta perform properly.
"There are going 'to
have to be some good
results to overcome the
harm done," he said.
Clapp also warned the
state's universities
against fighttng against
one another generally.
"If the universities
can't make their decisions without a squabble, then the Legislature
is going to have to make
some decisions for
them," he said.

Bathroom exercises can help

Pharmacy & Your Health

I

302 N. 12th
753-5842

Mobile Homeowners
WE WANT YOURS!
And we have the
rates to prove it.
Call us for a quote, today

753-5842
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federal custody to state
custody to face trial in
Cincinnati, where they
vOtre convicted of the
July 11, 1984 murder of
Tonnie Storey, 15, of
Cincinnati, and the July
13, 1984 murder of
Marlene Walters of
Norwood.
They were returned to
federal custody and
transferred to Dayton
on Monday.
William Breitfelder,
FRANKFORT, Ky. away was made," said it was "shocking"
chief deputy for the U.S. (AP) - University of Singletary told to him to. learn that
marshal's office in Cin- Kentucky President members"of the Interim Evans charged there
cinnati, said Tuesday Otis. Singletary says Joint Committee on were delays in 23 of 25
that he is not sure when Energy Secretary Energy on Tuesday.
research projects.
the two will be moved or George Evans settled on
Sendlein said 14 proEvans and Louisville
to which prisons they reasons for switching a officials presented their jects were on schedule
'coal-research con-i..ci. - side to the same panel and four others were
will be taken.
Additional murder to the University of last week.
ahead of schedule. The
charges are pending Louisville only after . Singletary said he met others were delayed for
against them in Toledo, deciding to make the with Evans - just a.few various reasons.
Waukegan, and Lake change.
days before the
Even with the delays,
County, Ind., as the
"Our performance secretary announced he though, Sendlein said no
result of an alleged six- was never questioned would award the con- complaints were made
week crime spree in the until after the decision tract to Louisville.
by Energy Cabinet ofMidwest last summer.
to take the contract
Last week,Evans said ficials during regular
he was unhappy with progress reports.
UK's reluctance to go
Evans also charged
along with the cabinet's that high turnover at the
wishes and delays in laboratory led to a low
research projects.
morale among other
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
UK officials disputed employees.
Sendlein said budget
Evans earlier
cuts led to some layoffs
statements.
Lyle Sendlein, former while other researchers
Industrial Average
-5.18
I.B M
123% -1
/
2 director of
the energy left because they were
Air Products
53/
3
4
Jerrico
20% -% research laborato
ry, offered better positions.
Apple Computer
17/
1
2
Johnson- & Johnson....
45% .
/
1
2
AmeVican Telephone
23% -1/11
Kmart
38/
1
4 -%
Briggs & Stratton
27% unc
Mary Kay Cosm.
13/
1
4 +%
Chrysler
50% .%
JCPenney
36/
1
4 -Vs
Dollar (len. Store
27%
Penwalt
37% -1/s
By The Associated Press
exercise with bathroom
Dupont
59% +%
Quaker Oats
52% +
Physical fitness en- cleaning.
Durakon
37% .%
14 unc
Sears
45%
Ford
Texaco
37% unc. thusiasts can exercise - She has developed the
Forum Group
Time Inc.
67/6
57% +% anywhere - including Bathroom Cleaning
G.A.F.
the bathroom - accor- Fitness Routine from
U.S. Tobacco
34%
36% -%
General Motors
Tough Act, which
Wal-Mart
73/
1
4
52 -1% ding to Ann Dugan.
GenCorp. -Inc,
Mrs. Dugan, a recommends the
47%Wendy's
17/
1
2 unc
Goodrich
31
C.E.F. Yield
7 18 physical fitness lecturer bathroom as the ideal
Goodyear
and teacher, says that spot to work out. "High
"by making total body shower walls provide
movement part of room for stretching and
everyday activities, you .. swinging to firm arms
STOCKS
can exercise right in and waistline. Knee
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
your
home" and can bends at the sink and
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
save time by combining tub help firm legs and

1984 Chevy Monte Carlo S.S.,
white.
Was WOO
- 'NOW 910,100
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Birthday cakes at minimal chinos avalebie upon
request

- Birthday Dinners •Chopped Sirloin
•Whitefish Fillet •Catfish
Steak •Catfish Fret

K &K STUMP REMOVAL
oomp•
NW <on
tr, 34 below the ground
435 4343 or 435 4319
We Now Haul Pit Grovel

Al roe need is some proof of vour binKkits

01
01

AN served with salad bar. choice
hushpuppies

Of potato

and

GRAVEL -

Hwy (141 North Blowsy. Ky.
°MO at 4 p.m Mon -Sat 763-4141

*men *ens

counteract 'cottage
cheese thighs:"
Mrs. Dugan believes
bathroom cleanup is a
natural step after a
shower qr bath because
"the' room is moist,
body relaxed, ligaments
and tendons more
pliable and muscles
more receptive to
activity."
One of her recommended bathroom exercises is called Rub-aDub-Tub. "Face the tub.
Kneel on your right
knee. Bend left leg, with
foot on the floor. Put left
hand on left knee. With
heavy duty cleaner in
right hand, spray and
clean the bathtub in a
rotating motion, At the
same time-, press the
left thigh forward as far
as possible. Continue at
least 10 times on each
side."

Prtet

We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 3, 1955
and charming as they did 60
years ago when they said their
Observations
"I do's" Doc friends call him
11111
2
Ps
by this rildkname — although he
s•sf,e,
e•
Is a lawyer and dentist) met
guests at the door and Halite,
By Lochie Hart
wearing the prettiest blue dress,
.
stood* at the register — both
wearing yellow rose buds.
A garden ot memories for me
remembers the happy young
Friends guided us through the
was the outdoor-sunken garden
years there, and her name still
newly renovated and decorated
setting of the wedding of Ms.
is visible in the conerete floor in' -J.D. Sexton house on Main
Jacquiline Porter Travis and
the garage.
Street — just across the street
Robert Foster at the home of
I wish people would not have
from the public library. Their
Betty Bennett, 603 Olive SIT on
unlisted phones. For instance, I
son Bill and ills wife Kathy, own
June 22- at 6:30 p.m. Although I
could not reach the wedding
the place and it is right next door
did not attend the event, only imprincipals to get exact items for
east of the Kopperud Real
mediate family attended, It - this story. My deadline is now
Estate Office.
—
visiterLthe setting ~Her in the- • Tuesday. I've been.out of cirThey and their childrerr,
afternoon after all the.decoraculation for a few days and have
Kristin and John, 5 and 3, were
tions were done and the chairs,
not been able to run around
greeting folks as they were
table, and music were sheltered
much.
wandering from room to rOom
under the tent that covered
But I met all the parties Saturand especially showing their
almost half of the yard.
day morning and was told who,
rooms on the upper floor — near
Here in Murray and perhaps
when and where about the marthe family-sized „ jayizzi
si
and
everywhere one must be
riage, and intended to return.
their individual
n rooms.
prepared for rain — but luck
The bride, a beautiful one, and
Even the walk leading to the enwas with them that day. The
her little daughter, Amy, met
trance of the house was dressed
evening was clear and the sun at
the groom on the upper level of
in variegated plants — coral and
just the right angle to cast
the patio and the garden where
green — that matched the trim
shadows of the trees — a
the minister, Don Farmer, ofof the house. Nothing was
buckeye, a loaded plum tree,
ficiated; music, refreshments,
spared to make the residence
elms, — some of them were of
and the reception followed. I can
livable and beautiful.
my doings in 1927. George and I
see it in my imagination.
bought the lot for, I think, $400
Mr. Foster is assistant foot• • •
and built the 4-bedroom, storyball coach, Murray State, and
Crowds Greet Mrs. Asher:aft
and-a-half tall for $4,000. Is that
the new Mrs. Foster is a beautiHerfamily,former students of
a safe guess. I.can't remember
cian at Leta's. They are honeyMurray State who resided in her
figures.
mooning before they return to
home, and daughter's little-girl
his apartment near the
playmates called at the Peoples'
Our one and only child was
University.
North. _Branch__Bank that same
conceived in this house and she
You can see why this occasion
Sunday afternoon of .the Koplived 12 years there, having
and setting have life-long
peruds, to say hello to Mrs. G.C.
spent hours in that two-block
memories for me — and I trust it
Ashcraft on her 95th birthday
area with the Farmers,Fentons,
is the beginning of a long happy
and eat some of the goodies and
Pools, Broaches, Melugins,
life for them.
even have pictures made.
Carters and on and on. She was
•••
Her only child, Barbara,
heart-broken when we sold the
Doc & Baffle Kopperu,d
(Mrs. Max Brandon), her husplace and moved to our other
Have.Reception
band and children, Sherry and
home place at North Fourth —
Doc and Bailie (A.H.) KopKaren, hosted the.reception. The
there for 20 years, but she
perud looked almost as • young
guest of honor looked just as
I.•

Britain joins U.S. to seek end to Beirut flights
LONDON (AP) — Britain and
the United States will jointly
seek suspension of commercial
flights to and from Beirut as "an
Immediate first step- to combat
airborne terrorism, Priniie
Minister Margaret Thatcher
and Vice President George Bush
announced today.

In a statement issued after
they met at the Mrs. Thatcher's
10 Downing St. office, the two
declared: "Terrorism and the
threat, it poses to civilized and
democratie peoples must be
stopped."
They said the suspension of
services to and from Beirut air-

port would be part of a package
of measures to combat terrorism, particularly against
civil aviation.
Bush, completing a sevennation West European tour
dominated by the June 14 hijacking of TWA flight 847, was to
return to Washington later

bright, young, and lovable as
she did years ago when she aided in getting the Murray
Woman's club house get built
anti on its feet.
She remembers quite well being the hostess for a season and
supervising the food, cooked and
served there. And the Cadets
WW II that used the club house
for recreation. She continues to
see the humorous part of life.
• • •

'Three ln one
week-eud too much
As I said earlier, these three
events are- gardens of
memories. Each house and the
individdals made me remember
almost to the point of nostalgia.
The wedding site of Jackie and
Bud, the former Sekton home —
both have been the scenes of
many social events — the 603
Olive place is where the Zeta
department of the Murray

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES
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BUILDING CENTERS

Asphalt
Roof
Coating
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w

'9.99
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House
Paint

is
a

o
x
ihi

759-4026

'12.88

Studs"

Treated Piss -Outdoor Wood

Economy

8'

First Quality

814

1.99

1
0
cm

WaferBoard

gr

'4.39
,

tAs** 4ft- x 8 ft.

0
co
In
1%

lai

mi
a

ii.

..a
..."

10'

16'

2.69 3.89

4.69

Solid Pine

tit

5.89 5.69 4.39

5.79

218

5.89 4.89 8.79

7.85

Louvered
Bifold

2s4i

Mil

'59-:97
48' x 80'

,

Concrete
Mix

10 Ounce

9'X7'
Wood

Wrought Iron

Railing

Garage Door

169.00 ,s2.88

2.89
80 LB. Bag

4 ft. Section

With Glass

759_
4026

One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.'

Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store

CHECK OUR PRICES

Mon.-Thurs. 9-7
Fri. 9 A.M.-8 P.M.
Sat. 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
Sun. 1 P.M.-6 P.M.

'2 Gal. Dixieland

Vegetable Oil
Dry Milk
Plain or Self-Rising

Flour
-

Cake Mix
Saltine Crackers
Creamy or crunchy

o. 996
Corn Oil

Margarine
Borden
American Singles

Boneless

Texas Buttermilk

Ham Halves
Seitz Bologna

Shredded Cheddar

Buddig

Biscuits
16

Sliced

Meats
Chicken Franks

Frozen Lemonade
Frozen
•

Mix Veg., Peas, or Corn
Jeno's Pizza
Banquet Chicken

Pattlas or Nugge4z-Morton Frozen

Dinners
Regular or Crinkle Cut

French Fries

•

ba
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SR
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Instant

Hillshire Smoked

IA
0
o
o

2
In

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026

10 Lb. Beef

88°
With Rebate

TREAC
0
tip ced
BUIL
TE
DIAG

*To Qualified Buyers
Prices Good Thru 7-8-85

18

xpmmil

X

a

Peanut Butter

Silicone
Caulk

-.we.

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
40 CZ 7:30 til 5:00
Saturday
J8:00 til 4:00
VISA'

04

0
rir
SR

12'

Quality is as important to us as it is to you. That's why'every
SAVE-A-LOT' item is sold with a money back guarantee!
We gladly accept Food Stamps.

White, Devilsfood, or Yellow

89°

.

I•
a

2x4

TREATED LUMBER
SALE!
size

111
Z
40

Al

IF5-

2 Gallon

a

Electrial Sale
D
Woaulibt
O
itucthlet.....43
99C
Shop Lights...12.88

5 Gal.

The Only Difference is Price!

Bacon

Woman's Club *vas originated;
the Sexton home and that of
Mrs. W. H. Mason, "Dr. Ora"
were used many times for large
gatherings; and the Mason
garden and that of Margaret
Crliwford,(Mrs. F.E.) and mine
were the only sunken gardens
that I recall. The home of. Dr.
and Mrs. R. T: Wells, and that of
Mr. and Mrs. H.T. Waldrop and
the J.D. Rowletts hosted many
parties and club meetings.
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July 9 performdnce planned

'Weird Al' coining to MSU
"Weird Al Yankovic"
will bring his zany sense
of spng, dance and
humor to Murray State
University's Lovett
Auditorium. Itiejiday.
J u 1:y-9 at 7:30 p.m.
Opening up for "Weird
Al" will be John Florent
i
n
o•,a
comedianmagician.
Yankovic, a former
student at Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo. began his
career in comedy there.
An architecture major,
Yankovic worked as a
host for a weekly comedy show.
It was in 1979 that he
decided to record a
parody of the then
popular song "My
Sharona," by the
Knack, entitled "My
Bologna" and the song
became instantly
popular on the nationally syndicated Dr.
Demento's Radio Show.
Since that first recording, Yankovic has gone
on to parody a variety-of
entertainers and their
hit songs - Michael
Jackson's "Beat It,"
which became "Eat It";
Queen's "Another One
Bites the Dust," which
became "Another One
Rides the Bill"; Huey
Lewis' "I Want A New
Drug," which became
"I Want A New Duck";

1.

TUNING UP - Members of the cast
of "Mame!" gather around Todd Hill,
musical director of the
play which will conclude its run this
weekend at the Playhouse in the Park.
Pictured above, from left,
are Louise Weatherly, Lucy Wheeler,
Jason Woods, Bryan Warner, Kevin
Vaughn, Pat Skinner, Amy
Ross, Kay Bates, Roderick Reed and
Jennifer Bates. The musical production,
which has been sold out
for five of Its six performances,
will begin at 8 p.m. nightly July
5-7. For reservations, call the
Playhouse in the Park at 759-1752 betwee
n 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

MSU hosts exhibition
way.
The painting media M. Eagle Gallery staff.
Not as strictly used by the artists
in- The collection includes
reatistie-,--and-- relying--elude ëIiëo
n panel Krie arts and crafts in
heavily on humor, the oil on canvas
, oil on nearly every medium,
pieces by Sandy Miller panel, waterc
olor on dating from the 12th
Sasso, Harvey Barnes, canvas, and
mixed century to the present,
and Wes Mills created media. Tte drawin
gs from Western, Oriental,
animated, highly nar- are of
charcoal, conte, and other cultures. The
rative imagery that graphite,
ink, and col- majority of MSU stuored pencil.
dent works in the collecThe gallery is located"'lion have been acquired
on the lower level of the as purchase prizes from
MSU Curris Center the annual juries stuGallery. Summer open dent art show sponsored
hours are 10 : 00 by the Organization of
a.mm.-8:00 p.m. Mon- Murray Art Students.
day through Friday, and The funds used to purmain on exhibition seems to have noon-8:00 p.m. Saturday chase the'studen
t works
-through August 8.
somewhat of a_ cartoon and Sunday. Admission are donated by area
Recognizable subjects. feeling.
is free.
businesses and patrons,
can be seen in nearly all
Images Which have
The MSU Permanent and made available by
of the works exhibited, been purposefully Collection is ad- various divisio
ns- of the
but the individual styles distorted for expressive ministered by the Clara university.
vary. The most impact can be seen in
realistic, in a traditional the Works by Craig Bunor clavsical painting ting, Denis Horn, and
technique, are the 'Dan Davis. The most
works of Jim Alex- abstract works included
ander. But Alexander in the exhibition are
combines unusual those by Albertus Gorvisual elements which man and Bob Bertram.
give his work a surreal Though based upon conquality. The pieces by crete subjects, the imRaymond Graf, Rick ages have begn so
Arrowood, John Lovins, manipulated as to make
and Kaiti Slater also use any specific identificarealistic images in a tion nearly impossible
somewhat unrealistic and unimportant.
An exhibition of paintings and drawings from
.the.. Mu r
eUniversity Permanent
Collection by former
and present students is
currently on view in the
Curris Center Gallery at
MSU. The works will re-

Student's artwork on
display Tail Aug. 8

and most recently
Madonna's "Like a
Virgin," which became
"Like A Surgeon." And
for each of his remakes,
Yankovic has also come
up with a takeoff on the
video.
Yankovic's outlandish
brand of hum:it' in song

has earned him several
awards and distinctions,
while his songs have
climbed the charts into
the top 10 in the U.S.,
Canada, Japan P-"'
Australia. '
•
The tour which is bringing him through
Murray is being coordinated with his new
, •
' •

ajbum release- - Dare
To Be Stupid.
The concert is being
co-sponsored by Murray
State University's
ity Center
Boarli and K-100.
Tickets- are currently
available, at $6.50
general admission, at
the following outlets:

MSU Student government office, Sunset
Boulevard and World of
Sound, ,all of Murray;
Mac's in Mayfield;
littvtik* in
Benton; Leach's in
Paris, Tenn.; Boyd's in
Hopkinsville and Disc
Jockey in the Kentucky
Oaks Mall in Paducah.

'Like A Surgeon" among hits to be featured

Parsons joins Horse Cave Theatre's company for summer
productions
Bill Parsons, Dean of
Fine Arts and Communication at Murray
State University, is on
leave this summer to
join Horse Cave
Theatre's acting company. Parsons' career
in acting and directing
spans a number of years
both in educational and
professional theatre.
He has played such
rols as Proctor in "The
Crucible," Brutus in
"Julius Caesar,"
Goldberg in "The Birthday Party," and most
recently at Murray's
Playhouse in the Park,
the title role in "Noah."
As director of theatre
at several colleges and
universities, Parsons
has directed such shows
as "Skin of our Teeth,"
"Macbeth,"- and
"Mame." He has also
directed "Twelth
Night" for the Memphis
Shakespeare Festival.
-At Horse Cave, Parsons will appear in three
of the season's lour productions. playing
Ephraim Cabot in
"Desire Under the
Elms," Presence in
"East of Nineveh," a
new play written by
Paducah writer, Jim
Peyton, and the title
role in Shakespeare's
Henry IV, Part I."
Parsons, who has
been in rehearsal since
June 11, says he finds

Rock bands to perform
The seventh is a series of 12 programs at
the
Paris Landing State Resort Park's ampith
eater
will feature the rock bands, "Vision"
and
"Destroyer," beginning at 7:30 p.m. Saturday.
The free performance is being presented
by
VVendy's restaurant, and sponsored by the
Tennessee Arts Commission, and the National
Endowment for the Arts.

NOW
8.8%
A.P.R. Financing on
4 Wheel Drive Pickups
as well as 2 VVneel
Drive Pickups either in
1/2 on
ton.

Dwain
S 12th St
Murray. Kv
Taylor
502 753 2617
Chevorlet, Inc.

The Morgan-Haugh Clinic
Of Mayfield, Kentucky
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All Shoes

Takes Pleasure in Announcing
the Association of

JEFFREY S. CLARKE, M.D.
Board Certified in Internal Medicine
Specializing in Pulmogary Diseases
Appointments

Phone (502)247-8100
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.Closi• ng 'Saturday- 2'.1. . . .
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toured England. As
many Kentuckians will
remember, the show
later played at Pine
Mountain State Park for
almost 20 years.
The season at Horse
Cave Theatre opens July with "Vanities."
"Desire Under the
Elms" opens July 12.
Schedule and ticket information may be obtained 6 by calling
54)2-786-1200, Horse
Cave, or by calling Sue
Parsons at 762-4516,
Murray;

VIKMS highlights
Friday. -Jul.
5 30 a m Monlitle Flats al
9 004 th Allegro wit% Margaret Hunt Classical muso for your morn .
ing enjoyment
12 Noon Radio Reader
12 30 p in Lunt h. Break
Cl° P Cn- Intermezzo. Joe Jackson brilies an afternoon of classieal ;
music
As You lake it features I isteners'Thorces on Fridays from to
pm
4 00 p mm. .All Things Considered National Publii- 'Radio s award
winning news magazine of the air
: 6 OD p nu Cleveland OrcheMra Chrislophiyen;Doltrianyi entidurts Bar
tok fliertirrentss for Strings 'Jana, ek ."Taras Bialba
Brahms Piano
Concerto
Con
8.fitlym
;I
7"Fresh Air Short story Writer Grace l'aley reads one of her
stones and talks about lyer rhiffittiwwl and evolution from poet to fiction
writer with.Terry Gross
30 p m Easy Strew with Bobby Bryan
Saturda,. Jul,. 6
6 00., m our F- meal'ort 0 with pied Beau Soleil
7 00 a rei %luso fren, trie Front lint h Pat0 Neill and Jane Moore host
four hours of hategrass and folk mune from the V4KMS library
II 00 a m The TnIxtle arid SharrirOck,,.. fasteners Favorites I. I••
12 Noon The Flea Market Two hours Of folk and contemporary'
acOustit mu-it
ith guests Tony Truss hka and Skyline Cindy 5tangsen
Have porter and Dennis Johnson
•
.
2 OP p m Cl'assiral Ent ore .Tins Hanky, hosts 1wit hours et lassical
ft:Lai-fa:m
ites including Rat
f I '1.411
And lt,f ei +of,
,Coll; elli;
4 00 p rra All Things Considered
5 OP p m A Prkirie Home Ct onpanian
7 00 p m Jazz4doruons
Sunda), Ju4
6 00 a rri Mum. from Interlos hen
7 00 a m Opus '45 with Margaret Hunt
11 00 a m \luso from Forofie The MO.ow Philharmonic Ort-hestra
conducted by Dmitri Kdayenle; performs Mussorgsky Ravel l'it tunes
at an Exhantion
1
p 411 The Big Broad; as" to 195.5 The sollhels of
e, Brown
Lawrence Welk and Clyde NI. 4";
6 00 p m All That Jatz kr.IrrIr1111 .1:472 Radio Festiva: From the
Berklee Perforrnance Center in Boston Massachusetts:the John Scofield
Quintet. Bob Moses Sextet and Anthony Days, on piano'
10 (10 pm Must, from the Hearts of Spa',
•
Meada:Ju4
6 00 p in St Louis Sy mphony Orchestra Erich Leinsclorf conduels
Mozart Symphony No 41 in C Mayor and Stravinsky Le Sarre
du
prtnit:7
p pm
s
I'
About Books anti larders with Robert Crornie
I 30 p in. Easy Slreel with Robby Bryan

6 00 p 114 Cincinnati Symphony 'Orchestra Myting %tam Chung cor
ducts Pau0-Itm0emith. Concert Music for Strings and Brass Op
54.
!---Mozart ClItrinet Cliznx.ertft in -A Mayor fi 622 and Dvorak Symphon,

(
..

S
HOEMARN
,
Dixieland Center
./
•

axisatensteranate

---z---,

his return to acting exciting and refreshing.
He is especially pleased
to work with Warren
Hammack, director of
Horse Cave Theatre,
and Jim Peyton, both
long-time friends. The
three go back to
Georgetown College,
where they were fellow
actors in "The Book of
Job," a play adapted
and directed by Orlin
Corey.
Parsons and Hammack were in the
original company which

if,
ii

A 00 p m 4PR Plahouse 4 Privaje-Space The Personal Diaries
of
Nonien
Kaethe Kollw its . A German graphic artist ofthe early zotr;
century Kiethe Kollwttz was forced to rediscover meaning in her
own
Ilfe tottmonwth.turath of til'r Ron in the First World Kir
830pm Easy Street with I-4obtn- Bryan
Nedneinisy Jellt Iii
6 451 pm M Ow aukee.1.•lymphonj Orxrtestra Luna.FUSS. CaPd1.104
Liar.
tok Suite, No I Op 3 Mozart P 01111 4.0114.r14' No' 3, Mendelsstritin
Symphony No 5
00 p rn,, lord Peter Vltimsey Elie Red Herrings Six artists
In
*colland have strong motors for murdering a fellow artist Episode
1.
'The Body in the Burn
12'30 pro Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
Thursda. Jul, II
•
6 00 p m New York Philharrlonic Orchestra Albin Mehta conducts
EtrahMs Symphony No 4. Bath Concerto for Two Violins. Beethoven:
Concerto No 3 ,
14' 00 p ni NPR Playhouse Moon Over Morocco Episode 2 A Touch
of
Casablanca Jack Flanders (lodges disaster 30detre deciding to leave
Tangier for Marrakesh
X 30 p m Easy,, Street with Bobby Eiry-an
Jab It
9 (Is. in .Allegro with Margaret Hunt Classical music for your morning enjoyment

ANN,

•I
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The Survival Game
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CHARTER MEMBERS — Along with Tony Locke (pictured left) and sports editor Jim Rector, the first two
teams of Murray Survival Game participants consisted of
(top photo, standing from left) Troy Peory, David Livers,

Rick Norsworthy, Robin Farley, Doug Hampton, (kneeling, from left) David Bowker, Larry Crank and Steve
Walker.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

more than just a game in Murray, it's an advpnture
The closest this columnist has ever come to being a war correspondent came Tuesday afternoon at J.P. Walker's farm located in southcentral Calloway County.
Occuring at this time and place was an imitation jungle fight sanctioned by the rules of the national Survival Game under the regional direction of Woodland Sports, Inc.
•

t

•••

DRAWING A BEAD — Murray's David
Bowker. a vinyl top repairman in civilian life,
takes aim at a target during pre-Survival Game
practice Tuesday afternoon. (Top photo) Later,
Bowker completed- his outfit with camouflage
face paint, a long-sleeved shirt and team
stroulder patch and listened to game judge Dick
Emmeret of Carbondale, Ill., who points out a
boundary line to newcomer Tony Locke (top
photo, lower right) of Benton. Ky.

Homeowners
Insurance

IT'S A
PERSONAL
THING
Everybody does not have
the same Homeowners
coverage needs State
Auto recognizes this and
provides many many
options so that your
insurance can be tai;ored
to your particular situation
And several coverages are
combined in our package
at substantial savings
We'll see that you get all
-the protection you need
without the expense of
UrVACASSary.cXwerage...
and at attractive rates
Call us You'll hnd we re
friends you can depend on

•

McEnroe, Lendl upset at Wimbledon
WIMBLEDON,
England (AP ) — Defending champion John
Mcanroe was
eliminated from the
Wimbledon tennis
championships today,
beaten 6-2, 6-2, 6-4 in the
quarterfinals by Kevin
Curren, the No. 8 seed.
Curren. whose power
serving, sharp returns
and lightning passing

shots contrasted with a
strangely listless
McEnroe, won in 1 hour;
49 minutes to reach the
semifinals for the second time in his career.
McEnroe, who was
aiming to become the
first American to win
the Wimbledon men's
singles crown three
straight times, could not
handle the pace of Cur-

WANTED

A NON-PROFIT CIVIC GROUP OR A FUND RAISING
EVENT TO SPONSOR

ren's game and appeared mentally and
pffysically slow.
The 26-year-old New
Yorker won the title in
1981, 1983, and 1984 and
had hot lost a singles
match here since Jimmy Connors beat him in
the 1982 final.
"It was obvious he
was hitting the ball
harder than me. He just
overpowered me,:' said
McEnroe.
In other Wimbledon
upsets, No.2 seeded
Ivan Lendl was
eliminated Tuesday by
Henri Leconte of
France, 3-6, 6-4,6-3.

407 Maple St.
Souttisidix th• tt square
T63-4461
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CALL T011 FREE
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But, after the first paint pellet gives a good
smack, the fear rapidly dissipates (the anxiety
never really goes away, though, because getting
hit with one of those little suckers can sting a little, especially at close range).
Speaking from experiense, having been hit in
the lower jaw, wrist and center of the back, I can
attest to the fact that the marble-sized pellets
hurt about as bad as being popped with a towel.
The surprise of being shot by a hidden opponent
does more damage to a stalker's pride than
anything else.
• • •
As Vincent Baker, a Game judge and director
in Golconda, Ill., describes it, "This game is
definitely a lesson in humility."
Emmeret explained with a laugh, "Most people get to watching movies and they relate to the
good guys who never get shot. In this game
everyone gets it at least once — and if not, I'll
shoot them myself afterwards if I have to just so
they get the feel of the game."
One of the biggest problems with the Game,
which is rapidly expanding to sites across the nation, is the public's misinformed image that it is
related to guerllla training terrorist factions or
that the guns are lethal weapons that promote
violence.
Hogwash.
'I didn't feel any more violent after participating in the Survival Game than! do after
playing backyard football on Saturday alternoon, and the pellet guns are nothing more than
long-range paint brushes used to mark where a
player shoots.
Perhaps the worst part of the game, besides a
potential case of poison ivy, is digging
camouflage paint out of your ears afterwards.
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Local Summer League Baseball
Seafood Express held
off a late rally by Footprints to post a 7-6 victory in Tuesday night
Parr League action at
the old city park. Eddie
Ward homered and
doubled and Regina
Ghan and Matt Perrin

NOW
8.8%

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& MCNUTT

AM* Insurance
**ono vo. can carpi:rya on
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To begin, here's information about what the
game is, and more importantly, what it is not.
The Survival Game is not related in any fbrm
or fashion with "survivalists" who dig bunkers,
stock food and practice combat tactics and warfare in preparation for the invasion of "commies" in America. According to Dick Emmeret,
regional franchise director. of southern Illinois
and western Kentucky, "those 'survivalists' are
just a bunch of kooks who give us game players a
bad name."
"What we're doing is not practicing war or killing, but playing an adult version of cops and robbers or cowboys and Indians. This is what you
out-grew when you were 12," Emmeret said
Tuesday while he was in Murray to.experiment
with an expansion site somewhere in Calloway
County.
In a brochure distributed by Emmeret, the
Survival Game is described as "a game in which
two teams stalk each other -in the woods,
eliminating their opponents with paint pellets
from CO2 pistols and trying to capture their opponents' flag. The first team to return the other's
flag to their own end is the winner."
From that simple explanation, players
organize teams (designate-the individual players
In the field with colored arm bands), don
camouflage outfits, briefly discuss strategy, pull
on the absolutely required goggles, and Come out
shooting.

• • •
Here's a scenerio of what happened Tuesday
afternoon:
Red assault team member Tony Locke, better
recognized as a Marshall County High School
baseball player in civilian attire, and I crept to
within 15 yards of our opponents' flag. The blue
'cloth was draped unceremoniously over a rope
stretched between twif:i trees on a line chest high.
Being two rookies at this Survival Game,
neitheof us had prepared beforehand a signal or
plan of action so, being the brave fool that I am,I
took the initiative to make a mad dash for the
flag with the hopes that a moving target would be
harder to hit.
If nothing else I hoped to draw the enemy ffre
so Locke would have a clear shot at a „flag
defender and possibly open an alley for him to
grab the coveted banner later.
Now,anyone who has ever run through a wooded area in mid-summer knows there's not too
many wide open spaces or well-beaten paths for
potential flag snatchers to run on. The first few
yards of my well-intentioned rush seemed to fly
by in no time flat. Then the wall of brambles
reached out from everywhere and snagged me
like a spider web.
Even though I got one hand on the flag, the
defenders had been warned well ahead of time*
and were licking their chops for this fool with
'touchdown' in his eyes. I was picked off with a
remarkable 20-yard shot that splattered orange
paint on my flag-grabbing fist.
But, my gaming wasn't over yet. After a brief
five minute stay in the designated graveyard, it
was back to the fray. However, by the time I
returned to the Blue flag site, the Blues were
returning victorious from a flag foray of their
own and the first game drew to a close with the
Red squad presenting its captured flag to the
referee a few seconds too late.
In the second.game, the Reds (with a"game's
'experience under their" gun belts) sent out a
decoy flag protector, Troy Perry, who drew the
Blues to him with false fire. Meanwhile the Red
assault team,led by captain David Livers, made
a lightening thrust to the Blue flag and out-ran
the opposition back to the Red base in a brilliant
pellet-dodging, game-winning gallop.
• • •
Many first-timers are gun shy in the beginning.
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each hit triples to pace
the winners.
For Footprints, which
scored six runs in its
last at-bat, Ted Booth
homered and Jason
Grogan, Joel Johnson
and Tim Hinton each hit
a double.
In the second game,
Murray Bait clobbered
Thornton, 17-13, as
Marcellous Foster and
Travis Anderson each
collected three extrabase hits for Murray
Bait including a home
run apiece.
Zachary Ross hit a
home run and Scott Earwood tripled and doubled for Thornton.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Rotary scored two
runs in The bottom of the
sixth inning to tie the
game with Clinic Pharmacy at 7-aU. However,
in the extra inning.
Clinic bounced back to
out-score Rotary, 4-1, to

card an 11-8 Kentucky to depend on the relief
League victory Tuesday pitching of Greg
at the old city park.
Lassiter to end a six-run
Dan Seymour had a Lions Club rally ,a)•the,
triple for Clinic while last inning. HIT won the
Adam Grogan tripled game 10-8 with Mike
and doubled forp,otary. Harrison hitting a
In the other Tuesday . double.
game, ACT backed
GIRLS SOFTBALL
Steven Gresham's winnLower Division
ing pitching--with a 6-8
Keilte • Burkeen's
decision over Dennison- home run plus a double
Hunt. Brent Keller hit by Heather Key and two
two singles for ACT 3-for-3 performances by
while Trent Gibson hit Trisha Mathis and
itn inside -the-park Becky Kelso powered
homer for D-H.
Sluggers past Panthers,
JR BABE RUTH
11-5, in Tuesday . night
Mickey Jones tripled action at the city-county
and double for Taco park complex.
Johns and drove in six
In the second game,
runs in a 16-5 landslif1044abberwalkies trounced
over Kiwsnis in action Go-fers, 21-8, behind the
at the old city park power hitting of Amy
Tuesday( David Sykes Perrin who had a homer
picked up the win by and a double and triples
allowing only three hits. by iCrista Stalls and
Bob Kemp was pinned Vanessa Sammons.
with the loss.
Titanics deflated
Hawaiian Tropics Angels, 10-6. to round
built a 10-2 lead but had out the Tuesday action.
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Uncle Usher wants you

Commissioner discusses plans for '86
TEANECK,N.J.(AP)
— Commissioner Harty
Usher is looking for 12
good teams to play in
the United State& Football League In the fall of
1986.
Usher and league
owners met for more
UNITED STATES FOOTBALL LEAGUE
than eight hours Tuesday at a local hotel to
plan possible mergers, but said there were no Stallions.
clubs transfers, team deadlines for deciding
San Antonio, Tampa
rosters and television how many teams would Bay, Denver and
spntracts as wP-II
.,.:Jetake the switch- from Housif-•"
teams
reduction of the leteiim- spring to fall, where mentioned Iv Usher as
league.
they will be playing and possible candidates to
"I have expressed, as what their schedules be merged or moved
I have expressed in will be.
during the league's
there, that 12 teams are
There alSo will be 14-month hiatus.
the optimum number very little discussion of
"The issue of Weft
for 1986," Usher said. the details of the Houston'Is going
to play
"That's part of the meetings, unless Usher was certainly in the
game plan and business is doing the talking. A forefront," said Usher.
plan I am going to try to gag order was placed on "Whether it's going to
effect over the next the owners and their go here, there or otherseveral months."
representatives who at- where is one of the
Usher planned at least tended the meeting,said topics of discussion."
three times with the Jerry Sklar, president
He said Shea Stadium
owners this summer, of the Birmingham In New York City
was

not going to be the new
home for the Gamblers'
franchise.
The commissioner
refused to say wirether
the Los Angeles Express would be one of
the teams that would be
eliminated in a reshuffling of the three-year-old
league. The financially
ailing Express was
taken over by the league
this season.
,
is my feeling that
Los Angeles is an important market to have a
USFL team," said
Usher.
Usher said San- Antonio is a good market
for the league, and
noted that officials in
Tampa are "looking at
the situation to see if it
wants to merge, or
whether it continues to
exist in Tampa Bay."
Denver officials have
been holding periodic

talks about moving the
franchise to Honolulu,
said Usher, who added
that Denver and
Houston are possible
merger candidates: He
did not, however, say
which existing clubs
might absorb those
franchises
Sklar said the next
owners meeting would
take place on July 12.
Most owners and
team fepresentatives
refused to discuss the
meeting.
"I can't— tell you
anything because I don't
think anything happened," said Vince Lombardi Jr., president of
the Oakland Invaders. •
He remained confident the USFL would
survive.
"Fellas, you can't get
up in the morning and
go to work if you don't
think that."

The Intimidator
Elliott driving fellow racers crazy at Firecracker 400
DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla. (AP) —.Cale Yarborough -and Waddell
Wilson did everything
they could, but is still
wasn't enough to deter
intimidating Bill Elliott.
Elliott, the dominant
force on the Grand National stock car circuit
this year, earned the
pole for the sixth time

this season in topping
Tuesday's qualifying for
the --Pepsi—Fireeraeker400 at the Daytona International Speedway.
Yarborough was the
fourth of 44 drivers who
made qualifying attempts Tuesday morning, while Elliott was
42nd — going onto the
tough, high-banked

2.5-mile tri-oval with
temperatures about 10
-degrees- -higher ths.-n
when Yarborough ran
and the surface getting
slicker and slicker.
"I know I've been doing my job and Waddell
(his crew chief and
engine builder) has
been doing his," said
Yarborough. "I think
we're pretty close to
having it right. But he's
real tough to beat right
now, and he has a knack
for going just as fast as
he needs to."
The drawling redhaired native of
Dawsonville, Ga., had a
fast lap of 201.523 mph,
just .156 of a second
faster than the 201.270
lap turned in "by
Yarborough.
That made the front
row for this race a

NASCAR may sanction races
DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla. (AP) — NASCAR
is following the lead of
other American sanctioning bodies with
plans to add from three
to five road or street
course races to its
Grand National stock
car schedule.

The additional road
races could expand the
Grand National
schedule from the present 28 races to a maximum of 33 in 1987.
Presently, there is only
one road course — the
Riverside, Calif., International Raceway — on
the schedule.

duplicate of the one that

•

.Creighton
slapped
with NCAA
'probation
TULSA, Okla. (AP)
— Creighton University's basketball program has been placed
on a one-year probation
without sanctions for
alleged violations of
NCAA rules.
Jeff Hurd, a Missouri
Valley Conference
spokesman, could not
comment on the
speCifics of the violations, saying only that
Ctelghro-ri -had a
"student-athlete provided an extra benefit
by a representative of
the institution's athletic
interests."
Last week, the conference announced -a
one-year probation
with sanctions against
Southern Illinois'
baskeiTairti program,
prohibiting the university from participating
in post-season play or
sharing in league
basketball television
revenue.

•••••••,-

(one hole): Drew
Holton, 6, and Luke

8 and 9 years old (6
holes): Wesley Latimer,
Dyer, 7, among the
39, and Justin Miller, 44,
boys, and Kim
Alex- among the boys, and
ander, 10, and
Leigh
Tory Holton, 63, and
Haverstock, 21, among
Sara Fitts, .64, among
the girls.
the girls.
6 and 7 years old (3
10 and 11 years old (9
holes): Brandon Mc- holes): Mitchell Fike,
Coy, ,19, and Ryan Key, 47, and Scott Diers, 51,
20, among the boys, and boys, and Jennifer
Stacy Foster, 32, and Howe, 66, girls.
Rebecca Miller, 41,
12-and 13 years old (9
among the girls.
holes): Craig Schwettr•-1

I

In -February, a race that
Elliott totally
dominated after Yarborough's engine blew
In the early going.
"We'll just have to
Wait and see on Thursday," was Elliott's
middle-of-the-road reply when asked if he felt
he could dominate here
again as he did in
February.
Darrell Waltrip, a
two-time Winston Cup
champion and second to
Elliott in the current
point standings, was
more certain.
After qualifying a
disappointing 19th at
195.627, Waltrip said,
"There's Elliott and
there's the rest of us. We
ain't in the same class
right now,."

1
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Ma* Leaps* Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
Toronto
Detroit
New York
Baltimore
Boston
Milwaukee
Cleveland

42
so

L
to
$1
$4
35
87
37
50

Pd.

GO ,

.575

214

.421
507
.7%
.486 9
324 21

38
35
34
West DMSiIP
California
42 U
560 —
Oakland
40 35
533 2
Kansas City
38 36
1514
31%
se as
Soo 4%
Chicago
Seattle.
37 38
493 5
Minnesota
34 SI
466 7
Texas
29 47
382 13%
Tuesdays Games
New York 5, Toronto 3
Baltimore 5, Detroit 4, 10 innings
Chicago 12, Seattle 4
California 7. TOX.116 2
Kansas City 10, Oakland 1
Minnesota 8, Cleveland 7
Milwaukee 4, Boston 3, 10 innings
Wednesday's Games
New York INtekro 7-7) at Toronto (Stieb 8-5)
Boston (Hurst /y-71V Milwaukee (Darwin 6-7)
Seattle (Swift 3-1) at Chicago (Nelson 4-3). In;
Detroit IPetry 94) at Baltimore (Dixon 4-3). In
Cleveland (Heaton 4-9)at Minnesota I Smithson 6-7),
n)
California (Witt 64) at Texas I Mason 5-7).(n)
Oakland (Codiroll 8-3) at Kansas City (Saberhagen
7.4), In)
Thursday's Games
Minnesota at New York.(n)
Chicago at Cleveland. In)

Milwaukee at Seattle.In)
Detroit at Texas. In)
Baltimore at Kansas City. In)
Boston at California, Is
Toronto at Oakland. In)
NATIONAL LEAGG
East Division
Pct.
44 so .566
44 33 .571
39 34
534
39 35
-527
.
33 41
446
26 48
342
West Division
San Diego
45 31
.592 —
Los Angeles
40 34 .541
4
Cincinnati
SO 35
527 5
Houston
39 38 .506 6%
Atlanta
34 41
.453 10%
San Francisco
213 49
364 17%
Tuesday's Games
San Francisco 8. Atlanta 3
St. Louts 4, Montreal 0
New York 5, Pittsburgh 4
Philadelphia 11. Chicago 2
Houston 3. San Diego 2
Los Angeles 3. Cincinnati 0
Wednasder's Games
Chicago (Eckeraley 7-5) at Philadelphia (Hudson
3-71. In)
Pittsburgh (DeLeon 2-101 at New York (Lynch 4-5/.
(n)
Thursday's Games
San Diego at Pittsburgh
San Francisco at Chicago
Cincinnati at Philadelphia
Lou Angeles at St Louis. In
New York at Atlanta. In)
Montreal at Houston. I no
St Louis
Montreal
Chicago
New York
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

. Tuesday's qualifying
sessien-was-the -first-or ficial use of a new
AMERICAN LEAGUE
restrictor plate on the
Cowley. New York, 7-3, .ltsj.3.42.
BATTING (175 at bats) — Haas, Milwaukee, 7-3,
-.100, 2.38;
carburetors of the
R Henderson, New York, .351; J.Howell. Oakland,
7-3..700, 1,88,
Brett. Kansas City. .336; Boggs,
Grand National cars, a
STRIKEOUTS.— Morris. Detroit,
Boston. .334; Molitor, Milwaukee. 97; Blyieven, Cleveland,
90; F.Etanrule intended to slow the
329: P.Bradley, Seattle, .318.
mister, Chicago, 90; Boyd. Boston,
cars.
RUNS — R.Henderson, New 83; Stieb, Toronto.
81.
York, 62; Ripken. Baltimore, 56.
SAVES — B.James. Chicago, 17.
Elliott's fast lap was
Whitaker, Detroit, 55: M.Davis, J.Howell.
Oakland. 17; Hernandez,
about 4 mph slower than
Oakland. 54; Mollior, Milwaukee, Detroit,
16: D.Moore, California.
54.
his record qualifying ef15; QuIlenberry, Kansas City. 14.
RBI — Mattingly, New York. 54;
FUghetti. New York, 14.
fort for the Daytona 500.
Bruruinalgy. Minnesota, 52: K.G1bNATIONAL LEAGUE
son, Detreit, 52; Kingman,
Some had contended
BATTING 1175 at bats)
Oakland, 50; Rice.• Boston. 504 McGee, St.Louls.
.354; Herr.
that the new rule would
FUpken, Baltimore, 50.
St.Louls, .342; Gwynn. San Diego.
HITS — Boggs, Boston. 98; .308: Parker,
most hurt the sleek
Cincinnati, .308;
P.Bradley, Seattle. 96; Puckett, Cruz. Houston.
.305, Moreland.
Thunderbirds driven by
Minnesota. 92: Butler, Cleveland, Chicago,
91; Molitor, Milwaukee. 91,
Elliott and Yarborough,
RUNS — Coleman. St.Louls, 55;
HOME RUNS — Kingman.
Murphy, Atlanta. 55; Raines. Monbut that was not the case
Oakland, 19, Flak. Chicago, is.
treal. 52: Herr, St.Louls, 49:
Tuesday.
Bruruutsky, Minnesota, 17: K.Gib. Samuel.
Philadelphia, 49.
son. Detroit, 17; Presley. Seattle,
In fact, if anything, it
RBI — Herr, St.Lotils, 51.
17.
J.Clark. St.Louls, 57; G.Wilson,
seemed to affect the
STOLEN BASES — R.HenderPhiladelphia, 56; Murphy. Atlanta.
son. New York. 36; Pettia.
Fords less.
55; Parker, Cincinnati. 55.
SO; Collins, Oakland, 25:
FITTS — Gwynn. San Diego. 94;
"It appears that way.
Butler, Cleveland. 24; Moseby, Herr, St.Louls,
94, McGee,
Toronto, 21.
We're going to start oneSt.Louis, 93; Parker, Cincinnati,
PITCHING (7 decisions) —
89; Garvey. San Diego, 84.
two-three," Elliott said,
Guidry. New York, 9-3. .750, 2.78;
DOUBLES — Wallach.'Montreal,
Terrell, Detroit. 94, .750. 5.94;
referring to his car and
21; Herr. St.Louls. 19; Parker. CinCodirolt.
Oakland,
8-3,
.727,
4.37;
cinnati, 19: Gwynn, San Diego, 18;
the Thunderbirds of
Yarborough and thirdplace qualifier Ricky
Rudd (199.049 mph).
Facts are facts.''
NEW YORK (AP) — ed run average during
Next to Rudd on the
Pedro 'Guerrero, the June, was named the
second row for ThursLos Angeles Dodgers' league's top pitcher.
day's race will be defending Winston Cup chamoutfielder who set a Napion Terry Labonte.
tional League record
In the
American
who qualified at 199.001
for the month of June League, New
York
mph in a Chevrolet
with 15 home runs, was Yankees outfielder
Monte Carlo SS.
chosen as the
NL Rickey Henderson, the
Player of the Month.
The top 20 qualifiers
league's leading hitter,
John Tudor of the St. was named AL Player
Tuesday are locked in
Louis Cardinals, who of the Month. Henderstarting spots for Thursday's event, with the
was 6-0 with a 1.34 earn- son batted .416 during
rest of the 40-car field to
be filled in another
period of time trials
South 12th Street
today.

Major,League Rasebalr Leaders .
J.Clark, St.Louls, 18.
.
TRIPLES — McGee. St.Louls,
10; Raines. Montreal. 8: Samuel,
Philadelphiti, 6; G.WIlson.
Philadelphia, 5; Garner, Houston,
5; Gladden, San Francisco. 5.
HOME RUNS — Murphy, Atlanta. 30; Guerrero, Los Angeles, 19,
J.Clark, St.Louls. 15. Parker. Cincinnati, 14; Brock. Los Angeles. 12,
Cey, Chicago. 12. Garvey. San
Diego, 1.2.
STOLEN BASES — Coleman.
St.Louls—
, 54; McGee, St.L.oula, 31,
Redug, Cincinnati. 29: Lopes.
Chicago, 28: Samuel, Philadelphia,
24,
PITCHING (7 decisions) —
Fteuschel. Pittsburgh, 6-1, .857.
2.02; Hawkins. San Diego. 11 2..841,
3.10. Andular. St.Louic 13-3, .813,
2.50; Hershiser, Lou Angeles. 8-2,
.800, 2.30; Goocien, New York, 11.3.
786. 1.65.
STRIKEOUTS — Goiden, New
York. 134; Ryan. Houston. 116,
Valenzuela, Los Angeles. 111: Soto.
Cinciruutti, 102, J.DeLeon, Pittsburgh, 100.
SAVES — Reardon. Montreal,22,
Coinage, San Diego, 17, Le.Smith,
Chicago, 17; Sutter, Atlanta. 15.
D Smith, Houston, 13; Power..CincinnaU. 13.

June.
Reliever Jay Howell

of five
players traded by the
Yankees ,to the A's for
Henderson during the
offseason, was chosen
as the league's top pitof _Oakland, One

cher. Howell was 4-1
with six saves during
the month.

753-8971
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Major League Baseball Standings

Major League Players Honored

man, 41, and Bill Fandrich, 42, among the
boys, and Karin Fandrich, 65, and Dtnielle
Alexander, 67, among
the girls.
14 years old and up (9
holes): Trice Seargent,
48, and Jon Muehleman
and Darren Jones, 50,
among the boys, and
Meredith Howe, 44, and
Amy Wilson, 55, among
the girls.

'

T

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

started the putona_500--

MCC calls off junior golf this week for holiday
Because of the Fourth
of July holiday, there
will be no junior golf activities at the Murray
Country Club this week,
according to Judy
Muehleman, who
directs the program.
Play will be resumed
Thursday, July 11.
Last week, Craig
Schwettman, playing in
the boys' 12-13 age
group, was the boys'
medalist with a 41 for
nine holes played, while
Meredith Howe, playing
In the over-14 competition, was low among the
girls with 44.
Bill Fandrich was one
stroke back of Schwettman with 42, while Amy
Wilson's 55 was the next
lowest girls' score. She
played in the same age
group as Meredith.
The other top
finishers included:
Up to 5 years of age
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For the last few months our slogan has been Not Just A Deal,
But a commitment. But Now we are committed t,make you the BEST
'DEAL of any car dealer in the Jackson Purchase area.
Ii
•
With every test drive of a '8-5-Crown Victoria' you automatically
register for a man and ladies' diamond ring set to be given away July
20th. Provided by La Diamondnique with the retail value of'1,200.
Just py test driving a Crown Victoria.
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Couple feted on 50th anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. William_
Goins of New Concord
celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversarY
On
Saturday, June 23.
An open house was
held from 3 to 6 p.m. in
the East Room of the
Holiday Inn in Richmond. Ind. It wag hosted
by their five children.
Mr. and Mrs. Goins
were married June 15,
1935, at the home of the
late Rev. R.F. Gregory
of Murray.
Their attendants were
Orville and Gracie Moffitt. Mrs. R.F. Gregory
also was present.
Mrs. Goins is the
former Flora
McKinney.
Mr. Goins is a retired
business agent of the
Plumbers and Fitters
Local 661 and 697, Richmond. Ind.
Their five ,children
are Thomas Goins,
Anderson, Ind., and
Danny Goins, Ricky
Goins. Mrs. Margaret
Ann ,Swank and Mrs.
Pamela Johnson, all of
Richmond, Ind.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Goins
have 15 grandchildren
and five gre'atgrandenildren.

-

M-r. -and Mrs; -William-Goins -

Howard reunion will be Friday and Saturday
Final plans have been.
made for the James
Benjamin and Mary
Kimbrough Howard
Family Reunion in
Graves County for July
5 and 6.
On Friday. July 5, at 7
p.m. a "get acquainted"
party will be hosted by
the reUnion committee
at the Holiday Inn,
Mayfield.
At 9 a.m. on Saturday.
July 6, the group will
meet at Burnett's
DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri & Cine
All Seats S2.00

Chapel United
Methodist Church,
located one mile north
of Tri City on MayfieldParis Highway.
Persons interested in
touring the cemeteries
where the Howards are
buried can join the
group to go to Day,
Seay, Milly P. Cook and
Jetton Cemeteries.
Other activities in the
morning will include
picture making of family groups, copying of old
pictures or portraits,
sharing old documents,

Permanent Hair Removal
With Electrolysis

1:319. 3:15. 7:110, A:58
STALLONE $• back

° RAMBO
First Blood
Part II 0

CINE 1 & 2
dimerriri
•o

AoNe

n

ST.ELMO'S
FIRE-E

Call Patricia
Mullins R.E.
753-8856
For
Appointment
(

central center 753-3311

CHERI

family Bibles and
records.
A photographer will
be making copies of all
old pictures and
everyone attending is
encouraged to bring
their copies to share.
Plans have been made
for a copy machine to be
available for copying
old documents and Bible
records.
A light lunch will be
served at the church
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Later Clora Kemble
Crawford Bartlett of

RAY*
DIRIVE 271
IN
IPC1117e

3

144

1•311, 3:35. 7:110:

TON11E THAL TIE
OPEN 800
*START 8:30
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STEVEN SPIELBERG
Presents

•

me
GCONieS

EDDIE CUSACK'S A GOOD COP
HAVING A VERY BAD DAY.

Torny, Ala., will be
there to share research
in the early Howard
family.
The reunion will conclude with a catered
meal at 5:30 p.m. Reservations are necessary
for the evening meal. A
check for $7 for the meal
and registration was to
have been made no later
than July 3 to George W.
Howard, 507 Jones St.,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
All Howard and
related family members
are invited to attend all
or part of this reunion.

.

Persons from 17
states in the United
States and from Korea
were present for the
Farminglon High
School Reunion,
1918-1985, held Saturday, June 22.
An informal social
get-together was ,held
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Farmington High School.
The rooms were
decorated with
memorabilia from
years gone by from each
class. The highlight was
meeting and renewing

a

MO§

1:30 3:38. 7.05 9.15

,

7 AL5, 9;15

S
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He was never in time for his classes...
He wasn't in time for his dinner.. Then one
day...he wasn't in his time at all.

MK(-41-4
FOX.

r.

Fifty outstanding Sponsored by the KenKentucky teachers, tucky Department of
chosen from a field of Educational Foundation
300, have completed the Inc. and the University
second Commonwealth of Kentucky. The founInstitute for Teachers dation is a private, non.
and are eager to apply profit
that raises
the Weights gained from funds to enhance
the institute to their elementary and seconhome communities and dary education in
classrooms.
Kentucky.
Participants in the
The seminar had as
JANE COTHRAN, Southwest Calloway
weeklong institute, its theme, "Striving for
Elementary School, talks with Superintendent of
which ended June 29, In. Excellence in an Era of
Public Instruction Alice McDonald at Institute at
eluded teams of Change." The institute
UK.
teachers from 18 featured a team apcounties.
proach to solving proRepresenting blems and teachers par.
Calloway County were ticipated in teams of two
Barbara lifeCuiston of -to four.
East School, Jane
The program included
Cothran of Southwest addresses by authors,
School and Ila Brown of educators and
North School.
specialists in various
The local teachers fields; small-group
were enthusiastic about discussions in working
the institute which was groups of 10, each led by
held at the University of UK faculty members;
Kentucky.' and recreational and
Mrs. Brown said "We enrichment activities.
all felt honored to attend
Speakers included
the institute. It is the on- Carolyn Warner,
lY one of its kind in the Arizona superintendent
United States."
of public instruction;
"I was very impress- Constance Cooper, dean
BARBARA McCUISTON, East Calloway
Elementary School,talkaviltlt Superintendentof- - ed with the quality of the of graduate atudiez, at
-spealrenafid-the
-Viiie--OoppUi State College,
Public Instruction Alice McDonald at Institute at
ty of their expertise. Baltimore; Robert
UK.
They challenged us to be Hardesty, president of
advocates of change for Southwest Tgxas State
excellence," Mrs. Mc- University; and Regina
Cuiston said.
Kyle, a Washington,
Superintendent of D.C., management conPublic Instruction Alice sultant and futurist.
McDonald who addressAlso addressing the
ed the group on June 27 institute were Lt. Gov.
urged the institute par- S t e v e B e s he a r ;
ticipants to use their Margaret Gayle,. North
talents and enthusiasm Carolina Department of
to inspire their students Education; Barbara
and associates to Mason, Michigan
academic excellence.
Education Association;
"One of the values of Joe Smaha, a member
the institute is that it of the Kentucky Educegives us a vision of what tional Foundation board
is possible in Ken- and president of Chi
tucky's classrooms," Chi's Inc. in Louisville;
she said. "You can help and Tim Schneider, a
ILA BROWN, North Calloway Elementary
to make that vision a computer expert with
School, talks with Superintendent of Public Inreality."
International :Business
struction Alice McDonald at Institute at UK.
The institute was co- Machines, Inc.
UK faculty members
who addressed the
group included Tony
• .
Baxter, department of
* Tribute by Don
and June Colley Travis;
old friendships.
computer science; Kay
* Recognitions, Don Farmer.
Approximately 550
Pasley, family studies;
Former teachers
persons *ere served at Farmer;
and Don Mullineaux,
* Remembrances - were recognized.
the dinner at 6 p.m. at
economics.
the new Farmington "Roaring Twenties," "Everyone had a
The teachers who took
Elementary School Pat Brewer; "Depress- wonderful time and
part were selected by
ing Thirties," Stephen hope it will not be
Gym.
the Department of
The program at 7 p.m. Cobb; "Warring For- another 40 years before
Education on the basis
ties," William M. Boyd; we will meet again,"
was as follows:
of
applications and let* Welcome and in- "Fabulous Fifties," said Nell Gwynn Sims,
ters of recommendastruction, Larry Colley; Judy Mangrum committee member.
tion. Each received free
"We wish to thank
* Invocation, James Newsome, Carolyn
room and board at UK
Nance Jenkins and everyone who had any
Shockley;
during the institute and
* Medley by Silver- Jerry Colley; part in making this reua stipend of $400. Par"Rebelliou
s
Sixties,"
nion
success.
a
Much
tone Singers who were
ticipants will take part
Bettye McNeely Jonson, Gerald McClain; work and time was con'In two follow-up
"Inflated
Seventies,
"
tributed
by many peoAnna Colley Arnett,
weekends during the
Frances McNeely Jones Eddy Wright; "Bustling ple. The news media of 1985-86
school year.
Eighties," Jean Ann this area was very
Wilford;
cooperative in helping
* Closing Remarks us publicize this event,"
STARTS TODAY
11:314, 3:35.
by Larry Colley:
32.00)
Mrs. Sims added.

a
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chestnut st. 753-3314
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at our new location

Off Spring & Summer Shoes,
Purses, Accessories
Large Selection $5-$10-$15
Closed Thurs., July 4th
Sale Starts Fri , July 5th
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Many persons at Farmington School reunion
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Medicines
can cause
asthma

We are happy to announce
that Pam Padgett, brideelect of Stephen Miller, has
selected her gift accessories
from our bridal registry.
Pam and Stephen, will be
married August 3.

DENVER (AP) -Normally harmless
medicines can
sometimes cause
asthmatic reactions, ac'N
cording to Denver's Nar
tional Jewish Hospital.
National Asthma
Center.
"One example is
aspirin-, which
asthmatics sjaould avoid
•
unless it is carefully
prescribed by a doctor,"
Southside Shopping Center, Murray. J.
advises the non-profit
hospital, which provides
a toll-free telephone service for asthma
The Tropics
753 8477
-sufferers.
Allergens and
The Tropics_
respiratory infections
E
1
Coupon Good For
can trigger asthma attacks, says a hospital
representative, who
adds that even strong
emotions can bring on
with any July Special
an attack although the
disease - tz not of
*Private
Take a 30
psychological origin.
Tanning
The information serMinute
vice - called "Lung
Rooms
Liner" - can be reachVacation...
ed toll free at
*Free
1-800-222-LUNG. ColTowel
orado residents call
1-303-398-1477.
Service
Other sources of inforWalk Ins
901 Coldwater Road
mation fnclude the
*Stereo
(Next to Ribshack)
American Lung
Welcome!
753-8477
Association, 1740 BroadMusic
,OPEN:
way, New York City,
10019;
and the Asthma
Sat.
Sun.
and AllergyPoundation.
6 a.m.-12 p.m.
7 a.m.-7 p.m. 12:30-6:30 p.m.
Suite 303. 13e2 18th St.,
NW..Washington. D.C.,
The Tropics
753 8477
20086.

THE TREASURE
HOUSE

1 FREE VISIT'
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DATEBOOK
Class reunion Saturday

Steele reunion Sunday

Murray High School Class of 1975 will have its
10-year reunion on Saturday. July 6. Breakfast
will be at 9 a.m. for classmates and their
families in cafeteria of Murray High School,
Doran Road and Sycamore Streets. A dinner and
dance will start at 6 p.m. at Executive Inn,
Paducah. All classmates are urged to• attend.
For more information call 753-3119 or 759-1639.

The families of David Polk Steele and Tennie
Tennessee Elkins Steele will have their third annual reunion on Sunday. July 7, at noon at the
pavilion by the old courthouse 15 MurrayCalloway County Park. Many descendents from
the large family of 14 children are expected.
After lunch the time will be devoted to recalling
family history. Only , one direct descendent,
Claude Steele, 91, is living. Mrs. Lonie Steele
Eldridge died June 25 of this year. Local family
representatives are inviting their individual
family members and are expected to be present.

Family reunion Saturday
The Coles-Shelton Fifth Annual Reunion will
be Saturday, July 6, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
Community Room, North Branch of Peoples
Bank. A basket lunch will be served at noon. All
friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Support meeting Monday

FGBMFI plans meeting
The Paris Chapter of Full Gospel Business
Men's Fellowship International will meet Friday, July 5, at Avalon Restaurant, Highway.79,
Paris, Term. Dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m.
with the program to start at 7:30 p.m. Edgar Lee,
Adamson, a licensed ordained minister from the
Coral Ridge Bible Training Center, Houston,
Texas, will be the speaker. He is a past vice
president and president of a chapter of the
FGBMFI and has for the pst two years been
ministering in, home meetings, churches, and
FGBMFI meetings throughout the United States.
He and his family attend Lakewood Church in
Houston. For information call 1-901-642-9142.

Dancing is scheduled
Square and round dancing will be at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink on Friday, July 5, from 7:30 to
11 p.m. Music will be presented by the Ken-Tenn.
Band.

Justine E. Retford born

An organizational meeting of a Support Group
for Parents of Children on Infant Monitors AM,
,IteeMetiday, July 8, at 7:30-p.m. at the Communr
ty Hospital, Mayfield. All parents and interested
persons are invited to attend. For information
call 753-1465 or 753-8384.

PASS plans picnic
The Purchase Area Singles Society (PASS)
,w1.1.1.11qye,..4 potluck picnic on Sunday, July 7, at
Fort MasIik State Park, located on Highway 45,
across from The Fortress Steak House. The
group will meet at 2 p.m. and eat at 3 p.ni. For
further information call 1898-2878, 1-527-7253,
1-554-8407 or 1-554-8861.

Tharpe now in Greece
Airman First Class Carlos S. Tharpe, son of
Stanley W. and Martha A. Tharpe of 1601 Belmont Dr., Murray, has arrived for duty in
Greece. Tharpe, an inventory management
specialist with the 2140th Information Systems
Group, was peviously assigned at Castle Air
Force Base, Calif. He is a 1980 graduate of Murray High School. His wife, Emily, is the daughter
of Eudell and'Eula S. Willis of 1409 H.C. Mathis
Dr., Paducah.

Dr. Lynne Retford and Anthony Retford of
....Murrsy -are--the parents-of-a daughter-, Justine Elizabeth, weighing seven pounds two ounces,
born today (Wednesday), July 3, at 4:55 a.m. at
The family reunion of The late GUIs
Cain and
Mid Island Hospital, New York, N.Y. Dr. Retford
Lydia Stephenson Cain will be Sunday,
July 7. A
Is on the faculty of Foreign Languages Departpotluck dinner will be served at noon
in the
ment at Murray State University. Mr. Retford
showroom of Cain's AMC-Jeep
-Renault,
teaches in the Business Department at MSU.
Highway 641 North.
•

Cain-reunion Sunday

Newborn admissions,
dismissals released

Norsworthy hospitalized

Bradley Norsworthy, 7, son of Mr. and Mrs.
David Norsworthy, is a patient in Room 5009,
Vanderbilt Children's Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
37232. He entered the hospital on Monday, had
surgexpenralusday and is expected to again
undergo surgery on Friday. Persons may send
him letters and cards to the above address..
ov

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday,
July 2, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Waters,
parents, Charlene and
Michael, Rt. 2:-Box 154,
Big Sandy, Tenn.;
Baby Girll Clark,
parents, Betty and
Richard, Box 327,
Sedalia.
Dismissals
Tom Lynn Wagner,
1010 County Cdrk Dr.,
Murray; Porter A. Stafford, Box 144, Hardin;
Richard E. Watkins, Rt.
3, Box 410K, Murray;
Mrs. Ruth L. Cooper
and baby girl, Box 14,
Dexter; Pat Oury Coleman,. Sr., 815 North
19th St., Murray; Mrs.
Debra J. Smith, Rt. I,
Box 470, Murray;
Ms. Prins Ross, Rt. 2,
Box 21, Murray; Claude
Grace, Box 58, Hazel;
Mrs. Beverly D. Jones
and baby girl, 739 Nash
Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Michelle T.
Smith, 412 South 10th
St., Murray; James
Graves Burkeen, Rt. 1,
Box 313, Almo; Miss

V

Christopher D. Coles born
Mr. and Mrs. Daryl Coles, Rt. 2, Hazel, are the
parents of a son, Christopher Daryl, weighing
seven pounds 10 ounces, measuring 21 inches,
born on Monday, June 24, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former
Karen McKinney. The father is self-employed.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.'Frank Coles, Rt.
2, Hazel, and Mr. and Robert McKinney, Rt. 1,
Dexter. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Hilman Coles and Mrs. Parvin Craig, Rt. 2,
Hazel, and Mrs. E.D. Winchester, Rt. 5,
Mayfield. It great-great-grandmother is Mrs.
Retta Cooper, Rt. 2, Hazel.

Am vets schedules event
AMVETS and Amvets Auxiliary of Post 45 of
Paris Landing, Tenn.. will have their monthly
meeting on Sunday, July 7, at 2 p.m. Each lady is
asked to bring a covered dish for the meal.

Neil Whitman Todd born
Mr..and Mrs. Myles W. Todd are the parents of
a son, Neil Whitman, born Thursday, June 27, at
5:43 a.m. They have twin sons, Jay and Clint, 9.
- The mother is the former Linda Pittman. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Pittman of
Wickliffe and Mrs. Edie Todd of Murray. A
great-grandmother is Mrs. Helen Collier,
Nashville, Tenn.

s--1Pv-t-a wins 6
,
41•-•,.

We are pleased to announce
that Pam Padgett, bride-elect
of Steve Miller, has selected
her bath linens and accessories
from our complete bridal
registry.Pam and Steve will be
married August 3.

We are pleased
to announce that
Susan
Byars,
bride-elect ofLarry,
Darnell,
has
seleeted her china,
crystal, flatware
and accessories.
Susan and Larry
will be married
August 3.

the- green do-or

/,

7534641

Thursday,July 4
courthouse in MurrayCalloway County Park
from 3 to 6 p.m. Supper
will be served at 5 p.m.
---Murray Single Connection will have a picnic and campout at
Camp Energy in Land
Between the Lakes. For
information call
Cherry Corner Baptist 435-4298.
Church Mission Groups
are scheduled to meet at
Independence Day ac7 p.m.
tivities will start at 1
---at The
Prayer services
FlohNlice-1850 in Land
First Baptist Church
Between the Lakes.
will start at 6:45 p.m.
• ---Persons are asked to
AA and Al-Anon will
note earlier time.
lave closed meetings at
---8 p.m. at First Christian
Thursday,July 4
Church,-Benton. For inClara M. Eagle formatio
n call 753-0061,
Gallery atMurray State 762-339
9, 73-7764 or
University will be clos7W-7663.
ed today.
------Murray Women of
Program of "Sing
Moose have changed
Out, Kentucky!" will
meeting to July 11.
not be presented
---tonight.
Friday,July 5
---Greater Paducah
Independence Day
Chapter of Parents
Scramble is scheduled
Without Partners has
at 10 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
----44
Golf Scramble will be
at 3 p.m. at Murray
Country Club followed
by a potluck supper.
Mixed Doubles Tennis
is scheduled at 8:30 p.m.
at Murray Country
Club.
---First Baptist Church
will have a churchwide
picnic at pavilion by old

Friday,July 5
canceled its meeting for
thia.week.
---Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hpapital will be at D's
Shirts and Things at
Aurora from 9 to 11 a.m.
and .Lakeland Wesley
Village from 12:30 to 3
p.m.
---

Friday,July 5
Golf will not be held.
---Twilight Golf will be
at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
---AA and Al-Anon. will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
---"Ma m e" will be
Friday Group of presented at 8 p.m.
by
Ladies Tennis of Mur- Community Theatre
in
ray Country Club will Playhouse in Murraynot play this week.
Calloway County Park.
---For inforMation cal
Friday Night Social 759-1752.
will be at Murray Coun---try Club, but Twilight
((Lont'd on page 8B)

After the 4th Clearance!

Absolute Clearance
on ALL Summer
Merchandise
Savings up to

75%

The Daisy

114 Southern VMage Shopping Center
South•Futton, Tenn. (901)479-2550

•

1/2 Price Sale
Summer Merchandise
Size 0-14
Children's Specialty Shop
2122 BROADWAY 442-4446
9:30-5:00 Mon.-Sat.

Paducah, Ky.

•

SIMFITS
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

1TH
JULY
SALE
°F

SPRING & SUMMER

DRESSES Regular 46.00 to 9200.

Values

.

2999 6 399
.
5999
9

FAMOUS NAME

•

BRAS

..

Maidenform Bali Warner-s Olga. Vanay Fair
SAVE
UP TO

30%
V

OFF

ALL 1985 STYLES

ALL SPRING &SUMMER

SWIMSUITS

-SPORTSWEAR

Regular 20 00 to 5§.00 Values

Regular 15 00 to 78.00-Valves

1/4
SAVE

TO 1
3 OFF
/

NINA RICCI 0
amps
_L. act au

SPECIAL

Beauty Treatments
Regular 12.00 to 12 50 Values

Indulge Yourse41 With A Beaut,tut Fragrance
1 611 oz Eau De Toilette Spra
4 fl. oz. Eau De Partum Spra
Regular 30.00 Value

SAVE

1/4 „1/2

SPRING & SUMMER

LINGERIE
. Regular 3 0010 46 00 Vaues
S4vE

1/
4

TC

1/2 PRICE
SPRING &SUMMER

I 550
.

1/2

SPRING & SUMMER

LOUNGEWEAR
Regular 25 OC •:45. 00 'Values

1t

The Sizacase

753-7972

Wednesday,July $
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" prokrarn will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake State Resort
Park.
---Flint Baptist Church
Mission Groups are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.

Diane Von Furstenberg

1
Dixieland
Center

Coming community,events are listed

Patricia K. Willoughby,
Box 6, Box 94, Paris,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Carolyn K.
Allen, Rt. 3, Mayfield;
Miss Katrina Webb, Rt.
1, Box 237, Mansfield,
Tenn.; Bobby E. McClellan, Box 2017, MSU;
Mrs. Jane Gaines,
1708 Keenland Dr., Murray; Mrs. Willie L.
Foster, 411 North L.P.
Miller St., Murray;
Mrs. Betty C. Sturgill,
Rt. 2, Box 65BB,
Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Eva L. Bynum,
Rt. 3, Box 407, Murray;
Joel M. Burnett, 15404
Hemlock Point _Rd.,
Cllagrain Falls, Ohio;
Nathan W.Carter, Rt. 3,
Box 273, Fulton;
Elmer W. Rudolph,
Rt. 1, Box 562, Hardin;
Mrs. Erma L. Lovett,
753 Riley Ct., Murray;
Mrs. Mary S. Gregory,
501 Chestnut St.,
Murray;
William C. Deets, Rt.
1, Box 646AA, Hardin;
Leroy" G. Algier, Rt. 1,
Box 102, Dexter; Oscar
V. McClain, Rt. 1,
Hazel; Mrs. Dolly B.
Russell, 705 South 16th
St., Murray.
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To

SAVE 1
/
3

1h.

OFT

„SPRING &SUMMER- SPRING & SUMMER

JEWELRY

HANDBAGS

SHOES

Regular 4.00 to 64 00 Values

Regular 9 00 to 6500 Values

Regular 25 00 to 45 00

SAVE 1/3 TO 1/2
OFF

SAVE

1/3

1/2
TO

OFF

S. E 1
/
3

C,',

1/2 F
-

121 ev.Pas
14,1 WI 111.44.,*

sa‘le

All Spring & Summer
Clothing
1/2 Off

Save 20% to 75%
All dinnerware and
pottery patterns,
crystal, stainless
nd silver

AR0
4•10

or Ctie stnkt
1

maw -.111

*Dresses
'Suits
*Blouses
*Tops
'Skirts
'Co-ordinated Sportswear
*Shirts
*Shorts
Sleepwear
"Pants
*Socks
'Handbags
'Belts
'Jewelry
'Swimsuits

-5
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NCLE JEFFS HO

UNCLE JEFF'S
49

Gillette Trac II
Shaving Cartridges
-

AUTY AIDS • NCLE JEFFS HOU EWARES •UtkeCLE

M.1 I1 .1 P';

Sale $219

Sun
Block Lotion'SPF15
lo Oz. Bottle

Glee

Sale sq
ea 19
Gillette Specials
All-Star Ballots

Sale

Raid Flying
Insect. Killer

Gillette Cricket
Disposable Butane
Lighter
Sale 2 for 694

12 Oz. Can

a.

RR,

Sale $ 199

au N.
•F•S•

I
fr
. n

White Rain
_Hair Spray_

IR.

Cover Girl
Nail Slicks

-1 7111/

Regular, Extra Hold,
Unscented.
8 Oz. Non-aerosol

Sale

*
143Ped
-446

EFFS HOU EWARES •UNCLE EF

MR
I
.II

P:11
!to.,

Mint, Lemon/orange
12 Oz. Liquid

I
f

Sale your choice

591

Planters Snacks
Cheez Balls, Cheez Curls,
Corn Chips.
Sale your choice

Di-Gel
Antacid Anti-Gas

.1(0

microwave cooking.

4

Sale $269

A as

894

Frenchs Potatoes
Crispy Top Scalloped,
Tangy Au Gratin. Great for

suCHEI_Cf. '

2 for $1 5° fe,
Open Pit
B-B-Q Sauce
Original Flavor 18 Oz.
Sale

,OPEN

84c

Di-Gel Tablets
90 Tablets
Sale your choice

$189
Colgate Toothpaste

-r9

pEAtsluis
•to
--;7••••k#

-_

26

Spanish, Skinless, 16 Oz. Bag

Sale your choice

uFlln

ss-.1
6egavij.611

wady

•

99c

Visine Eye Drops
Clears redness. /
1
2 Oz.
plastic bottle

Sole

6%09

Gran Prix AM/FM
Portable Radio
21
/
4" dynamic speakers,
telescope AM antenna.
No. 201. Save 62.00
Sale

Sale $

37

8 Gal. capacity. Box
of 20. No. HP682

Plastic Bandages
Box of 80 assorted.
Sole

$1

Glad
Deodorant
Medium
Garbage
Bags

GLAD

Curity Curad
"Ouchless"

-

••.!

$ IG67
NJ

••••

38

-

Barbasol
Shave Cream

se4111.1Lo
gartasoi
.
1611

Wicker Paper
Plate Holders
Microwave safe. Set of

or.=
• •••e,,,

Regular, Menthol
Conditioning. 11 Oz.
Sale

U"11 "
/
li
F

79c

Sale

88`

Attractive for strong
or serving. Sesi thru
cover.lits tight
Keeps coke fresh
No. 3900. Save 25%

32 Oz.
sale $238

Bufferin Pain
Tablets
Bottle of 100
Sale $299
Rodda Toasted
Coconut Marshmallows
9 Ox. Sag

4. No. 674-4

ii\
1
l° (C
Ct "

Rubbermaid
Servin Saver
Cake Saver

Cepacol
_A Mouthwash
and Gargle

66c

Friday,July5

Saturday,July 8
Program of "Sing
Murray High School
Out, Kentucky!" will Class of 1975 will have a
not be presented breakfast at 9 a.m. in
cafeteria of school and a
tonight.
--- _
dinner and dance at 6
Events at Murray p.m. at Executive Inn,
Moose Lodge scheduled Paducah.
---111
include games at 8 p.m.
Coles-S
and
helton Fifth
Enterta
inment
by
than in daylight. Described by many
0 Ken Skinner from 8 p.m. Annual Family Reunion
as the most revolutionary idea since
will be from 10 a.m. to 4
to midnight in Lounge.
the plastic worm.
p.m. in Community
- ---Hazel and Douglas Room, North Branch,
Stan Sloan's Running Lights
Centers will be open Peoples Bank.
---from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Program of "Sing
for activities by senior
Jeffs
--Out -Ketittteky!" will
citizens.
not be presented
---Mothers Morning Out tonight.
will be at 9 a.m. at First
100,000 Candle Power
"Vision" and
Christian Church.
Each (With Foot Pedal)
"Destroyer" Rock
---Hazel High School Bands will present a
Class of 1960 will have concert at 7:30 p.m. in
NEW
its 25-year reunion at Amphitheater of Paris
7:30 p.m. at Hazel Com- Landing State Park.
SAFE SPORT
munity Centerf
---Survival Kit Knife
Dance featuring
---Round and square Showdown will be from
dancing will be from 8 p.m. to midnight at
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Murray Moose Lodge.
Grove Roller Rink.
RR.
Sunday,July 7
---"Mame" will ba
Paris Chapter of Full
Gospel Business Men's presented at 8 p.m. by
RIO
Gap.
Fellowship Interna- Community Theatre in
tional will meet at 6:30 Playhouse in Murrayp.m. at Avalon. Calloway County Park.
__\__-_
Restaurant, Paris,
stainless steel
AA will have a closed
Tenn.
meeting at i p.m. at
---6"stainless steel knife. Steel Is 52-56 on the
Brown Family "get American Legion Hall,
Rockwell hardness scale. Saw tooth bock
acquainted" prty will be South Sixth and Maple
blade with bottle opener. Handle is hollow
at 7 p.m. at Holiday Inn, Streets. For information
with ball-compOss and is water tight. Kit conMayfield.
call 753-0061, 762-3399 or
tains 20" wire saw, fish hooks and leaders,
753-7764.
10' fishline, 2 large needles and matches.
Saturd- ay,July
---Leather sheath and sharpening stone
Brown
Family ReuEvents in Land Betincluded.
nion will be at
ween the Lakes will inChapel United clude Broom Making
Methodist Church at 9 from 1:30 to 4:30p.m. at
Excellent Quality
a.m. with catered meal Empire Farm and
Top Flite
Maxfli
at 5:30 p.m.
Nature In Art at 2 p.m.
Pinnacle
Tourney
---- at Woodlands Nature
Titleist
Hogan
Temple Hill Lodge Center.
Ram
Pro Staff
No. 276 Free and AcsO
---Your choice $5.64
cepted .Masons will
Purchase Area
meet at 7:30 pin, at Singles Society will
per doz.
lodge hall.
have a potluck picnic at
---2 p.m. at Fort Massac
Each
Events in Land Bet- State Park, Metropolis,
ween the Lakes will in- Ill. For information call
*Used but not bruised!
clude Follow the 1-898-2878, 1-527-7253 or
Swallow at 1 p.m. at 1-554-8407.
Woodlands Nature
---- •
Center; Fingerweaving
Boatwright Family
at 1 p.m. and An Even- Reunion will be at noon
ing at 8 p.m. at The at Colonial House
Homeplace-1850; Com- Smorgasbord. For inforpanion Planting at 2 mation call 753-3724.
p.m. at Empire Farm;
---West Kentucky
Steele Family ReuAmageur Astronomers nion will be at noon in
at 8p.m. at Golden Pond
(Stainless Steel)
pavilion by courthouse
Visitor Center.
in Murray-Calloway
Sporting Arms, Inc. Snake Charmer 11.
---Ideal for fishing•Hunting•Sock pockIng•Sarvivel•Home
County Park.
Defersses•Legal Vehicle Gun•Handlais ell standard 110
AA and Al-non will
gauge factory ammunItIon•Constructed of stainless
meet at 8 p.m. at
Reunion of family: of
steel, mounded plastics, and other strong rust.resistent
American Legion 011is and Lydia Cain will
onaterials•Easy to take down for storage In beck,peclo
Building, South Sixth
or large tackle box•Illuilt-in holder for 4 extra 2',Inch
be at noon in showroom
shells in stock•New positive safety •Overall length 2
and Maple Streets.
of Cain's AMC-Jeepinchos•Light welt, approximately 3/
1
4 pounds. ,
---Renault.
"Mame",will be
---presented at 8 p.m. by
AMVETS and Amvets
Large
Community Theatre in
Auxiliary will have a
Playhouse in Murray- luncheon meeting at 2
Calloway County Park. p.m. at Post 45, Paris
For informtion call Landing, Tenn.
759-1752.

A Must For The Night
Fisherman
This amazing light actually causes any
fluorescent line such as high visibility clear blue Trilene to glow in the
dark. You are no longer limited to the
feel of your line at night, because you
can see the °towing line 100% better

tri

aurnett's

c/o

Southern Roasted
Peanuts

Pump Dispenser Poste
4.9 Oz., Gel 4.6 Oz.
Sale your choice

$

0

Community.• (c„ont'd from page 7/1)

Golf Balls

Mint, Lemon/Orange
antacid anti

New Push11011IFButton Switch

Docking
HEADLIGHTS

•

Bausch & Lomb
Sensitive Eyes Saline
Solution
12 Oz.

NAIL
SLICKS

Assorted Colors

White Rain
Hair Spray
Regular, Extra Hold,
Unscented, Ultimate Hold
Sale *our choice
A 1 39

anlac

6°
119
V

-11

Piggy-Back
Model

Deeptan

Gillette Atra
Shaving Cartridges
Pack of 10.

El,

_Stsip Sloan's
ItTack Light

10 Oz. Bottle ,

•

fain

Nite Crawlers

Some Items May
Not Be Exactly
As Pictured

Deeptan
Sainwoen Lotion

Sale $ 1 69

Red Worms

a•o ON1121•d1

Sole

PHONE
753-6575

We Reserve
The Right to
Limit Quanitities

Bottle

6 Oz.

Good ihru
Sunday
JUTy 7th

47c

0
0
ut

Snake Charmer
$12995

Selection
of Skis & Ski
Accessories
Cypress Garden 8
Puritan Ski World
Vests.

r a• • ONlitl •d

Oil of Olay
Moisturizing
Beauty Lotion

-We Carry
th4e1NclEm§

The Murray-Calloway to the heart campaign.
County Hesol UnitAnyone interested in.
Kentucky Affiliate re- joing the group may
cent met to discuss contact an officer.
results of the 1985 fund
Memorial gifts should
drive.
be directed to goris
A total of $5,000 has Rowland at North
been donated to • the Branch -of Peoples
.American Heart Bank, North 12t1iNand
Association by Murray- Chestnut Streets.
Calloway County reOfficers reelected
sients - in the 1984-85 were as follows:
fiscal year.
Irma La Follette,
This includes busines
' s president; Bill
oyd,
and residential collec- vice president; Anna
tions, memorial gifts, Stahler, secretary;
special events and Doris Rowland,
e-ct mai-1 -treasurer; " 7144
contributions.
Turner, programs;
Heart Unit members Carla Rexroat, publiciexpressed thanks to all ty; Edith Noffsinger,
volunteers and those Connie Boltz and Ivan
who contributed money Schwarm, fund-raising.

.1:1•16ICK3U

/
Mon.-Sat.
9:00-9:00
ISun. 1:00-6:00

Home Owned-Home Operated
HWY 641 S.-MURRAY, KY.

GOODS

Local Heart Unit says
over $5,000 donated

All Seasons
Lawn & Leisure
is Now
Your Complete
HOBBY Center

*Ski Ropes
*Tow Harness
*Ski Gloves
Olympic, Ski Master,
Cypress Garden & Nosh
Skis.

Also Children's Jr. &
Trainer Skis and

•Rocket!; •Models
• Trains & Accessories
•Telescopes and
Microscopes
•War Games
•Remote Control Gas
Air Planes & More

Children's Ski Vests.

Sale 5433
Presto Popcorn
(1,
,•

••

- •

Now Plus
Premium/regular elr
popper. Chute
directs popcorn Into
bowl. Cover removes
for easy cleaning. No.
04020

Hand-tied 50 Hook
Commercial liatijna,
*Complete with swivels

All Seasons
Lawn & Leisure

$ 1095

sale $12
"

11/Iiitt,ty

•UNCLE JEFFS HOUSEWARES

SPORTING GOODS

trir

-•

-

;

•

•

-•
•
•
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July 4 nonotay prompts warnings by state, loeal officials

• -1

The recent explosion of a
fireworks factory that killed 21
people is a graphic reminder of
the dangers associated with one
of America's oldest traditions.
Independence Day, or the
Fourth of July, has been
celebrated with fireworks
displays for more than 200
years, yet each year, dozens of
Kentuckians are injured while
playing with fireworks. Those
injuries have prompted warnings and safety suggestions
from t!-- •'"`-944,01 of Consumer
Health Protection in the Department for Health Services.
"Last year, there were approximately 75 injuries
associated with fireworks in
Kentucky," said Edsel Moore,
director of the department's
Radiation and Product Safety
Branch. "More than half of the
Injuries were to children and
youths under 25 years of age
whose hands, faces and eyes
were harmed most frequently."
Moore said that most of the injuries were burns and resulted
from using illegal explosives
and product misuse rather than
product malfunction. He gave
one example of a 12-year-old boy
who lit an M-100, then tried to extinguish it with his fingers, but
couldn't get rid of it before it exploded. His hand had to be partially amputated.
"Even the most seemingly
harmless of fireworks- can- -bedangerous," Moore added. After
an argument, a 5-year-old boy's
sleeve was ignited by another
small child with a sparkler. As
the victim ran towards home,
the fire on his clothes spread. He
spent 10 days in the hospital
-fecovering from burns.
Kentucky allows certain Class
C fireworks, such as snakes,

sparklers, fountains, ground
spinners, snappers, smoke
devices and booby traps.
Fireworks not allowed under
Kentucky law Include bottle
rockets, missile-type rockets,
Roman candles, firecrackers or
any fireworks that have a loud
explosion or shoot into the air.
The injuries associated with
the legal fireworks are generally minor in nature and do not require hospitalization. The
danger comes from the illegal
and more dang...--;
—
such as cherry bombs, aerial
bombs, M-80 salutes and larger
firecrackers. These fireworks
may be boot-legged into the
Commonwealth or obtained by
tourists on visits to states having
no fireworks laws. In addition,
"make your own" fireworks kits
may be mail ordered, some of
which can produce dangerous
explosive devices.
"There are several rules that,
when followed, can help ensure
safe use of fireworks," said
Moore. "One of the most important things to remember is to
always have an adult present to
supervise when fireworks are
being used."
.
Other "do's" and "dont's"
when using fireworks he listed
were:
— always light fireworks outdoors in a clear area away from
houses, buildings and flammable materials.
— neVer ignite fireworks in a
container, especially glass or
metal.
— do not try to relight or handle malfunctioning fireworks.
Soak with water and discard.
— don't throw lit fireworks at
another person.
— don't carry fireworks in
your pocket.
— don't hold fireworks in your

hand until the fuse burns to the
end.
— light fireworks one at a time
and away from others.

— check fireworks for loose
fuses since they may prevent the
item from igniting as it should.
— store unusued fireworks in
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a cool dry place inaccessible to
small children
"Fireworks are a , tradition
when, vte celebrate In-
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dependence Day," Moore said.
"Using fireworks safely and
wisely can help make it a safe
- holiday."

July 4th Sale-a-bration!
Prices Reduced Further!

Mix & Match'
Your Choice: 6.99
Reg. To 14.99

Choose from a large collection of crop tops, polo shirts.
Cartoon tops and shorts.

Ocean Pacific'

Sportswear

% to
\\50%Off
Famous label Ocean
Pacific sportswear
now specially
priced! Choose
,from a fantastic collection
of crop tops,
t-tops. camp
shirts.shorts
and pants.
Junior
sizes.

Iranian regime assisted in
release of hijack victims
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
regime of the Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini, which once
held Americans hostage in Iran,
helped persuade Moslem extremists to free the the 39 TWA
hijack victims, the Los Angeles
Times reported today.
Iranian officials intervened to
break a last-minute logjam on
Saturday wheh the pro Khomeini Hezbollah, or Party of
God, group would not accept a
deal put together by Syria to
free the captives, the Times
said, quoting Reagan administration officials it did not
identify.
The first indication of Iranian
help on the crisis came June 24
when the powerful speaker of
Iran's parliament, Hashemi
Rafsanjani, denounced the hijacking during a visit to
Damascus, Syria, the
newspaper said.
"Iran had no connection whatsovever with this incident," Rafsanjani told a news conference,
"and had it known in advance of
the hijack and of the identity of
the hijackers, it would have

Lipscomb...
(Cont'd from page 1)
life's work, Lipscomb held the
attention of the students even as
he dove deep into explaining the
scientific methods he used in
dealing with the element boron.
Following his lecture,
Lipscomb fielded questions
about his research, his life and
the future of science.
"Science is the art of the 20th
century, with all due respect to
the other arts.. and I think it's in
great danger." Lipscomb stated
in response to one of the

Wet,dry...
(Coned from page I)
The Majority opinion written
by Justice James B. Stephenson
reversed Magoffin Circuit Court
and the Court of Appeals rulings
that the "county unit rule" —
the Cammack Act of 1938 — was
repealed when local-option
statutes enacted in 1948 amended it to exempt cities of the first
four classes.
Stephenson's opinion said the
Supreme Court has consistently
found it "unmistakably plain
that the Legislature intended to
change the effect of the county
unit- rule as to cities of the first
four classes, brat only in that
respect" with its 1948
amendment.
"We are of the opinion the
Legislature has retained the
essential element of the county
unit rule...," Stephenson wrote.
Justice Charles Lelbson, in the
dissentineoPiniOn, said his colleagues had erroneously ascribed to the state Constitution a
bias against voting wet.

prevented it."
The administration initially
discounted the statement, but
Syrian officials told them Rafsanjani repeated it to Hezbollah
leaders, the Times said.
Asked about the Times report,
State Department press duty officer Sondra McCarty said, "I
have no comment on the story. I
have no information on that."

•

Central Shopping Center Murray, Ky.
Open 10-4 July 4th

On Saturday, when Hezbollah
blocked the planned release of
the Americans at the last minute
by refusing to deliver four
hostages, Syria's president,
Hafez Assad, asked the Iranians
for help and the KhOmeini
regime urged the militants to
give in, the newspaper reported.
"The Iranians were particularly helpful in solving that
hitch," a senior State Department official told the Times.
The Khomeini regime could
not refuse Assad's request
because Syria is a key Iranian
ally and supplier of arms for
Iran's war against Iraq, administration analysts told the
Times.

students' questions. "And the
last great frontier is how the
mind works,Y. he added.
Asked why he entered the
study of the element boron,
Lipscomb stated, "I was looking
around for something to do, that
could be done."
In response to a question dealing with what he perceived as
the major shortcoming of education today, Lipscomb said "it's
not to do with science or math,
which may surprise alot of you,
but rather the preciseness of the
English language. That'i—cvhere
I would start...that's where logic
starts."
It "is not the legislation
regulating wet-dry elections
which creates distinctions favoring 'dry' over 'wet.' It is the
meaning we attribute to these
statutes by judicial interpretation. Indeed, if the legislation
did so, such legislation would be
unconstitutional," said Lelbson,
who was joined in the dissent by
Chief Justice Robert F
Stephens.
"The language of the constitutional provision ordering the
General Assembly to provide for
wet-dry elections is neutral,"
said Leibson "The same
language mandates the General
Assembly to provide for both
wet and dry elections. . Where
the Constitution is neutral, the
General Assembly and this
court also must be neutral."
Leibson said Kentucky's wetdry• statutes "are confusing at
best."
"Perhaps they are intentionally so in order to permit this court
to continue to perpetuate different rules for wet and dry elections at the expense of the Constitution as it has done
historically." Lelbson wrote.

Zzzzip.
Save$2.00.

I SAVE
$

Clipand
C

Cc.
,
ssany L
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•
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on one141b.bag or
larger of Friskits
dry cat food.

MANUFACTURER COUPON
EXPIRES 10/31/85
CONSUMER
on* coupon pe ,tarn our
cruised Thcs coo00,, good on on procluct saes
and flavors todecatoO
Carryabon wot ,IrrnOurs• you ?ice
vats* Deus k subrrunao
compaanal vett, Ca,
COMPanY SKre Coupon Radomptar Roacv
timed Okpol 2 1984 a cope ot souct,
ava•tabos
on •eques1 Send coupons to CARNATION
COLOONS Sow
INCOR,vora CA90605 Cash
saiue I 20e

50000 141080
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by h.c. chiles

sunday school lesson
Hosea, a native of
Samaria, was the only
important literary prophet Israel ever produc-

ed. The people had
drifted into ease, extravagance and oppression. The courts were

corrupt. Regard for the
sanctity of marriage
and the home had been
lost. Licentious rites led

Granny's
Summer
Kitchen

the worshipers to such met a young woman
excesses that ,all whose name was
thought of purity of life Gomer, fell in love with
and of spirituality had her, and ere long they
vanished from their were united in marminds. Heartbroken riage. In- glue time
, over the sins of his peo- Gomer presented the
ple, who were strongly poet-preacher their son,
attracted to the gods of to whom Hosea gave a
the CanainiteS whose...-name which was symreligious rites they bolic of the evil times,
practiced, and spurned "Jezreel," which meant
by them because they "vengeance" or "God
judged him to be mad, scatters." This name
• Hosea sought consola- was tyrnbolic of the
tion elsewhere.
retributive justice of
Hoses 1:1-9
God which was to come
At this juncture Hosea upon Israel.

Highway 68
Between
Jonathan Creek and Aurora
Barbeque Ribs (Friday Night only.)
Roast Beef, Fried Chicken and Genuine
Ky. Lake Catfish plus Homemade
Chicken and Dumplings, Homemade
Dinner Rolls, Turnip Greens, Glazed
Carrots, Fried Squash, Miford Sweet
Corn, Blue Lake Green Beans with new
Potatoes, Mashed Potatoes and Gravy
plus 30 Item Salad Bar. Delicious Bread
Pudding and Tangy Lemon
Plus much more!
*Hot Apple, Strawberry, Cherry,
Peach and Plum cobbler topped with
Delicious Soft Ice Cream (you help
yourself).

Product of and participant in the gay social
life of her day, Gomer
did not share the noble
purposes other patriotic
and religious husband.
Thinking that he cared
more for his preaching
than he did for her, and
considering herself a
martyr, this pleasureloving woman gave
herself more, and more
to gaiety. Having a
secret desice to be immoral, Q..emer Soon
became entangled in the
web of immorality and

Child ID Photo
KEEP
A LIVING RECORD
OF YOUR CHILD

FREE

ID Card
consisting of photograph, fingerprints,
& description of your child.
Snapshot Photo, your only 1 hour
Photo Center in Murray, will take your
picture.

••.ICIIAL.G •

Saturday, July 6th,
10 A.M.-6 P.M.

*Call for appointment

- 1 1 .1
Snap Shot
Photo

Served Buffet Style
4:00-9:00 P.M.

Eat '65°
All You Can
This is All You Pay!)

worthy and unfaithful
wife.
In the course of time
Gomer was offered for
sale in the open slave
market, so Hosea went
into those haunts of sin
and shame for the purpose of redeeming her.
He did not see her as the
degraded person that
she was, but as the
lovelier bride of happier
days. Hosea bought her
at the auction, paid-for
her, forgave her, took
her back home, tenderly
sought to restore her to
chastity, kinft,Ied
regain her love As to
the result we have not
been informed. Gomer
may have softened
under such unbelievable
love and'become a good
woman. On he other
hand, 'she may have
resisted Hosea's love
and continued to live in
sin.
Hosea saw in Gomer's
sinful conduct an apt illustration of the
behavior of Israel
toward God. His pity for
Gomer was but a faint
similitude of the yearning love of God for His
erring people. From the
black tragedy of his
home life Hosea
discovered the secret of
God's love for unfaithful
and sinful Israel. It is
comforting to recall that
God still loves His peoli in spite of theTFunfaithfulness. God loved
the wayward and
disobedient Israelites
compassionately, and,
after they had learned
that -transgressions bring inescapable
penalties, He wanted
them to be forgiven and
restored to usefulness in
service.

'Hog market listed
I

I HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic Plaza Murray Kr 7511-9347
OPEN MON THRU SAT. 9 AM lo 6 PM

(No Hidden Cost!
No Waitin

became an adulteress.
Tempestuous years
slipped by and Gomer
gave birth to a girl, who
wasnamed
"Loruhamah," meaning "Unpitied" or
"Unloved," and symbolizing the time when
God's infinite mercy
would be withdrawn
from Israel. Later, she
gave birth to a son, who
was named "Loammi."
meaning "No-Kin-OfMine," and symbolizing
the spiritual adultery of,
God's people who would
not be the objects of pity. Hosea was not the
father of either of these
children. One day Hosea
came home and
discovered that Gomer
had left with a licentious
paramour and had
become his slave concubine. Naturally,
Hosea's dream of a happy and godly home was
shattered and his heart
was broken. However,
after earnest prayer,
Hosea received a
wonderful vision of the
love of God for His people, who pad been as unfaithful to God as
Gomer had been to her
husband.
Hosea 3:1-5
In his tragic experience with Gomer
Hosea saw a portrayal
of God's betrayal by the
Israelites who turned to
idolatry. strange to say,
Hosea did not abandon
Gomer to her degradation and debauchery. He
hated her glaring sin,
but he loved her still, in
spite of her • shame,
wretchedness and
-disgrace_ Likely_ Jbe
people said that he was
a fool for showing any
concern for such an un-

Also, Poplar Bluff, MO and Paragould. AR.

Federal-State Market.News Service
July 3, 1985
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 41 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 520 Est. 500 Barrowi
& Gilts hilly steady Sows uneven
mostly steady
048.75-10.25
US 1.2 210-240 lb..
few 49.50
$48.00-49.00
ITS 1-2 200.210 lb..

US 2.3 210-250 lb..
US 3-4 250-270 lb.
Sows
US 1-2 270.350 lb..
US 1.3 300450 lb..
I'S 1.3 450.500 lb..
l'S 1-3 500-050 lb..
US 2-3 300-500 lb..
Boars 9211.00.32.50

948.50-49.00
947.548.50
934.00-35.50
535.01930.50
$311.00.37.50
537.00.39.50
934.00.35.00

GRAND OPENING SALE
Specials So Hot They Sizzle!
Ladies, Special Fri. & Sat. Only
Zena Jeans
Rio Too
Blouses
Long

'1100

Reg. '30.50 $2
065

Skirts
Reg. '32.50
Ladies Silk by Personal
.49.50 $
Blazers
Reg.
Ladies Reg. '54.59

•

Skirt-Sets. _Surfing As Low As $
Vio Sant Andrea
Sportswear
Cross Country
Sweaters
Ladies Cotton

360

4
175

20% Off
Reg. '24.99 $ 1 299
50
Reg. '14.29 $9

Skirts
Baggies
Ladies

Reg. '35.85 $2465

Shorts

15%

Off
Men's Trade Wind

Oversized to Belt
Blouses

-

99
1645 to 99
$950

Short Sets
Diane Von Furstenburg
Sweaters
Andrea Sport
Sportswear
Crop

$295 Pair
Reg '26.20 9975

As LAWN As

Pullovers
Dress

As Low As

$550
$600

$126°

Shorts
Men's Gym

$320

Shorts
Men's Sport
Shirts
Men's

Reg. '10.95 $775

Pullovers

Below Cost

Tops

Pants

We have the original
Jellies in many colors
for women & children.

$599

Swim Trunk
,Men's Wind Breaker

Come In And Register For Gifts To Be Given Away Every
Hour Fri. & Sat! We Will Have Duddle Bug The Clown With
Free Balloons For The Kids. With The Purchase Of A Hot
Dog, Receive A Free Drink From The Pepsi Wagon.

Reg. '11.88 $750

Men's
Muscle Shirts
Men's Reg. '15.99

$665

Falcon Jeans

'10"

2013
/00ff

SHOP AND SAVE
FACTORY OUTLET CLOTHING
Disieland Center, Chestnut St.
753-0082
NAME BRANDS AT DISCOUNTED PRICES

Open 9:00-6:00
Mon.-Thurs.
9:00-7:00 Fri.

•
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•
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DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTIONS

Pay Lip.ss
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SYLVANIA

SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
319 BROADWAY

PRINC7:::
SALE
THRU
TUES., JULY

DISC CAMERA

194
PADUCAH MALL

2560 LONE OAK RD.

FREE!

As%

"KY. 411, MALL

DOWNTOWN STORE ONLY
CLOSED JULY 4th

MAALOX
LIQUID
ANTACID

$168
CENTRUM
HIGH POTENCY
MULTIVITAMINS
Multimineral-Formula

9
9

100 Tablets-With
30 Free

TROPICAL BLEND

HAIR
SPRAY

BARBASOL
SHAVE CREAM

to 14.1.1144 too A..4..4 4•••• L.

Oz. Can
*

MI...,•

r-

LAWN CHAIR

vs
•
"v

MARDI-GRAS
LAWN CHAIR

-71
mouth

Multi-Color
SX41.4Weh.

Barhasol.

1474
VI
VI
•

78

Maximum

Cost After Rebate

BEN-GAY OINTMENT

COVER GIRL

7.6 Os.

.,511

la SI

Ne.111

Tanning Oil

• ..t

V.'
V.'

Menthol
Conditioning

ULTIMATE
SUN

• Regular
• Unscented
• Ultra Hold
• Unscented
Ultra Hold
8 Oz. Hon-Aerosol

444.44
,
o1

Oz. Aerosol Can

Non-Constipating

NEW
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HOT SHOT

MURRAY STORE OPEN 9-5

FLYING INSECT
KILLER

FINAL NET

-4
"V

miles 904 Nom AI 7S Tab MAO NW
MA•CAMIFICATT
Nags We ft set guir SI RUA WSW Asom mass Now

4 2- 001
Et MS MALL

9 th

f-

Clairol condition' Styling Mousse
Buy condition* Mousse —$1.29
- Less Moil-1n Refund —1.29
YOUR- Mb-it --citi5f16.00

CLEAN MAKE-UP

-4

• Pressed Powder
rFvfssFD ecml

NEW
IN "UR
CHOICE

COLGATE
DENTAGARD
TOOTHPASTE

"THE WET SET" AIR MATTRESS

I\
giVISINE

rn
VI

2.7 Oz.

Inflatable Air Mattress. Sturdy Vinyl

Visine

78'

Iv\TL

$1 29

Size 72" X 27"

vs
•
•Ti

illeav2EroszDRIellticPei1/111180 PL2C2S§T
tP

eye drops

6.4 Oz.

gets the red 0,,,

$126

Si39/

Ox. Pump

rn

Ass°d"

VI

EFFERDENT

‘
f
4i

Kills Germs
That Cause
Bad Breath
1/1141
•

J.,

AUTO FIRE

MAMMA N'S
MUSTARD

SWIM AIDS
ARM BANDS

CHARCOAL LIGHTER
CAMP STOVE

PLOCHMAN'S
•
MUSTARD POTATO CHIPS
Squeeze Barrel
New Economy Size

• Regular
• Barbecue
• Sour Creamy Onion

-

I—

rn
V.'

32 Oz.

effertient

-a

•
CJIIpS

•
-a

FOR CHILDREN

94

71
/
2 Ox. Bog 8

VLAKOSH
SIC PICKLES
ER DILLS
OR
POLISH
DILLS

• Cheez Bolls
• Chez Curls
• Corn Chips

12 Ox. Can

•

YOUR CHOICE

$233

SPEED

97(_; _844
...-u-1-_1.1*-,

2 FOR$150

VI

100 Tablets

SCHICK

-a

LYSOL

DISPOSABLE
RAZOR

DISINFECTANT
SPRAY'

Pack Of 5

Eliminates Odors

I—
I"
VI

-a

• Regular
• Scent II

STARCII

rf s
OoortS

r-

rn

--4
-v

4%

— /

i
Iff

MIXED
NUTS

LITE FORMULA
SPEED
Mall
INFORM
STARCH

32 Oz. jar

////

PLANTERS SNACKS

EW LITE
EASY ON

YOURYOUR CHOICE

r.

PLANTERS

SEA BREEZE- \ COKE, DIET COKE
„1 OR SPRITE
ANTISEPTIC
FOR

it'HS° •

THE SKIN

Regular$1

18

1
t

277

.
1 2,02z,.c.
.k $

F,,
"I
vs

SANDWICH BAGS

VI

Fold-lock Top
Box 04 150

A

YOUR CHOICE
rVI

I

‘ :
.
:
1 si
S0:
gh.

VI

II

TUMS 1 1 1
it

MIIIMIMMMIMMIMMMIMMinint

i

-4

ANTACID TABLETS

• Peppermint
• Assorted

-

150 Tablets

REDWOOD PICNIC TABLE
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VISTA reaching out
WHAT HAPPENS IN
A PARENTS
ANONYMOUS GROUR.
What happens in any
particular group will be
influenced primarily by
the composition of the
group , and the personalities, strengths and
skills of the group
leaders-and members.
Group development will
tend to follow a general
pattern, however.
There will be an initial
phase of getting to know

by sandra clayton

each other, feeling each
other out in terms of
position in the group,
with people establishing
their territories in
terms of their velation to
each other, to the group
leagers and to the group
as a whole. This first
phase usually is a storytelling phase in which
members will discuss at
length the situations andreasons for their coming
to PA. They will, in effect, be telling 'their

r•e PS4,
N s‘‘‘, ‘0014
01164t,itt‘°

Every
•4
(‘
1
Thursday night
from 5-8 p.m.
• you can choose
from four selections
of fish with all the
extras for only

<(`

$595
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side' of their story — the
other side will only
emerge slowly as they
become known in more
depth tO the group.
Since PA does not run
closed groups, each person joining an established chapter will have to
go through the storytelling phase. Following
the story-telling phase,
but usually overlapping
it is a good deal, is the
advice-giving stage. In
this period, group
'members will recount
examples of current
problems with important people in their lives
and other group

members will give advice on how these problems can be, handled.
Abuse probledis will be
a part of this, but not the
only emphasis.
In a stable group
where members get -to
know each, other well
and to trust each other,
a third phase develops:
the nitty-gritty phase.
The material discussed
in group will become
more intensely personal
and will be dealt with in
•a more meaningful, less
superficial way.
Members will begin to
be honest with each
other about how they

•
see each other. There ple behave the same inwill be less talking group as they do in the
about situATIOns and real world.
-behavior that are exterIn helping members
nal to the group and to deal specifically with
more focus on what is their own abuse prohappening 'here and, blems it is often helpful
now' among group to have them define
members in their rela- their problem and set
tionship to each other — goals for themselves as
more 'truth telling' in soon as possible after
terms of members' they join the chapter.
honesty with each other This puts responsibility
about how they view for the member's
each other's behavior. A behavior and progress
basic truth of the group where it belongs — with
experience is that peo- tiets..,. member. It, also

gives the group some
guidelines by which to
measure its progress.
Should the member stop
dealing with his/her
abuse problem perse in
chapter meetings, the
group can remind the
member of the reason
for his/her attendance
in PA and give him/her!'
a gentle nudge toward
realizing the goals
he/she has set for
himself/herself.
(Parents Anonymous
1975

The Murray-Calloway
chapter of Parents
Anonymous office is
located in the Murlity
State University,
Psychological Center,
408. Wells Hall. Office
hours are 8:00 a.m. to
3:00 p.m : Monday
through Friday. For
more information call
762-2504. Parents
Anonymous is available
to help with your parenting problems before the
problem turns to abuse.

July 1 was deadline for state dog license
July 4 was the
deadline for dogs across
Kentucky,ages six months and older, to be
licensed for another
year.
—The licensing fee of
$ 1 . 50 is quite
reasonable," said
Agriculture Commissioner David E.
Boswell. "Half of the fee
remains in the county of .
purchase and the other
75 cents is placed in a
fund to cover losses to
livestock and poultry
which have been
damaged by stray
"dogs."

And as always, children under 5 receive a
free 1 piece fish dinner.
Hwy. 641 North, Murray, Ky.
Open at 4 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
753-4141
•

times. Any dog without livestock and poultry
a tag can be picked up. losses because of stray
and impounded by the dogs will tell you they're
local dog warden.
glad it's on the books."
The law also provides.
The only requirement
that anyone who does
for receiving compensanot license his or her
dog an be fined between - tion for damage done by
$5 and $100 or imprison- stray, dogs is for the
ed for five to 60 days or farmer' to have all his
receive both a fine and dogs properly licensed.
The Legislature placimprisonment.
Dog,licenses must be
ed the dog licensing pro"The dog law tradi- purchased in the
gram under the adtionally has not been owner's county of
ministration of the
popular with many peo- residence. For more inAgriculture Departpie," Commissioner formation on where the
ment's Division of
Boswell said. 1985 licenses can be purLivestock Sanitation.
"However, I think those chased, contact your
The license tag must farmers who have been county judgeThe 10th of each month is.a very important date to
be worn by the dog at all r e i th bursed for executive's office.
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the,10th of the month in order to pay
teria in your vagina, thereby allowing
DEAR READER — In my opinion,
their bill.
yeasts to thrive.
cancer is unquestionably a defect that
—Two-or-three-days of-dilute-vinegar— eve ops from dellMicies in our
You W—the___Ae_carriers_are_independent-business-men and women. They buy their papers from us at
douching is a perfectly satisfactory immune systems. I think more and
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
solution. Although cranberry juice is more doctors, having taken a cue
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th,
a beneficial drink, it has — as far as I -from Norman Cousins, regard a posithey have to dig down into their own pockets to make
Peter
know — little effect on antibiotic- tive attitude — which mixes laughter,
up the difference.
Gott, M.D. induced vaginitis. You also might try hope and enjoyment — as a vital part
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
eating three to four containers of of cancer therapy. This belief is by no
each month. They depend on you to write their pig,
yogurt every day. I've been assured means universal, however. There are
checks.
that the harmless bacteria in yogurt studies now underway to determine if
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
can put your yeast-bacteria equilibri- certain personality traits may influyour carrier.
um back in balance.
ence the development of malignancy.
I have recently learned about a But, as yet, there are no conclusive
So. paying by mad is a simple way to avoid getting
simple, inexpensive and foolproof findings pertaining to prevention.
caught without the right change and you avoid the
trick to clear yeast vaginitis — withbother of monthly collections.
/You_ may remember the splash
out the necessity of seeing a gynecolothe
some years ago by the proposed
Maae
gist each time the problem recurs. Go
By Peter H. G 4, M.D.
to your pharmacist and ask him or relation of heart attacks to so-called
DEAR DR
— I take the Pill her to make up a supply of gelatin Type-A personalities. Although this
and sometimes I take antibiotic pills capsules, each containing 600 mg. of relation was intriguing, it has not
for my skin, so I occasionally get a plain boric acid. Each day for two panned out.
Nonetheless, there are those of us
yeast infection. I hate going to the weeks, insert a capsule high in your
gynecologist each time, so I usually vaginal canal.,As the gelatin dissolves who believe that emotions and outself-treat with a weak vinegar and releases the boric acid, your look on life do relate to health and
douche. I've also heard that drinking vaginitis should disappear. You may disease. Thus far, these relations are
cranberry juice will help. Is this just be happier exercising some control largely anecdotal and unproved.
a myth? What else would you over your body, and your gynecologist Within the next few years. however,
suggest?
will be thrilled to devote more of his there may emerge a sound scientific
DEAR READER --The use of oral time performing unnecessary hys- basis for avoiding, cancer, heart
contraceptives can, in s6me women, terectomies on less fortunate women. attacks, stroke and hypertension by
cause a mild, non-fungal vaginal
DEAR DR. GOTT — Do you think means of behavioral and-or emotional
discharge. I suspect that the major there's a personality type that is modification. Until we have &finite
cause of your yeast infection is your more likely to develop cancer than answers, I advise .you to keep your
use of antibiotics. These drugs can another? I've heard a theory about head held high when you walk
through a storm.
deplete the population of normal bac- this.

How to manage
yeast infection

Murra

edger & Times.
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SALE ON
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Model VVWA83008
OUALITY-BUILT LARGE
CAPACITY WASHER
Large capacity, single
speed Three wash rinse
temperature selections
with energy-saving cotd
water rinse Two cycles
Four water level selections
Porcelain enamel finish
Unbalanced load control
system

• C,',n.;.iart 5:"!
• t,t7ens: • cyci•
•

$39900
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WATERBEDS
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-

Complete King Size
Waterbed with
Headboard

•
Model AD723DT
•
HIEFFICIENCY,
SAVES
YOU
MONEY

22,900/22,600 BTU
SUPERTHRUST"
AIR CONDITIONER
230/208 volts. 15 5 16 8
aiilps. Energy Saver
Switch Save Energy
Range 10-Position thermostat 3 fani3coohnot
speeds Pcnvedulair
discharge

All Air Conditioners
Reduced!

Model TBX18K
GLAMOROUS
SHELVES
AND
GLASS
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
17.7 Cu. ft.; 5.01 Cu ft
freezer. Sealed highhumidity pan helps keep
food fresh up to 15 days
Sealed snack pack. Spacemaker door holds 6-packs
Textured doors, won't
show fingerprints

$59900
Closed July 4

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

Comforter
Pack
'comes with King or
Queen Size Comforter, Sheets and
Pillow Cases.
Only

Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street — 753-1S86
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

Read the classifieds
111

-

fl

In 1954, the General
Assembly passed the
Kentucky Dog Law. It
proVides for each county fiscal court to employ
a dog warden, for each
county to create a'dog
pound and for each
county to sell dog
licenses.
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Crawford highlights releases

Postmaster reports
new stamps _issued
A total of three com- hibition being
hosted by the U.S.
memorative stamps were ofThe dedication ceremony will
ficially' released across the nabe held in conjunction with
tion during the past two moUths, COMPEX
'85, the Combined
with a fourth comMemorative
Philatelic Exhibition of Chicago.
stamp scheduled to be released
AMERIPEX will be held May
July 18. All four stamps are —22
through June 1, 1986 in the
either currently being made Chicago
area and is expected to
avaiable at the Almo Post Office
be the largest philatelic exhibibe made available within
tion ever held in the U.S.
the next few weeks, according to
The AMERIPEX stamp
Postmaster Don Crawford.
features a stamp on stamp
*A 22-cent commemorative
motif, with a reproduction of a
stamp was issued on May 11 in
portion of the one-cent Benjamin
Madison, S.D., to honor the 50th
Fraklin stamp that was in use
anniversary of the Rural Elec100 years ago.
trification Administration
*A 22-cent commemorative
(REA). The stamp's design was
stamp honoring Abigail Adams,
unveiled February 5 in New
wife of John Adams, the second
Orleans, La.
president
of the U.S., and
President Franklin D.
mother of John Quincy Adams,
Roosevelt created the REA by
the sixth president of the U.S.,
Executive Order on May lt,
was issued June 14 in Quincy,
1935. It was permanently
Mass.
established by Act of Congress
Born in Weymouth, Mass. in
on May 20, 1936, which authoriz1744, Abigail-Adams--was--notedEtd-tt to serve as a rending agenas a gifted letter writer, concy and develop a program for
fidante to her husband during
rural electrification. The REA is
his long career of public service
now a part of the Department of
and mother of one of the most
Agriculture.
important family dynasties in
In 1935, only about one out of
American public life. Many
10 farms had electricity. Since
historians have credited her
its inception, the REA has apwith being the first fully emanproved almost ;60 billion in
cipated woman in American
loans to assist millions of conhistory.
sumers of electricity and
While raising her children, actelephone service subscribers.
ting as adviser to her husband
Today, there are almost 1,000
and maintaining the family
user-owned rural electric
estate, she still found time to
systems in the U.S., delivering
continue her writings. Her
electricity to 25 million rural
literary works have distinguishAmericans.
ed her as one of the leading
."Rosemont,'Ill, was the site
women writers of her era. Mrs.
for the May 25 issuance of a
Adams died in Quincy In 1818.
22-cent commemorative stamp
honoring AMERIPEX '86, the
1986 international philatelic ex(Cont'd on page W)

Stan photo by David Tuck

Easy rider
Armed with her trusty Snapper mower and a sun visor, (Mrs.
J.C.) Lorene Jackson manuevered her way around the yard as
she trimmed the grass. Jackson, taking advantage of a sunny

afternoon, was one of many local residents who emerged from
the air-conditioned comfort of their homes and out into the
blazing July heat to tend to their gardens.

Williams named to Tennessee Newspaper
Hall of Fame; former Ledger & Times owner
W. Percy Williams, who owned The Murray Ledger and
Times during World War II, was
named to the Tennessee
Newspaper Hall of Fame this
past weekend. .
Williams, who purchased The
Murray Ledger and Times in
1941 as part of a chain of three
newspapers, will have his portrait placed beside other hall of

fame inductees on display in the
Communications Building on the
campus of the University of Tennessee at Knoxville. Formal
dedication ceremonies will take
place October 5.
Williams' career in the
newspaper industry began at the
age of 12 when he began work as
a newspaper delivery boy for the
Birmingham News. His rise

through the ranks of the
Williams served as the editor
newspaper industry came rapidand publisher.of the six-day-aly and he quickly became the "•'•-"Week Paris. 'Tenn. newspaper,
youngest editor-publisher in the
which later expanded into a corhistory of the Tuscaloosa News.
poration which included in
It was in 1927 that Williams
ownership The Murray Ledger
bought the then weekly
and Times and the Fulton Daily ,
newspaper, The PostLeade
(r.
Intelligencer and converted it to
Williams retired from the
a daily newspaper.
newspaper business in 1967 and
For the next 40 years,
died in 1970.

Local Civitan Club honored at convention

4TH OF JULY
CELEBRATION!
Thursday: 7:30—Amphitheater
The Band: "Country Beat"
Fireworks Display-9:00 P.M.

The Murrayklvitan Club and its
1•983-84 president, Willis
Johnson, were honored at an
awards session of the 65 Civitan
International convention currently being held in Birminghan,
Ala.
• The Murray Civitan Club was
named an "Honor Club" and
Johnson was designated as a
"Distinguished President."
Honor Club is the highest self-

judged award offered by civitan
International to its more than
1,100 clubs in eight countries.
The president of each Honor
Club is recognized for leadership with a Distinguished President Award. The Murray Civitan Club was
recognized on the basis of its
sevice to the community.
knowledge of community issues
and opportunities, excellence in

club management, and club
fellowship. The club met the
highest standards established
by Civitan International in
achieving Honor Club status.
Civitan International is an
association of approximately
1,100 serivce clubs worldwide
dedicated to helping the mentally and physically disabled.
Civitan membership is open to
both men and women.

at
MAIL-IN OFFER WITH PROOFS OFPURCHASE FROM

Thursday Our Dining Room Will Feature
"4th of July Picnic Buffet"

NESTER and GREAT CRISPS!v
Reach out for the perfect summertime refresher. t's clearly NESTEA" iced tea and-crisp. light.
Nabisco' GREAT CRISPS!.. the new baked,crispy snack now in seven delicious flavors. And,treat
yourself to a free package of GREAT CRISPS!when you mail in 3 proofs-of-purchase: 1 from any
'variety of NESTEA and 2 from any 2 different
GREAT CRISPS!flavors. See Official Refund
Form for complete details. .

5 p.m. to 9 p.m.)
Adult — 8.50
Child — 4.75

(

B-B-Q, Fried Chicken, Cold Sliced Ham, Baked Beans,
Cole Slaw, Corn-On-The-Cob. Green Beans, Double Salad Bar.
Dessert Table Featuring Assorted Melon Wedges, Large Fresh Fruit
Bowl, and 4th of July Cake With Strawberries and Whipped Cream

July 5, 6, 7 - Breakfast Buffet'
Noon On The 6th — Cold Cut Luncheon Buffet
Come Picnic' With Us This 4th of July!.Every Wednesday and Friday at 8 p.m.
We host the Musical "Sing Out Kentucky"
Admissidn: Adults — 2.50, Child — 1.50, Family — 6.00

1

•

'a

Remember our Seafood Buffet every Friday night.
Saturday —Country Buffet, and Sunday Noon Buffet.
Evening Burret Hours 5 to 9 p.m.

5155 1 u

ur

Nu EXPIRATION CATE]

SAVE
300 SORNEAON
Nestea,

Hardin, Ky.
(West OfEgner's Ferry Bridge On HT. 95)

474-2211

ON ANY ONE
PACKAGE OF

GREAT CRISPS!'

Mail to. FREE GREAT CRISPS!'
PO. BOX NB 601
EL PASO. TX 79977

PrOduct 202

or tamer
da
inceiudirp
ryranor
rirvanon

SNACKS

per,
have enclosed two 12) Brand-Seals from 16 two 1.:1 411!TAI:1-.1i
his-c prot r,1natl
different flavor varieties of NANISCO' GREAT CRISPS' A's :-.ther
co•Isl,tntes
Snacks'and one
Inner Seal or tW Symbol from
onsumer o p45 sits.

CC

Kenlake State
Resort Park

OFFICIAL REFUND
SAVE 13
ORDER FORM

any variety_ of NESTEN Instant Ita Please send my

coupon for a FREE package of GREAT CRISPS'Snacks
good on any vagiety1 to

Lax Viod f copied. tsar,
leered prohibited Vatted t1r
rtstneted Goo.t.onli in F S A
Wr sl.:etmburse you for the
e.v.thie rhi,
Itind,1;31c
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To T.HE.DE4LEkliou will* reimbucand for the -1

lice value of this coupon phis 84. if
compliance with Nestle Foods Corporation
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STATE
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Summer 0 camp caters to needs of children with cancer
IRVINE. Ky. (AP) — A
postscript on one application for
Indian Summer Camp, written
by a concerned mother, said the
little girl was reserved, didn't
make friends easily and always
needed a night light.
That same little girl, surrounded by a circle- of friends,

later confirmed what the camp
counselors suspected — that she
was neither shy nor reserved,
but overshadowed by an overpftztective mother, as are many
of the other campers.
Indian Summer Camp is for
children with cancer and in
some cases, Mtkle cell anemia.

The fourth of its kind in the country, it is a weeklong event which
gives the youngsters a chance to
enjoy the outdoors, meet
children in similar circumstances and provide a
degree of what camp officials
:say is the most important aspect
of all — independence.

MOVING IN AT MURRAY STATE — Two Murray State University students assist in moving the first
shipment of the Boy Scouts of America museum collection into the Wrather West Kentucky Museum on
the campus. They are Greg Ford (left) of Marion and Charles Beaman of Murray. Shown in the
foreground is a bronze display with The Scout Oath and Scout Law lettered in relief. It was on a pedestal
near the -eateatftee-ef-the--fernte
site In North-Brunswick-,-N.J.

Sponsored by the McDowell
Cancer Network, an affiliate of
the University of Kentucky College of Medicine, the camp is in
its fourth year This year, it was
held at Camp Burnamwood, a
facility owned by Transylvania
Presbytery, deep in the woods in
Estill County.
Aside from having a doctor,
nurse and lab technician on the
grounds at all times, and the
discreet dispensati6n_.of
medicine after dinner, the scene
is one7:Adj. children swimming, doing arts
and crafts, boating, riding
horses, square dancing, playing
volleyball.
The children revel in the environment, with the typical trappings of summer camp and,accompanying antics —
underwear from the flagpole,
peanut butter on the door knobs,
and a camp newsletter with silly
jokes and letters to Dear Gabby.
This year's camp included 61
children ages 6 to 19 from five
states — Kentucky, Ohio, West
Virginia, Indiana and Illinois.
"You look at them and they
look like any other group of kids.
But when you look more closely,
you can see the thinning hair on
some, and others with various
types of prostheses," said Gloria
Sams of Somerset regional
coordina or
the Lake
Cumberland District Cancer
Council, an advisory group of
the McDowell Cancer Network.
For many campers, it is the

a

first time they've spent the night
children a bit of freedom — it
away from home since the onset
gives the parents some time to
of their illness, other than in the
themselves, to relax from the
hospital.
strain that often becomes
The fee for ea.c.4 eampotr is $5, burdensome when earing for a
although it costs the Cancer Netchild with cancer, said Mrs.
work $250 per child for a week of
Sams."This is a good chance for
camp, Mrs. Samisaid. She said
parents to have a vacation, too.
the fee is kept low because the
Some of these people have not
expense involved in treating
been away from their sick child
cancer would make it impossifor years."
ble for many parts to send ' At Indian Summer Camp, the
their child there. The non-profit
children are not coddled. "Hopcamp Is instead- supported by
pers," groups of campers who
corporate
nd pr t-v a te '
1 --1--mturits Staring KP, are exdonations.
pected to pull a shift in the kit"I think it's great," said
chen, and also, cabins must be .
13-year-old camper Buff)
, kept clean.
Roberts, of Ohio. "You have
"You can't help but be in:
friends you can talk to about the
spired by- the things you see
problems you're having with 0 here," said Mrs. Sams. "You
your treatment. You can't talk
can't help but be inspired by that
to your friends at home about courage. You can't help not to
that."
feel sorry for yourself and give
The athletic teen-ager had her
100 percent when you see these
left leg amputated below the
guys."
knee 2 years ago and .was
diagnosed in December as Ise.v•
ing lung cancer. But she doesn't
slow down._ She planned to rappel one of Camp Burnamwood-':,,.
.
legendary cliffs before the week
•
was out.
Her short, strawberry blonde VletiMS
hair is growing back for the
third time after receiving
treatments.
"When I first found out I had
cancer,.I felt I was the only one
who had it," she said. "Since
I've been at camp, I've met
plenty of people who have it."
The week not only allows the
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For years, criminals
suspected of committing a
crime were read the Miranda
Warning which outlined what -•
liberties and rights they had
under the law. Now, the Kentucky State Police is offering the
same conaideratibn to victims of
crimes and accidents.

IT'SYELLOW DOESN'T
MEAN IT'STHE
SOUTH CENTRAL BELL
YELLOW PAGES.
Don't slip up. Make sure you're advertising in the
South Central Bell Yellow Pages.The Real Yellow
Pages.
Anyone can make an ad yellow. But that doesn't
mean it will appeal to your customers.
The South Central Bell Yellow Pages is the book
people in Murray count on for complete,reliable
buying information. It pes to just about everyone
who has a phone-including newcomers who
could be your new customers.
And with 75 years of experience behind them,
our representatives from L.M. Berry & Company
can show you how to putthe South Central
Bell Yellow Pages to
work for your business.
So don't be confused. Make sure
you're advertising in
the Real Yellow
Pages from South
Central Bell.

South Central-Bell
Yellow Pages
Published by BellSouth Adverteing & Publishing Corporation

•

This week marked the initiation of a new program, being offered by the Kentucky State
Police, to help accident and
crime victims.
The Kentucky State Police is
the first law enforcement agency in the U.S. to offer such a program , according to KSP
Trooper Richard Wright, public
information officer of Post I,
which includes Calloway
County.
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Victims of crimes and accidents will be read their rights,
much in the same manner as the
accused are—read tKeir rights,
according to Trooper Wright.
Victims will be presented with a
pamphlet, at the scene of an accident or crime, explaining legal
recourses available and answering general questions- about
court procedure.
KSP troopers will also answer
any further questions a victim
might have, said Trooper
Wright.
The new Victim's Rights Program was offered in an effort to
help balance criminal justice
procedures and was developed
at KSP headquarters in
Frankfort. A similar program is
in effect in Canada.

THI

Stamps•••
(Cont'd from page 1C)
*A 22-cent commemorative
stamp honoring Frederic
Auguste Bartholdi, sculptor of
the Statue of -Liberty, will be
issued in New York City on July
18. The stamp will be made
available nationwide the following day.
The Bartholdi stamp was
designed electronically by
Howard Paine of Washington.
D.C. and features a portrait of
the sculptor taken from a painting by Jose Frappa, which
hangs in the MuseeBartholdi in
Colmar, France, and a watercolor painting by James Dean of
Annandale, Va., 0 depicting- the
statue as seen across New
York's harbor.

LOW SUMMER PRICES

Oc
visit
cl

Repos & Demos Now
Available — SAVE!,

TV SATELLITE
80-100 Channels

'895
24-Hour Daily TV

FAMILY SIZE
SWIMMING POOLS
31' x 16' outside dimensions

'995
All pools include: filter & pump,
steel &facing, supdeck.
vinyl liner, ladder. etc.

et

Trade-ins welcome — We'll
take anything!

AMERICAN
DISTRIBUTORS I-800-523-0327

PIKS Fte•iiSinith •1(t.'erttsalg and l'ul•liching
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BOUT
NIMALS1

Kentucky Veterinary Medical Association

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Aeriform fluid
4 Glisten

15 Afternoon party
16 Dillseed
17 Young,horse
18 Move gently and
smoo•hly
20 Note of Scale
21 Rupees: abbr.
23 Transgress

9 Sketchir•V
12 Everyone
13 Ripgworm
,,Kentucky is generally obesity.
14 Tibetan gazelle
regarded by the rest of
Too Much Protein
the nation as the home
Too much protein is
of fast horses and sotnetimes a
1
2
3
4
cause of
beautiful women.
foundering, while
5
6 1111 8
It is also the home of feeding moldy
-or
the "pet horse," several "smoky" hay
Id
NUUU
to horses
hundred thousand of can result in
pulmonary
them, probably. Of emphysema
these, 'probably a ma- ("heaves") and moldy
jority (there are no up- grain can bring about
- 1( to-date statist
ics on mycotoxicosis.
this) are kept by their
The horse has a simowners at home for ple digestive
system
pleasure purposes. and an abrupt
change in
Many of them may not feed can bring
about inbe receiving the best digestion anid- colic.
It
care they could get for also has a relatively
the dollars spent, large- high need for salt.
ly because caring
Sometimes feeding
owners are not able to too much pelletiz
ed or
keep up with latest grain, which the
horse
research data as the big can eat quickly,
results
breeding farms do by in boredom
and thii
having their own horse begins to "crib"
veterinarians.
out of frustration
Feeding
"Cribbing" is biting or
With the advent of the chewingnn the end
of a
gasoline engine, many board while at
the same
people believed the time arching the
neck
future of the horse was and swallowing
air.
limited and many col- This, too, causes
inleges and experiment digestion and colic.
1
.
Have A
stations discontinued
Nice 4th
equine research. Not
Housing
foreseeing the explosive
With Us
Horses are usually
growth of the breeds of dependent on the whim
Free B-B-Q
"light horses" — used of the owner for hous—Tor -S1-0--w —p-Cirposes
ing, and an open shed or
trail riding, as well as windbreak is usually
racing — the "experts" adequate if the animal
got caught with a peed is left outdoors. Sholk
for good research data animals whose coats are
on nutrition without the kept short should be
work having been done. kept in a barn,
Only in recent years sometimes covered by
has the data begun to blankets, in winter.
accumulate, with the
Concrete floors are
result that better nutri- not good for the feet.
tion can be provided,
Regular worming and
resulting in better vaccinations are adhealb.
visable. Worming will
Traditional feed for reduce the cost of
horses is hay and grain. feeding because the
A horse can survive on energy is utilized more
hay alone, but the efficiently once the
,volune needed is so parasites aren't eating
muct that it usually there, too. Vaccinations
resul:s in "hay belly," and regular check-ups
unacceptable for a show can be figured into the
animal. As a rough rule budget and will prevent
of thtmb, a horse needs most diseases to which
abou: 1% pounds of hay the horse is susceptible.
per 100 lbs. of body
Your veterinarian is
weird each day to expert on the nutritional
maintain his condition. needs of the horse: as
In aldition, he needs well as on the diseases
about a pound, more or to which he could
less, of grain per hour of become victim.
work for light uses, such
He'd rather help you
as slowing or trail prevent an emergency
riding. Oats or corn may than try to treat your
ALL MEAT GUARANTEED FOR
.be used, but not in the animal after it has
TENDERAESS AND FLAVOR TO
same quantities. Corn become ill.
YOUR SATISFACTION OR YOUR
PURCHASE
provices about 1.7.times
REPLACED
Cost of preventive
PACKAGE FOR PACKAGE.
the energy, measured care isn't really as exby volume, as oats.
pensive as might be
Overfeeding is the thought. For example,
most common error most authorities agree
among light horses, and that $1 spent on wormit can result in loss of ing and parasite control
stamina, liver disease means a savings of at
and leg problems due to least $5 on feed.

24 Sarcasm
28 Perform
30 Soaked
32 Girl's name
34 Shan sleep
35 Son of Jacob
36 Guarded "
39 Soak, as flax

9

10
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

40 Colonize
41 Corded cloth
43 Place of the

1

Answer to Previous Puzzle
seal: abbr.
ER-A,S
SHOD
FAST
44 Before noon
AIDE
ISLEI
45 Showy flower' 'Alf
lit.
rESTS
PIT
47 Wild hog
0E1
SO Pintail duck
ATE
TOO
HEM
51 Large bird
LADY
ART
LA
54 Possess
ANY
ADO
OASTS ,
55 Crucifixes
I
ANSWERS
UT
56 Drunkard
ELAND
ERA
ONE
57 Damp
I T
ALE
ITEM
58 Item of property
WED
ENS
MOT*
59 Pedal digit
ER
FAD - FINEST
DOWN
ASIAllEMI T
REE
1 Ship channel
RENT
SENT
SAD
2 Frothy

i

11

io
N.
III
hi
E il
Mid
m
EN WI
UNN
iliiiiiiiil
111
ill UUU NUUU
NUUNUUUN NUU
II
N' ill ill
iil• WI
id
MIN
Ell
NEM
NUU NUUUU hi
NUU NUUUU N-

brew
3 Fused refuse'
4 Flight of steps
5 Obstruction
6 Arrow poison
7 Profit
8 Babylonian
deity
9 Time gone by
10 Brown kiwi
11 Hindu cymbals
17 Deadly
19 French article
20 Distant
21 Grates
22 Frighten

24 Replace
45 Book of Old
25 Roman road
Testament
26 Carouse
46 Remainder
27 Prepares for
47 Nod
print'
48 Be in debt
29 Jog
49 Pismire
31 Make lace
50 Distress signal
33 Essence
v, 52 Cry of cow
37 Shade tree
53 Southwestern
38 Hate
Indian
42 Hebrew letter
55 Sun god

.L *gal

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will
hold a public hearing on Tuesday, July 16.
1985 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council,Room, Second Floor, City Hall on the Murray Greens
Residential Planned Development Project
(24 multi-family units).
The project is to be constructed in a B-2
(Highway Business)Zone on r,s.rks Street.
A copy of Murray Greens Apartmentsis
on file in the City Planner's Office and may
be reviewed between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00
p.m., Monday thru Friday before the hearing date:
- If you have any questions concerning this
project, contact the Director of Planning
and Engineering at.753-1225.
••
F.T. Stargent, Jr., Director
Planning and Engineering
Jack Gardner, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

Call And Reserve A Meat Order For Your Family
Sale Over Saturday 3:00 p.m.

SPECIAL #1
USDA CHOICE

F,200 LBS.
ONLY 645°PH PAYMENT
FOE

CONSISTS OF:
•Sirloin Steaks
•T-Bone Steaks
•RibSteaks
lb
•Ber-B-Que Ribs
Steaks

3 PAYMENTS

•Standing Rib Roast
•Ground Beef
•Partarhausa Steaks
•Club Steaks
.tilExA
nie
MPLE

CHARGE
IT!
• No

•Strip Steaks
•Sirloin Tip Steaks
•English Cut Roast
•And More
.7 ac In. 28 Weeks

Money Down!
No finance Charges!
• No Payments For 30 Days
• Extended Terms Available!
•90 Days Some As Cash
0_ With Credit Approval
•

150 LBS. USDA CHOICE BEEF AT $1.29 LB—$193 50
PLUS 50 MS. BONUS PACK ABSOLUTELY NO CHARGE
WOW 150 Lbs. and up 1-C, 1-11. 3-E's, 3-F's. and 3-0's
50 LB30
FRE
. Gra
ib
EsB014
ACc
Ud
SePA
K hicken

50 Lb. Bonus
10 lbs. Bacon 10 lbs. Lean Pork
Chops
Also Ham, or Sausage. or RPas
with USDA Choice Special No. 1
ABSOLUTELY NO CHARGE

USDA CHOICE

By GARY LARSON
„,1
STEAKS
713GUARANTEED
TINDER
RIS EYE STEAKS
TO EVERYONE
MAKING A
PKROIASE OF 150
LOS. OR MORE
TN1S SALEI

USDA CHOICE

FULL

HINDQUARTER

BEEF .

10 111.111ACON
20 LIE. PORK CNOPS
10 LIE. NOT DOGS
40 LIE. PRUE
20 SAUSAGE
80 LBS. FREE
WITH

SIDE
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BEEF SIDE

PURCHASE OF

es--

BEEF SIDE

PLUS A FRU
BONUS!
Weights vary from 300 to 600 lbs. all selections of boot include sections A. I. C. 0. 3E.
. U.3G.
SMALL
LOINheroin Sr"
P0e14.14.1
Wane CIP/41.
LIMO ,
11100414.
Few Shan
Fr V gob Stier'.
Selo+, Sums

A
(
R(1t MID
"orno Roe,
;
Strive, 1.0

iscalu
Rowel Stern
F so Illoonit
Sloni•ng Pent
rron•• S,•re. '
Groon.1 1,1,11.44
f444t4..4•4 isp.,,,,,
1,.,, Retnui .

FREE
ORDER 100 LBS
TOTAL FOR $12550
SO IBS BEEF
.0.b. S,..*
•SW.11141 Stook
•Cre.c-ik Steak
•Ileer Rossi
•Short NO.
•Beet Stew
'Ground
•ROese Stook
50 MS FREE
•,0 LtHi Hem
•3 Lin Chops
•2 Ito Hot Dogs
•S Lb. Souoses
•20 lbs Checker,
•fr LW Ribs
CASH I. CARRY
No Processing Chores

sin
j,
,.eiroonr 43
C.HI,C.1(
SI•4
,
.S14,01.
Nlb Sm4k fler
SSW*
Rfb SteMta Q..,4 41400
Nth I l•
$,s* Ms
5'-f*
C.Iiffe
A.41. Anint
Chin* Wrest Soot stela

Ft 111011
141.4,44
.
,
4
01511
514144•
p 0,.
6.04,4 Oirof b"*
'
-,t
'roar, 410.11,
Sot." A44*.•1

swit

4
PRISIVE1 P.
SHARK
VP Mee
'
,
C... Mom,

Occasionally—and especially thrilling for the
visitors from the Midwest—a sub would come
close enough to have its nose scratched.

BEEF LOIN
Wts Very from
60 to 120 lbs
Cuts Include
•Sirk4n Steak
•T Bone Steak
•Porterhouse Stift*
,*Chopped Sirloin Steak,•

A.P.R. Financing on
4 Wheel Drive Pickups
as well as 2 Wheel
Drive Pickups either in
/
1
2 on /
1
4 ton.

Dwain
S 1201
Taylor
502 753 2611
Chevorlet, Inc.
St

%may

641 S.'2' 2 Milt5 S. Of PriLlrrOy:
.
Mon.-Thuts, 10-6. Fri..10-2.
753-1 71 1
" Sot- 9-3
USDA Food Stomps
easel

For Small
Freezers

NOW
8.8%

K

No Bonus

...MY ••,----- ...1

—

OMB INCH '10
FOR CALUND TODA

THE FAR SIDE

PAGE 3-C

79
LE.
Cash & Carry

AU FREE STEAKS
BASED ON
401. PORTIONS

CALL
TODAY
10 A.M.
TO 6 P.M.

MENU
MINNS TINS
IIVAILMILI 90 NTS
SAN U CAM is
MUMS CISTIMNIII

Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tuesday Thru Friday
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday

•

All
Beef
Cut By
Apgointmen
'Only!

•

i
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aylor
hevrolet Inc
1984 Chevy Monte Carlo S.S.,
white.
Was $1,1818116
.
\OW it

A

1985 Chevy Monte Carlo S.S.,
Black. Was $104,28tes.

Itc
At
•
I
I
a
"
I
flinear
1982 Olds Tornado, Blue.
Was

wirer.

1983 Chevy Caprice, 2-tone
brown.
Was 4a.saioN.4S?.'.

1981 Chevy Impala, Lt. Green.
Was $1,4198

1980 Pontiac Bonneville•
Was WOO"'
\O%% $".

1981 Chevy Caprice, Lt. Blue.
Was Pr5lir

1979 Buick Limited, Blue
Was h

AMM14,

......

1

19 0_
111111111
jalk

.11

1982 T-Bird, Brown
Was $644/Tr-

1976 Ford Pickup, Green
Was $836§100"

1984 Chevy Scottsdale 4x4, Eirn.
Beige.
.
Was ii,(1.410tr

8.8% A.P.R.
Financing on 1/2
g/4 Ton.2 Wheel &
4 Wheel DTI\ e
Pickups.

1979 Ford Ranchero G.T., p.s.,
p.b.,
p.w., red.
Was SrM

1980 For
Was $6,,,A

1982 Ford Pickup, Red, F100
Auto., S. Bed.
Was WIN-

1977 Scout 4x4 Brn., 4 speed.
Was Lust'
'sow

1984 Chevy Chevette, 4 dr., 4
speed.
Was &IOW'

1980 Ford Courier Pickup, Red.
Was

1980 Chevy 1 Ton Scottsdale 4x4.
Was $1,17.4,7foui

1981 Omega, Maroon, 4 dr.
Was

1983 Ch(
Was $54

1977 Che
Was $2.

1978 F
silver.
Was $3

A
A
1981 Ford Mustang, white, auto.,
air.
Was wer

1978 Chevy Step Van 30 Series.

1973 International Loadstar 1600,

white ClItC:
—Was $orf

1978 International Loadstar 1700
C&C, yellow.
Was $04,1fsr

1952 Chevy 2 dr. hard top,
green-white.
Was t,
i05,7e

1976 Buick 4 dr., P.S., P.B.,
air, low mileage.
Was UAW-

1977 Ford F600 Gravel Bed,
Was $9,7ir
NON $3.900

1983 Chevy 1-ton C&C, red.
Was $1.999"
\O%4 *7,41w

NOW MOW

•-•,•••..0.1. a

--1

1982 Ch(
Flat Be
Was $I

•

•••-

•
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1957 Cad. Camper
Was $1,900

I
•

Or

90

1977 Plymouth S.W., nice.
Was $2,577
bay

?APO

1977 Chrysler Cordoba.
Was $2,377

/0i",. ita .V/i/ths
rrunty
Trr:74
t"
ind
iiissiib b/tear
nd
•
4//
Oz.
ifsed
Cars
.
F.:
..._...
.vetipt
(
Iorra //
1r
Illimurpa•
/hie/cups

1974 Chevy Monte Carlo.
Was $1,577
1973 Chevy Pickup, green-white.1
Was $2,377

•••

1978 Pontiac IAMans, beige.
Was $2,477
1974 Chevy Pickup, tan-white.
Was $2,777

Blue

1972 Chevy Pickup, green-white.
Was $2,477
1970 Pontiac Bonneville, 4 dr., green.
Was $1,900

3eige

1984 GMC 4x4, 4 speed, 2 tone
brown.
Was UAW

1974 GMC Pickup, beige.
Was $1,900

1983 Chevy K20, 4 speed, blue,
Max.
Was $111,see-

1980 Buick Skylark, orange.
Was $3,495

••••

ckup, Red.

1983 Chevy S-10, Blue, 4 speed.
Was $5,999\+0,i

1982 Chevy Van, red, 6
auto., air, sport van.
Was $8.401040`S

1979 Chevy Van, Brn. Beige, air,
auto., tilt.
Was $3,988-

,

tsdale 4x4.
'st.71

1977 Chevy Monte Carlo, Blue.
Was fa.1109si011 $2,201'

1977 Buick Riviera, red-white.
Was UAW'SOU $3,im

1, 4 dr.
\.t‘k

, P.B.,
!e2,14,0

red:
417,9oil

1980 Ford Courier, White, 4
speed. .
PWas $2.,10,

Ask Us
About Our
Rentals &
Leases

1
/
1
121-'41414
1982 Chevy Custom Deluxe 1 Ton
Flat Bed w/wench.
NOW
Was MAW

1977 Chevy Silverado, brownwhite, sharp..
Was how-,

I

1981 Chevy Malibu, 4 dr.,
maroon.
Was $4.57,-

Other Cars
& Trucks
Not Pictured

1983 Chevy K20 Custom Deluxe,
blue.
Was $141,18Pr

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet Inc
S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-2617
Puryear, No. 901-247-3240

-
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Panel continues study of
higher education statistics

Fraaces Drake

•

Western and U of L, which are
' FRANKFORT, Ky. (API in
the same category with
Kentucky
public
's
universit
ies
FOR FRIDAY,JULY 5, 1985
Eastern, paid 102.7 percent and
generally pay -t-treir ad104.7 percent of the median.
ministrative and managerial
ARIES
LIBRA
respectively.
personnel lower salaries, than
*
(Mar. 21 to Apr.-19)
(Sept..23To Ciet.221. Morehead
comparab
,
Murray
institutio
le
and NorTodayt may seem anticlimactic
ns
across
A financial setback could dampen
thern were in the category for
after yesterday. Don't try to force a
your spirits and inhibit good times. the nation, according to a report
schools with enrollments from
good time unless you're in the mood. • Further extravagance on your part
provided to a legislative
5,000 to 9,999. The salary figures
Unwintl gracefully,
committee.
wpuld be a mistake.
for those institutions were,
TAURUS
Only Western Kentucky
SCORPIO
yet
Morehead, 93.8 percent; MurUniversity and the University of
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
ray, 91.9 percent; and Northern,
Dora -insist on talking about a
You may feel the troubles of ge Louisville pay.salaries to top ad4 95.3 percent.
career matter unless the other party
world keenly now: but don't biIg ministrators that are higher ,
The University of Kentucky,
-is truly interested Know the- appro- other people down, espeeielly- thOse than the median salary of comyditich ‘.------poifiled with others
-Klatt. oc(-asion.
•
parable institutions.
'you love.
with enrollments of 20,000 or
The survey was compiled for
SAGITTARIUS
GEMINI
•
more, paid its top people 92.1
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
- • %lay!! to June 20)
s
de the SCR 30 Study Committee',
percent of the national median.
'Trying to explain your way çt of which has been pondering
The'day begins on a sluggish note;
The figures were part of a
an awkward situation could lead to higher education for the past
A question of good manners vs. the
study of Staffing at the eight
dictates of conscience is not as real further embarrassment. Watch your year since it was created by the
•
.state-supported universitieg.
words carefully.
1984 General Assembly.
you think
--'-eAPRICORN
Some lawmakers questiOded. The -"study includes salaries
CANCER
(Dec.22 to Jan.--19)--whether other figures showing
paid for positions ranging from
June 2.1 to July 22)
A shopping spree is not the way to university presidents through
relatively large numbers of nonAn intimate matter could concern
teaching personnel at the
stiu ion't take a rejection as the final get over a disappointment. Chances deans and maintenance
schools led to their relatively
Realize that other people have are your judgment in these matters managers.
will be off.
high.costs of operation.
Kentucky State University,
tltratfatS 100
AQUARIUSBut some university
the smallest in Kentucky, also
LEO
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
presidents attending the compaid the lowest salaries when
_
filly 23 to Adg"221
Self-doubt could cause -you to compared to other institutions
mittee meeting warned
You may be so concerned about overreact
to what are innocent
lawmakers against drawing too
with enrollments of‘less than
tlw your own feelings are . being remarks.
Be aware of your own 5,000. KSU paid salaries that
many conclusions because ot the
-- Ift-Ated that you become oblivious to hypersensi
tivity today; Watch touchivast number of variables
were generally 86.8 percent of
sensitive spots.
ness.
the median paid by schools of involved.
•
VIRGO.
PISCES
The report shows that in 1984,
similar size.
War
Aug 23 to Sept.22)
t.j7eb.li)toMar.20)
there was an average of one
, 11101PC
Eastern Kentucky University
Ii flu're tired. don't try to prolong
You're not exactly in a social mood, also paid its top managers 86.8 university employee for each 4.1
ni,e party. You simply won't be your yet you
could waste time with people .•percent of the median salaries students attending the state
hest self. At the same time: don't who don't
really interest you. Be true
paid by schools with enrollments universities or community
whine.
to yourself.
colleges.
of 10,000 to 19,999.

A

•

Not respOnstble for typograptacat
IMP'S Ouantay rghts tesen,ed

PRICES GOOD THRU JULY 8,1985

Vandy Sale!
Coke, Diet
Coke, Sprits,
Mello Yello

Murray receives KEST results

hiG '3ILL rf.

Hershey's
Candy

6 pack. 12 oz. cans
Reg. $2.29

Hi-Dri
Paper Towels

Reg $29

2

-BUILDING-AN-EAGLE- HOUSE - Thanks to the hard
we-ilkor
volunteers, Eagle Trust, International, will move
its headquarters to LBL by thiigini
end of this summer. People have been
sdonating time and ene
to construct a temporary facility for
the Trust,a nonprofit o
zation dedicated to raising eagles for
release into the wild and educating the public about birds
of prey.
The eagle house will serve as temporary Eagle
Trust headquarters while the LBL Association raises funds for a
permanent
facility at LBL. When the Trust is in full operation,
LBL will
become one of two major eagle propagation centers in
the United
States. The Association needs volunteers to work on the
house on
Saturday, June 29. To sign up, contact Ed Graves
at (502)
924-5602, extension 249.

Jumbo Roll

Reg 655 each

Individual results of the KEST
(Kentucky Essential Skills
Testing) have been received by
the Murray School System, according to Doralyn Lanier, curriculum supervisor for the city
school system.
The standardized achievement tests were taken by all
students in the Murray Indepen-

dent School System in March
and April. Parents will receive a
formal opportunity to view their
child's scores in the fall, according to Lanier, however, any
parent wishing to discuss their
child's scores prior to the start
of school should call Lanier at
753-4363 for an appointment.

9 oz bags
ff,sses Reese s JOS
MmiatoreS

By Abigail
Van Buren

Tylenol
Children's
Elixir
Bishop's
Snacks
Reg 6944 sacs
Oernea4 Calms
Age Nut
Brownies or
Buddy Bars

Reg 30C each

Mdk

chocolate

4

ChOCOlate

wttn almonds

•

890
Reg 355 each

Nestle Bars

4$100
for

4 oz.
Prowl without aspnn
complIcations

f

or

Reg 54 89

In-Laws' Material World Is
Alien to Woman of No Means

$389

Stri-Dex
Rogutar
42 pads Reg 52 59
or maximum
42 pacts Reg $279

Keller Aluminum

Lawn Chair
Sturdy. loghtwefght

aluminum
frame with cotortul.
replaceable webbing
and plastic arms

Ratchet
Chaise Lounge

Noxzema

My3anta
$229

Choose from an asiortment
Of co,ors In weather resistant.
Sturdy vor:tyl folds kg storage
72" a 27'

Skin Cream
1005

os

Reg $2 39

Ogilvie

Begley's

Precisely Right

Baby
Powder

Perm
Raguiar or tor
cceorareated ear
Reg $559

3-Speed

11 oz
51 59

Reg

Oscillating
fan

eorr.cOr 'ening
vont,k-wolos
NEON,Its.,Ir

12" Diameter
Peg $2395

Coppertone

19

SPF-2 Dark
Tanning Oil

$

4 oz Reg 53 34

2 for

16" Diameter
Reg 53295

$500
Gentle-Lift
Recliner

$799"

Stark 111

12" Sizzler

Reg St 54

Grill

9

Portable. easy to store
Gnu Igreat!dr carnpmg
or aparbrieras

Begley's Heeith Line
1-800-432-0920

Photo Specials
2 fers 1 fers

Call toll free when you
need any type of medical
or exercise equipment

Twin Prints
12 exp

is

Sales or Rental

24 amp

FFIEE

poliverys
Ststewid

W.ball Medlars &
Insurance direct.

=ri
Petroleum Jelly

BLUEGRASS
ATE GAMES

as"P

3.37
4.27
5.27
7.37

Single Prints

2.19
2.77
3.97
5.97

Seed* or.ces good to. Si cob,pnr4 roil tom brought
July 3 tr4.4.1 July 9 I 9135 Orders wel be completed retb
24ers 1.0011111 1 -Ins I 11.01910 wen option) s exhcatad

'DEAR ABBY: My husband is one precious than designer clothes,
of four married brothers. All his diamonds and trips.
brothers have,beautiful homes,
You could be the "richestp_at
lovely furniture, new automobiles" the reunion, so please don't
and certificates in the bank. My measure your wealth in dollars
husband makes $20,000 a year. He and cents. I say, go, hold your
could earn more, but-he loves his job head up, and don't be blinded by
because it's so rewarding in other the diamonds. Reassess . what
ways. He's a fine person and loves you have and don't sell yourself
to help people. I work part-time as a short.
waitress. We aren't foolish with our
This maybe a tall order. If it's
money, we pay our bills on time and too tall at the moment, it's your
save little or nothing.
privilege to avoid situations that
The problem is his family get- are too painful to handle. Good
togethers. (I have no family.. I was luck and God bless.
raised_ in a children's home.) his
•*•
brothers and their wives always•
discuss what new item they've
DEAR ABBY: Recently I was
acquired-their new car, VCR,motorcycle, etc. His parents have started having a permanent wave at a firstto ask us when we are going tobuy a class beauty parlor. While waiting
'for the solution to act, I noticed a
house.(We save all year to buy them
large coffee urn with cups. Not
nice Christmas gifts.)
His brothers have children. We having been offered a cup of coffee, I
have none, and it haunts me to asked my beauty operator if I might
think that if we do have children, have a cup. I was astonished when
they will wonder why they cen't he replied, "No." He-then hastily
have all the things their cousins explained that drinking coffee while
having a "perm" would affect the
have.
I feel out of my league at these perm' adversely. Other hairdressers
reunions with the sisters-in-law with in the shop agreed with him.
big diamond engagement rings, de- ;Have you ever heard of such a
signer cloth and their talk of what thing, Abby?
• MB..
they have and the trips they take.
MANHATTAN BEACH, CALIF.
(My husband isn't bothered by this
at all.)
DEAR M.B.: No. And I asked
We have a. warm, loving relation- my hairdresser,and neither had
ship, and I never feel "poor"-until he. I'd say your hairdresser was
I'm around his relatives.
rude. But only your hairdresser
Abby; I don't want to attend the knows for sure.
August faraY reiitiion.. I've asked
•••
my husband to go without me, but
he says if he shows up.alone, they
DEAR ABBY: I just read about
might think we'rehaving marital
the lady who blows her nose at the
problems.
However, I don't want to subject dinner table whether she's in a
myself to all the feelings Of in- restaurant or in someone's home. I
feriority that surface. Our financial can relate to that.
Whenever I eat something hot, my
situation is not apt to change.
nose
runs.(I have a sinus condition.)
What do you think?
POOREST OF ALL I can't just let my nose run, Abby; I
have to blow my nose and clear my
sinuses.
DEAR"POOREST":If you con—if you have llt—better suggestion,
sider yourself"poorest" because
_
let's hear it.
you lack the material things.
ANOTHE
R
NOSE
BLOWER
your husband's relatives have,
that could be your-problem.
DEAR BLOWER: Out- of tea'
A watm;loving relationship spect to your fellow diners, yogi
with one's mate and content- could leave the table for the big
ment with your lot are more blowout.

•
•
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2 .NotIce
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.Legal

Legal Notice For Industrial
LEGAL NOTICE
Revenue Bond Oversight Committee
A Final Settlement of
AccOuntif has been filThere will be an official meeting of the
ed in the Calloway
State Industrial Revenue Bond Oversight
District Court by
Committee at 10:00 a.m., July 24, 1985. The
Dulcie -Douglass, Exmeeting will occur in Frankfort in the Kenecutrix, of the Estate
tuckiana Room in the Capital Plaza Hotel.
of Min C. Swann,
The Committee will consider numerous apDeceased. Exceptions
plications for issuance of industrial
to this settlement
revenue bonds. Included for consideration
4. •
must be filed in the
is the application submitted by Calloway
Happy
County on behalf of Rick Lamkitt,- Calloway District
Court on or before JuDeveloper for construction of a Quality Inn
Birthd
ay • .
ly 15, 1885, the date of
Hotel on Highway 641-North.
Cheryl
Any party interested in addressin 'g the-- hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Committee concerning the project must
Whitaker
Circuit Court Clerk
notify Committee staff at least fifteen (15)
(She insists that this is
days-prior to the meeting and must file a
a recent photograph)
LEGAL NOTICE
written brief with IRB Oversight CommitA Periodic Settlement
tee located on the 24th Floor, Capital Plaza
of Accounts has been
Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601, at least
Jim Suiter &
filed in the Calloway
ten (10) days (July 15, July 14 is a Sunday)
Jerry
Henry will
District Court by
prior to the meeting date. The interested
Lawanda McCallon,
be
in
our
party must also submit a copy of the brief
Curator For, L.D.
to the applicant (Calloway County)and the
show
room
Camp,
Napolee
project developer at least ten (10) days
from 6:30-8:00
Camp,
Linda
&
Whidprior to the meeting by registered mail.
den.
Excepti
ons
to
Mon., Tues.,
Copies of the Committee's procedures
this
settleme
nt
must
and any information concerning the apThurs., Fri.
be filed in the
plication submitted can be obtained by conPURDOM
Calloway District
tacting David Bratcher, 502/564-4554. For
MOTOR
Court
S, INC.
on
before
or
Juinformation locally, contact Mr. Steve Zea,
Olds Pont Cad Eltock
15,
ly
1985,
the
date
of
Chamber of Commerce, 753-1225, or the
hearing.
project developer, Mr. Rick Lamkin,201 S.
Ann P. Wilson,
Fifth Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Murray
Circuit Court Clerk

Eagles Ladies

LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement of
Auxiliary
2
Notice
2.Notice
Accounts has been filWill hold their
ed in the Calloway
DAILY CAR RENTAL
regular meeting
District Court by
NO
CREDIT
LONG TERM LEASE
at the home of
Thomas
W. Redden,
CHECK!
ASK GENE
Executor, of the
Wanda Vaughn
"LIMITED OFFER MC:VISA
AT
Estate of Cleo J. RedRiacieve a MasterCard or Vise
1604 Dodson
DWAIN TAYLOR
credh card regardless of your
den, Deceased. ExCHEVROLET
past credit history. or present
Ave., phone
ceptions
to
this settlemarital status.
753-2617
ment must be filed in
753-8367.
(No Savings
Account Required ,'I
the Calloway District
GUARANTEED(
Court on or before Ju- 6. Help Wanted
For application call
APPLE TREE
ly 15, 1985, the date of
CREDIT
hearing.
SCHOOL
AIDE
1-800-637-6680
Ann P. Wilson,
Itoll free)
Limited enrollment
PART TIME
Circuit Court Clerk
is now available in
Willing to work all
TAKE your trophy to
the two, three and
shifts. Some exNotice
All Seasons Taxidermy 2
four
year
old 'and Leathercraft for
perience in health
mounting and have It
Susanne's
classes.
required.
field
back in a month.
Custom Framing
1503
Apply at Fern TerLocated at Paris Land100 S. 13th
Stadium View Dr. ing on 79 Highway.
race Lodge, 1505
901-644-9310_ Open Now taking orders for
Phone 753-9356
Stadium
View Dr.,
8a.m.-6p.m. Tue. thru
Ray Harm's Ky. Duck
Murray
Sat. lp.m.-6p.rg. Sun.
Stamp Print.
and Mon.
753 5819

2 .Notice
COSMETOLOGY by

9

Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED
LaDora, a new hair house painter, low
salon. Cuts $5, -perms costs, references
$25, shampoo/set $5, available For more
manicure $3.50
Information 753-5120.
753-0658. Closed Wed
COMPLETE home repair or remodeling,
plumbing, tree trim6. Help Wanted
ming or removal. Also,
TB T0 R of will buy timber. Call
Christian products 753-8588.
needed in Murray area. WILL clean your house
Call Bonnie after 8p.m. or office. Have excelat 753-6699.
lent 'references. -Call
EASY ASSEMBLY after flp.m. 759-1762.
WORK! $800.00 per 100. WILL do house cleanGuaranteed payment. 'ing, experienced, de-No expert,ence/no pendable, references.
sales. Details send self- Call 753-6043.
addressed stamped en- WILL stay with elderly or
velope: Elan Vital- 332, sick, 5 nights'a week. Call
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft. 753-4590 for information.
Pierce. Fl. 33482.
Good references.

INVITATION TO
BID

Notice is hereby
given that the
Fiscal Court of
Christian County,
nISTR
Kentucky will accept sealed bids on
the
following
surplus property:
1976 DODGE,
TYPE 2
A MBLTLANCEAbove property
can be seen at
Christian County
Road Department
on Hwy. 68E. betLOCAL Mayfield Co.
ween the hours of 7
now taking applications
a.m.-4 p.m.
for sales reBids should be in
presentatives for
Murray area. Excellent
the office of the
pay structure. No exCounty Judge/Expense, will train Tranecutive, Christian
sportation required.
County
CourMust be 18 yrs. of age or
older. Apply in person
thouse,
immediately to: 313 S.
Hopkinsville, Ken7th St., Mayfield, Ky.
tucky, 4240, no
42066.
later than 4:30
MOBILE home repair.
p.m., prevailing
Person with ability to
completely rebuild,
time en Monday,
must have all tools,
July 22, 1985.
$8.00 per hour. Ky. Oaks
Bids will be
Mobile Homes,
publicly opened
Paducah, Ky.
NEED a job? I
before the regular
openings. You may
Fiscal
Court
qualify if: LI you are
meeting on July 23,
between 16 & 21 yrs. old.
--1-985-adt44-30-anim- --2-)
-yorr-huye tfrupped out
Fiscal Court will
of school for 9 months or
more 3) you don't have
accept the best bid
a high school diploma or
and reserves the
GED. Call JTPA out of
right to reject any
school 9a.m.-1:30p.m.
and all bids.
weekdays 753-9378.

RECEPTIONIST,
general office work
experience only. Must
be poised & possess
excellent telephone
skills. Job requires
typewriter, copy
machine & filing skills.
Send resume & salary
requirement to ,P.O.
Box 1040-F Murray,
Ky.
SALES! Teachers &
administrators, are you
tired of the hassel? Kiss
it all good bye &
investigate In an opportunity to earn a comfortable living without
the pressure. You determine how much you,
earn! We provide the
training & necessary
material for you! Send
complete resume to:
Dick Alexander, 210
West Griggs, Urbana,
III. 81801.

Christian Fiscal
Court
Christian County,
Kentucky
Frank M. Gary
County
Judge/Executive

5. Lost and Found

LOST 1 Ir. tennis
racket- Wilson Rally Jr.
and cover, has name on
cover & rack: Justin
Rouse. Lost either at
Murray High School
Court or Murray
Country club. 753-8393.

NEVER•TRY TO STAND UP
INSIDE A MAILBOX!
--g

2

Assistant
Administrator
Personal Care
Home
*Must enjoy
working directly
with residents &
families
*High school
graduate
*Previous health
care experience
•Some college
preferred
Send resume to:
Fern Terrace
Lodge
P.O. Box 325
Mayfield, Ky.
42066

...EXCEPT FOR THE
PART WIAERE. 11-kENf

TIAROW ALL TAE GIRLS
*A IN ThE. POOL
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COME CLEAN,ED.
YOU CAN'T TEL LME
YOU'VE NEVER BEEN
ON THE GROUND,
THAT'S IMPOSSPBEE

10. Business Opportunity

UNUSUAL SALES
OPPORTUNITY
National High Performance Lubriation Company needs(person in the
Murray area. Permanent,
full time safes Position.
high commissions. advancement. Farm and kidustriel
background
helpful. Training when
hired. .
Call
1-800-527-1193 or send
Resume to Hydrotex. Inc.,
Dept A. P.O. Box 47843,
Dallas, TX 75247.

FOR sale Home and Business. Grocery store with
3 bedroom home, good
condition, well insulated,
reasonably priced, excellent location. Owner is
retiring. Don't let this
Opportunity escape you
Call 1-382-2479.
SATALLITE system
giving you problem:
We service any, make or
model anywhere. Service fleet available. 7
years experience. Call
day or night, 901-4792306.

"BUSINESS
MAN"
Open
Steel
Building Dealership
High Potential Profits Available parttime Or Full Time
In Your Area. Call
303-759-3200
Ext. 2407

14. Want to Buy
10' or 12' WIDE mobile
home. Must be in good
condition and reasonably priced. 753-1566.
).1 AUTOMATIC ptstal.
Call 753-7419 after 5p.m.
IISED- Grams & Penny
weight weighing scales.
Call 753-3711.
Want to buy 1 acre of
land. Call 436-2455
15. Articles for Sale
ONE Hot Point refrigerator, exclillent
working condition, $30
Hide-a-bed couch, good
condition, 1100. 753-6586
16. Home Furnishings
S-PIECE living room
suite. Also, electric
Tappan stove.-Both in
good condition. Call
474-2342

RESPIRATORY
TECHNICIAN
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

JTM PAY?5

has an immediate opening for a certified or
school graduate Respiratory Therapy Technician MCCH offers a competitive salary commensurate with education and experience. For
more information contact:
ed.-)

John Weatherly
Chief Respiratory Therapist
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)753-5131 Ext. 105
..U-1
MORE

716
1"
I HAD A LARGE
INSURANCE POLICY
ON HIM

PEALLY '7 WHAT
OiD YOU GET
Prrom rr ?

SECOND
HUSESAND

2MV

has an immediate opening for a Director of
Housekeeping. Qualified applicants should
have previous experience as a Director or
Assistant Director of Housekeeping in a health
care setting. Salary commensurate with experience. Murray -Calloway County Hospital
has 178 Acute Care beds plus a 40-bad Long
Term Care Unit and is located in Murray. Kentucky near tile twin lakes region in Western
Kentucky. For more information contact:

Richard Storts, Director of Personnel
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar
Murray. Kentucky 42071
15021 753-5131 ext 113
AVRE RON THAT 6LIY IN 7,
HuN6RY. BRIN6 I T,„ 5EA5ocx?NEYER
SCCiN AS Fu5siBLE, COMES OUT FOR
STEWARD.
MEALS.

HuN„ LOOK
WHAT NE
oRDERE0,,
REGULAR
BREAKFAST„
AND, FIVE
PouNDS OF
RAW MEAT'

Tf4005e TWO ALwAY9•SEEM INTERESTED
IN US, DEVIL.WONDER IF THEY'RE
THE ONES wot'RE LOOKING FOR 2
40 6 //I

1

'rest(

ri

r,
c1,‘

RETAIL
MANAGEMENT POSITION.
Knowledge of books and
cards helpfut,----prior management experience desired but
not essential. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-J., Murray,
_KY-42071

••••‘ r

AMP

•
•

r

19 Farm Equipment
CUSTOM hay ba ng,
large round bales, also
wheat cutting Call 4742796
20. Sports Equipment
DUNE buggy, good condition, 11500 753-8328 or
489-2455 after 8p.m.
MANS Weal Point
bicycle, like new, $50.
Call 151-5295
24, Miscellaneous
ANTIQUE iron fence 31
In. feet $175. Phone
753-3300.
A must for moving hot
air from attic, Lomanco
Power vents, moves
1200 Cu. ft. of air, $49.00.
Murray Lumber Co.,
104 Maple, 753-3161.
air conditioner for mobile
home. Call 753-8636.
PYREWOOD. Seasoned
hardwood, split and delivered $26 a rick. RC & R
Agriculture Entrenpreners Call 901-2475185. Best firewood in
town..

eENTit AL

24. Miscellaneous
OAK firwood, $25 a rick,
delivered. Call 753-2494.
PEVEY P.A. system:
XR-1200 mixer, 2 5P2
speakers, 4 monitors, 5
mics., speaker & mic.
cords, trAjler _large
enough to carry all the
equipment. Call 753-0459
ask for Jay.
PORTABLE dishwasher with butcher
jock top. Can be converted to built-in. Like
new. 759-4534.
RAILROAD ties,
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
753-2905 or 435-4343.
RCA Whirlpool air
conditioner, good condition. Call days 7594033 or after 5p.m.

•

.3
S45A
E 268
Sb-I N ED Ti rewoodoak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
SEE Dillelectric for
used air - conditioners,
new & used electric
motors, motor rewinding & repair. We also
buy used air conditioners. 753-9104

Sweet Corn
The Sears's on
Whirlpool
121, S. will
Air Conditioners
begin selling
5,000 B.T.U.
Golden Queen
$4.00 Per Week
Sweet Corn for
10,000 B.T.U.
freezing on Fri-06.
- 50 Per Week
day, July 5th.
18,000 B.T.U.
Call in orders
$8.25 Per Week
753-524'9.
WHIRLPOOL re
frigerator, 19.5 cubic
feet, like new. Call
between Ba.m.-5p.m.
753-2621.

For Sale
SWEET CORN
61°° Doz.
435-4472 )

25,000 B.T.U.
$10.75 Per Week
(With Approved
Credit)

Rudolph
Goodyear
721 S. 12th
753-0595

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1-4EAVY duty equip
ment haul trailer. Call
436-5330 after 6p.m. or
weekends.
KON I Omega 6x7 Press
Camera with Vivitor 283
flash. $250. Phone 7532598.

12x60. 2 Bedroom, large
living room with wood
stove, includes refrigerator, stove and
dishwasher. $3995 or
best offer. Shelenia at
work 759-4080 or after
pm 345-24411.

Washed
Graded Gravel
All sizes. Pea gravel, state approved sewer gravel. 84 per ton. FOB
TN. Asphalt Co. Yard

TN. Asphalt Co.
Hwy. 79E. Paris, TN.
Phone 642-5791

HELP WANTED
Aggressive person willing to learn
& interested in sales. Experience
not necessary. Full time & part time
positions open. Apply in person 8
a.m.-10 a.m. Monday July 8.
MURRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 309.30
Opened
Today
310.10
Up
80

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
5 96
Opened
Today
5.92
Down
04

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
753-7113
We buy Gold. Silver A Drarnonds
Hours: 10-8 Doily. 12 5 Sunday

Murray Head Start
DIRECTOR HOUSEKEEPING
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

MY FIRST HuSBAND

PAGE 7-C

Is accepting applications for:
TEACHER
Early childhood education/experience
preferred. Salary based on education and
ex porience.
Applications are availablg at the Murray
Board of Education office, 9th and Poplar.
Applications will be accepted until 4:00
p.m. on July 12, 1985.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ATTENTION SOCIAL
WORKERS OR RELATED
FIELDS
Representatives of Beaewood Presbyterian Home for
Children will be conducting interviews for child care
workers Mon July 8th 9 a.m -4.30 p.m at the First
Presbyterian Church in Murray The present position
available is at the Temporary Emergency Shelter for
abused and neglected children, located in
Hopkinsville. Ky
Applicants must
11 be at least 21 years old
2) be able to LIVE IN facility 4 days a week
3) have valid drivers license
41 have current resume or data sheet at
interview
51 be available for employment by July 15th
For more information about the job call
502 886-76 1 7 Please DO NOT call First
Presbyterian Church in Murray

•

-

•
•
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CLASSIFIEDS
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
32. Apts for Rent
1974 FIFTH Avenue APARTMENT located
1
14x70. remodeled, $5000. block from downtown
Call 759-1399 after 5p.m.
shops & sevices. Call
1977 VILLAGE mobile 753-9251 days or 753-0662
home, 12x60. 3 BR, ni&hAts.
85:000. E--26 Fox PURNISHED- or unMeadows. Call 753-0200.
furnished apt., 1 or 2
1979 14x60, 2 BR. par- BR. Also, sleeping
tially furnished. -Excel, rooms.
Zimmerman
lent condition, $6200. Apts. S. 16th. 753-6609.
753-1362 or after 5p.m. LARGE extra nice, 2 BR
753-0918.
furnished apt. Also, 1 BR
1983 BU-CCANEER, apt. near University. Call
14x60, 3 mi. 1 1,2 bath. 753-9488 or 753-2967.
21 acres. 1 1./2 miles
froici -2 resorts. Phone 33. Rooms for Rent
• 436-2972.
Rooms for girls or
1983 BUCCANEER boys near university.
Mobile home 24x52. ,3
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
13.11.2 bath, all applian
ces, shingle roof. cen- ROOMS for rent, 1-4
tral and wood- heat, air people, fixed rate, no
conditioned, partly utilities. Call 753-0459
furnished. 818.000. Call ask for Steve.
SLEEPING room & an
474-8029.
1983 ELCONA mem. 3. efficiency, both air
BR, 1 1.'2 bath, exten- conditioned. 1610 Farsion onto living & dining m e r Ave. Call
area. Fireplace, $17,000. 3p.m.-Hp.m. 759-4952.
Inquire at A-12 Fox 34. Houses for
Rent
Meadows.- Ask for
2 BR. 2 bath, partially
Joann Higgins
1984, 14x70, 10. months old. furnished house. No
Lots of extras Call 753- pets $200 per Month
plus deposit. Re
9644
1,4x60 ON 3 A of an acre ferences required. Call
shaded lot. 1 mile froin 753-9213. •
downtown. Murray,'" -- 3 BR, brick, 11/2 bath.
Briggs & Stfatton. 3 BR. 2 $300. 2 BR frame, $200.
bath, large living rOom, Also. 2 BR country.
family room- & dining Coleman Real Estate
753-9898.
area, central ac & heat
w -to-w carpeting, par- 4 BR house, large
tially furnished. & sun family room, fireplace,
deck. Quality country central gas, heat & air.
living at a reasonable 8 miles SE of Murray.
$350 per month. deposit
price. Reduced by $3.000.
$300. 753-3271.
Call 762-6287 or 753-9445.
passive
3 BR. 2
-solar
e a
bath. -8:14P,
reduced. Must sell Call orama Shores, 3 BR &
sleeping loft. About 2000
474-8878.
D01-13LE wide trailer. sq'. ft., built in applian24x44, 3 BR, 2 bath, ces, microwave, washer
excellent condition, lots & dryer, central vac.
of furniture, $6800. After Available Sept. 1st. No
5p m
weekdays & pets. $450. Call 753-5980
or 753-1203.
weekends 753-7849.
TRAILER for sale NICE 2 BR.iinfurnished
.12x60. see Brandon Dills house, just of 841 near
Hardin. Security deTrailer Court 753-9104.
posit. rieliat_
,
3544180.
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
NICE two BR brick.
10 or 12 WIDE mobile stove, refrig., air.
home Must be in good cond , 8 mi. SE of
condition and reasona- Murray. Married
couples only. Ref.. debly priced. 753-1566.
10x4b N/OAS, _ac, fur- posit. Call 492-8594.
nished, near University.
35. Farms for Rent
Call 753-3895 after 5p.m.
2 BR trailer. $105 per FARM for rent or sale,
month, $100 deposit. Large house 76 beautiful
Call 753-5588.
acres. 12 miles East of
2 OR 3 BR. furnished, Murry. $300 a month. Call
AC natural gas. Shady 474-8029.
Oaks 753-5209.
NICE 2 BR trailer near 37. Livestock-Supplies
Murray. No pets. Prefer 12 YR. American S.
couples. Call 489-2611.
Bred Gelding. Spirited
and disciplined. 2 year
old half pony stud, not
30. Business Rentals
broke. Both $600. 7531447 or 762-3746.
2 VERY gentle quarter
Mini
horses. 1- 4 yrs. old. 1- 5
yrs. old., plus 2 good
Warehouse
western
. 2
Storage Space bridles & saddles.
2 blankets.
$700 firm. 489-2888, 753For Rent
1682.
753-1492
TIMOTHY, Oates &
Red Clover hay. $1.50
IL DI N G for renf sq. bale in barn, $20 a
between Buckingham round roil. 435-4383.
Ray and for-Mae Shop
in Dixieland - Shopping 38. Pets -Supplies
Center on Chestnut St., 3 FREE kittens,
8
next to MSI.; Campus. weeks old. Call 759-9890.
2,000 sq. ft.. central heat AKC Lab
Retriever
dr air. Available July 8. pups (chocolat
e dam )
Call 753-3018.
good hunting stock:
31 Want to Rent- great pet, chocolate
female, yellow female &
MSU professor & family males, black female.
seeking nice 4 BR. 2 898-2162 or 395-8333.
--b-ath home. Call BOARD yoor dogs
and
753-4173.
cats with Hidden • Valley
Kennels
the one to beat.
32 Apts for Rent
Cats and.small dogs $2.50.
1 BE 2- BR apt near large dogs $4.00 a day.
downtown Murray. Also AKC toy PomeranAdults only. Call 753- ian stud service. 489-2377
4109, 762-6650. or 436- Kirksey. For grooming
2844.
call Sue 436-5835.
1 BR furnished apt.. air FOR sale baby ham conditioned. 121 N next stars. $3 ea. Call 753to fair grounds_ No pets. 3711.
Call 753-3139.
PEG'S Dog Parlor. All
TAKING applications breed dog grooming.
thy Section 8. Rent',tor appointment call
Subsidized apt 1. 2 or 3 753-2915. By the Murray
BR Apply Hilldale Bait Co. 94 East.
Apts , Hardin, Ky. SETTER' Bird dog
Equal Housing puppies for sale. Call.
Opportunity
759-4583 or 753-4504.

r)01.-BLEWIDE.

BEAUTIFUL

nt

38. Pets-Supplies

41. Public Sales

Free Space
Available
for Mid Summer
Celebration
Sat. July 13th
At Bel Air
Shopping Center
For more information & reservations
753-6926

GARAGE
SALE
- Friday
July 5
8 a.m.-11 a.m.
311
N. 10th St.

38. Pets-Supplies

46. Homes for Sale

4 9. Used Cars

53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
LETS make a deal. 3 1978 7-Bird, black &
PAINTING = Paper
Garage &
BDRM house near Un- silver, ps, pb, pw,
hanging. commerical or
iversity. 43,000. Owner am-fm. Must sell. Call
Porch Sale
residential, Free esfinanci
753-3008
ng.
753-7377
after
4p.m.
Thum. & Fri.
timates, References. 25
evenings. _1979 CORVETTE, white
B & D Field Subdivision
years experience,
OWNER
says
"sell"'
with red interior,
Tremon Farris 759-1987
off 121 N. near CounBR brick.. 2' bath, automatic, air, 37,000
PARKING Lot striping.
ty Line Grocery.
fireplace, central actual miles. Good
Call Larry Dunn, 753-6224
Lots of books antiques.
43. Real Estate
heat/air. Make offer condition. Phone 753
or 753-5725.
pink & green dishes,
Coleman Real 1916 ext. 8.
now.
SANK of Aturray &
new ceiling fan_ with
1979 CUTLASS Calais FIENcE sales at Sears HMIING, Plumbing,
H.A. repossessed pro- Estate 753-9898.
light, living room chair,
pertieg. Other listings, PRICE reduced on new Coupe, air- tilt- cruise now. Call Sears 753-2310 Siding, Additions,
Painting,' General Cargas dryer, new quilts &
Murray-Calloway Co. 3 BR house. Extra nice. moon roof- Pioneer for free estimate for
pentry. P.A. Molony Co
tillers, picture frames,
Realty, 304 N 12th St. must be seen to ap- stereo system, 58,000 your needs.
ks - 8 5 28 . Free
24 ft. trailer $1700. All
753-8146 or Ron Talent -predate. Can secure miles, local car. Call GENERAL HOME
Estimates.
financing for qualified 753-8184.
size clothes.
753-9894.
REPAIR. 15 years ex•
_
buyer. Call 753-3903.
1979 FORD LTD, very perience. Carpentry,
44.
Lots
for
Sale
GIANT yard sale. Bus(lice, 1 owner, good -concrete. plumbing,
iness books, clothes, WATERFRONT Lot on 47. Motorcycles
condition, 80;000 miles. roofing, siding. NO JOB
shoes, beds. Chests, Blood river. $18,500. Call 1979 YAMAHA
13000, no trade. Phone TO SMALL. Free esrr
175,
dressers, bedroom 438-2342.
timates. Days 753-6973,
good condition. Call 753-3895 after 5p.m.
suites, couches, chairs,
1980 BUICK Regal, nights 474-2276.
*Boxing
753-6520.
45. Farms for Sale
refrigerator, ranges
loaded, extra clean. G=ERING by Sears
1979
YAMAH
*Fresi
A
656
ng
dryers, suntan oil & 33 ACRE
Sears continuous gutcattle farm Special, great condi- Call 436-2482.
*Barn
lotion at $1.00 & $1.25 located
Posts
ter
i
installed
for
your
1980 FORD Fiesta 4
1/2 way be- tion. Call 762-4792.
bottle, antiques. Some- tween
*Fence Posts
Murray & Ky. 1981 SUZUKI GS 850-L, speed, ac, 40 mpg., specifications. Call
thing for everyone. Lake on
Sears 753-2310 for free
Cherry Corner like new, 6000 miles. guaranteed. 753-7231.
*Treate
d Lumber
Trash & Treasure, 806 Rd.
'estimate.
753-3625.
$1800 or will consider 1980 TOYOTA SR 1
Coldwater Rd. 753-4569.
*Metal
Roofing
TNSULAT
ION
blown in
FOR sale- Hobby Farm. trade for car or truck. Liftback, excellent
*Farm Hardware
12 acres, brick -home, Call 753-0457.
condition. AC, stereo, 5 by Sears. TVA apstocked fish pond, grain 1983 HONDA Shadow, sp., 58,000 mi. $3700. proved. Save on those
high heating and coolbin, satellite dish, excellent condition, 753-6749 or 435-4306.
mobile home for extra $1595. Call 492-8993 after 1983 Z-28 CAMARO, ing bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
income. $t2,000. 6p.m.
charcoal gray, cross estimate.
Kirksey-Brewers area. '79 SUZUKI
425. Call fire ignition, T-tops, tilt
527-1177.
& cruise, 37,000 mites,
1-521-7584.
Irrigation Fie'sideritial
FOR sale 1979 Honda 753-4921.
46. Homes for Sale
CAMPBELL WELL
XR80, new chain and '.78 BUICK Palk
Industrial Drive
DRILLING
ASSUMABLE LOAN sprockets.
Excellent Avenue, 85,000 mi., 'all
Murray, Ky.
$34,000
McKenzie.
9.7%
Monroe Ave.
at
In
fixed condition. 435-4218.
power, nice, asking
Interest rate to K.H.C.
Call Collect
Phone 759-1099
(Off N. 18tb Between
YAMAHA 250 3- $3800. 'Call after 6p.m.
qualified buyers, only
901-352-3671 or
wheeler, $1000. Call 753-7275.
Main St. and College
$4,500 down. Coleman
901-352-5704
753-2676 after 6p.m.
BLACK 1973 Super
Free Estimates
RE 753-9898.
Farm Rd.
SEWING- Machine ReSport El Camino with
BY owner, 3 BR brick, 2
In case of rain, will be
load top, air, ps, pb, JOINER'S Tree Ser- pair. All makes and
baths, den, living room, 49. Used Cars
radio, new tires, V-8 325, vice. 30 years ex- Models. Industrial,
held inside.
dining room combinaextra
sharp. $2000 or best perience. Also bucket borne and commercial.
19C.0
CHEVROL
ET Betion, double garage.
offer
Call 761-1015
truck for hire Call 38 yrs. experience. All
,bdj
-gum', runs
central heat ari-dwork guaranteed. Ken753-0366.
great, good tires, 4 dr.,
Price $67,500. 753-7456.
YARD
LAWN mower & tiller neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
16 ACRES more or less, red, 6 cylinder, 3-speed 50. Used Trucks
repair. Call Wayne Or Stella, Ky.
SALE
3 br. house & 2 br. automatic, 8300. Call 1984 FORD
Ranger. 1 Kim Wilson 3 miles S. • STUMPS removed. No
435-42731
mobile
home,
out buildWed-Sun
',damage to surrounding
owner, good. condition. on 121. Phone 753-5086.
ing & pond, 1/2 fenced" 1966 FORD. Mustang, Can be
seen at Jones LICENSED Electrician lawn. Lots cleared. Call
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
at Coldwater. Call 489- new motor, transmis- Iron &
Metal. Railroad for residential and 753-0211.
sion, front end & rear
2224.
Off 94 to AnderAve, Mon. -Fri. commercial. Heating SUMMER is here.
end,
good
condition
.
2 BR house, newly
7a.m.-4p.m.
son .Shore on the
and air condition,' gas Bring your mowers
decorated, couples Call 436-5435.
64 1 TON Chevy truck installation and repair. ,(riding & push), tillers,
1968
CAMARO
Road to Pillsbury
.
$2406.
preferred, $225 mo. with
with
chain saws, small encattle racks, $800. Phone 753-7203. equal deposit. Call 753- Call -after 4p.m. 753-1447
Grain.
or 762-3746.
gines and welding to
753-4696.
6406
Electric wall board
Moody's Repair for
CFIEVY Silvered°,
4 BR, 3 bath, formal 1969 VOLKSWAGON loaded,
their tune up and overheaters, a lot of
26,000 miles.
dining room & living Bug, good condition. Call 753-8555.
haul. Cherry Corner
household goods,
room, family room with Call 436-5330 after 6p.m.
Road, 753 5668. Free
clothing.
fireplace, 1608 or weekends.
,pickup & delivery. Work
Sycamore. Call 1971 CUTLASS, nice, 51 . Campers
Guaranteed.
$1600. Serious inquiries
753-6648.
Free Estimates
1975 WINNEBAGO 24 ft.
TREES trimmed or
only. Call 753-6816.
travel trailer, air, awnremoved. Also, yard
759-1983
To Settle
1972 CAPRI, good run
ing, excellent condition.
work. Experienced.
ning condition. $450 or Call 753-6430.
An Estate
MITCHELL Paving. Free estimates. Call
best offer. New timing 1977 36' COBRA 5th Sealing striping,
3 BR home, partially
repair 436-2690.
belt, good battery, good wheel and 1979 Camper & complete asphalt
furnished at Lakeway
breaks,
clean
interior.
special
• 3/4 ton Ford Installation. All jobs,
Shore. $34,900
474-8884.
pickup. Call 436-2530 large & small. Call
PAINTING
Call after 5 p.m.
1973
FORD
4'
-wheel
Hamlin.
KY.
753-1537. 753-3525.
Interior & exterior,
drive, $1250. 1957 Chevy
Go to Stella turn
MOWING. Also, Reuling
quality work. Comand yard work. Reon Lynn -Lawson
neat two bed- 2 dr., for trade or sale. 52. Boats-Motors
petitive prices. InCall
436-2582.
asonable
room
brick
rates,
good
home,
large
Rd.
1st
sured. Over 16 years
brick
living room and den 1973 SQUARE back 14 FT. Tradewinds ski references. Call Jerry
experience. Call Ralph
house on right.
with wood burning Volkswagon, needs boat, waikthrough 759-9661.
Worley 759.1050.
fireplace. 20x40 garage, some work. Will take windshield, trailer & 65 NEED work on your
Follow signs.
hp. Mercury motor. trees? Topping,
$200. Call 759-1721.
pond.
State
Line
Rd.
prun
753-1588
west of Hazel, Ky. Call 1978 BLACK on black Extra nice condition. ing, shaping, complete •7REE work. Complete
,
498-8749 or Moody Cutlass, excellent Call 753-1275.
removal and more. Call removal, topping, tri
Realty Co. 901-642-5093.
mechanical condition, 14 FT. aluminum fish- BOVER'S TREE mming & stumps re
HAVING trouble find- am-fm stereo & cassette ing boat and trailer. 16 SERVICE for Pro- moved. Insured. Call
7510211.
ing nice home in your player, power windows ft. walkthru windshield fessional tree care
and trailer. 18 ft. 753-0338.
WET BASEMENT? We
price range? Investig- & antenna. 435-4126.
ate duplexes. 3 availa- 1978 CHEV. Caprice walkthru, 120 h.p., in- ODD job specialist. make wet basements
ble now. Coleman Real Classic Estate wagon, board outboard and ceiling fans, electrical, dry. Work completely
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
trailer. Honda 500. 3 plumbing, fencing.
Estate 753-9898.
You guaranteed. Call or
loaded. Recently overFri. & Sat.
IN Hazel, nice 3 BR hauled. Excellent con- cycle trailer. All in name it, I do it. You write Morgan Can
excellent condition. 1666 buy,
Rain or Shine
house with den, living dition. $2,250. 759-4756.
I install. You struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
room, kitchen, bath & 1978 MARK V Lincoln, Ryan Ave.
break, I fix. Call 436- 409A, Paducah, Ky
104 Williams Ave.
42001 or call 1-44-7026.
garage with work shop local car, less than SAILBOAT, 11 ft. Snark 2868.
Various pieces Of fur"Mayflower". complete
WILL haul white rock,
included. Well in- 30,000 actual miles,
niture, including 2
all with trailer and acsand, lime, rip rap and
sulated, nice yard with the extras, immaculat
stereos, bench and
e cessories. Holds up to 3
masonary sand, coal,
shade trees. Priced in condition. Call 753-3807
weight,
clothing
or 4 adults. Call
mid 20's. Call 492-8575.
dirt, gravel, fill Sand.
or after 6p.m. 753-8477.
children and adutts, all
753-9752.
Call Roger Hudson,
sorts odds & ends.
753 4545 or 753-6763.
SAMOYED Husky,
solid white female, AKA
registered, loves children. Cost $300 but
owner must sell, will
take any reasonable
offer. Call 489-2506.

•••e•

Gutter
Cleaning
Call Danny
753-5292

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

YARD SALE
Saturday,
July 6
8-5
182.111A

aW

YARD SALE
Thur. Fri. & Sat.
121 N. at Graves
Calloway County
Line beside County
Line Grocery.
Furniture, glass, Avon.
clothes,
& lots of
misc. Cancelled in case
of rain.

5 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri. Only
Old 641 N. past
Radio Station.
Coins. proof Ws, mint
sets. silver dollars:aduh
& childrens clothes,
Atari with 14 game
tapes. TRS 80 computer with recorder &
printer, Cabbage Patch
doll & antiques.

3 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Fri. 5th &
Sat. 6th
7 a.m.-7 p.m.
707 Sycamore
Refrig.,
antique
stove, numerous
other items.

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
July 5 & 6

YARD
SALE
513
Shady Lane
Fri.
7:30-4:00
Sat.
7:30-12:00

PUBLIC AUCTION

Dan Miller- Auctioneer
Terry Paschall-Auctioneer
Darrell Beane- App. Auctioner
Licensed & Bonded in Ky.& Tenn. No. 1281
"MY Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

ADVE

'lost
the ale

1

rRTRA

GIGANTIC
YARD SALE

LARGE
YARD SALE

Saturday. July 6, 1985 at 10100 A.M.at Mr. Elmer Sholar Repair
Shop on Highway 121, near Stella. Ky. Watch for auction
signs,
Sun Tune Up Machine model 1160 top 725 bottom Lincoln 225
Welder, motor service manuels, 2-sets acetylene set hoses;
gauges
.& heads complete, Fox 6-12 battery charger, Sioux
side
grinder.Sioux air wrenches, spray gun, 1% drive, 14i drive
with
sockets, elect. drill motors, sanders, electric power shears, new
sand blasting head, Napa Parts, washer, carborator
-cleaner,
Alamite air grease gun, Weaver 2 ton floor jack, 5-jack stands,
hydraulic jacks, 1 H.P. air compressor, 1-ton chain fall,
41-ton air
chain fall, 1,
4 ton electric hoist-come alongs, log chain,3 or 4 metal
work benches on coasters, floor creeper.seat creeper,air pressure
checker, 2-ridge reamers. value rack facert & pilots.radiator
checker,Bearing Pullers.
drive heavy duty socket set, other
wrenches & tools, C-Clamps, bolts, bolt bins, parts bins, used air
conditioner parts, 350 Chevy block & small gas tanks, 5th wheel
plate. Poulan chain saw. Poulan chain saw with weed cutter att.,
small leaevacuumn. L.P. gas tank, fire extinguisher, elect fans,
air tank, kerosene heater, nice office desk & chair, cash regfiter.
Sharp Calculator, 4 drawer filing cabinet, Cold Spot frost free ref.,
small deep freeze, like new 318 John Deere riding mower, one
wheel brakes hyd. transmission, also a 5 H.P. leaf vacuumn with
metal quick dump trailer, wheel barrow, push mower, 5 H.P.
garden tiller. garden push plow, rubber tired farm wagon with
sides, 1-ton G.M.C. truck, bicycles, auto dog feeders, metal racks
& metal, wash kettles & rack, lawn roller, swing set, pressure canner. Kruat cutter, cast iron pieces.
Many other items not listed, sale held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

alma

41. Public Sales

SWEET corn for sale.
81.25 a dozen. Taking
orders now 1708 Ryan,
759-9576.
4 0 . Produce
JUt Apples. Call
489-2467. Tucker Orchards Landfill road.
SWEET corn for sale,
$1.00 dozen. Call 4892322 or 489-2321.

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times

Fri. & Sat. July 5 & 6
9:00 till
Corner
10th
&
Walnut,
beside
Memorial Baptlit
Church parking lot.
3 Aquarkeras sat.. Milder Back
straw bottom chairs. used windows, sheet aluminum.
typewriter. electric wiring, can
Jane ars. many other Items Al
priced to get rid of

YARD SALE
Wed. thru Sat
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
6 miles South
on 641.
Almost everything.
In case of rain we
have army ponchos.

AUCTION
Saturday, July 6th 10:00 A.M.
At the home of The Late Walton Fitzhugh. From
Dover, Tn. take Hwy. 49 toward L.B.L. Home
almost directly behind Crutcher's Grocery on
Pumpkin Ridge Rd.
Huge Antique Sole-Lots of modern furniture-lawn
-equipment-wine. items. •
For Brochure Call or Write

Bogard Realty & Auction Co.
Route 3, Box 231A' Dover. Tenn. 37058
615-232-5150
Firm Lit. 45

FOR LEASE
5500 Sq. Ft. Building
in Murray
Excellent Location
In Shopping Center
Heavy Traffic
Excellent Lease

753-2380
AUCTION
Saturday, July 8, 1985- 10:00 A.M.
/
1
2 Mile West of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Hwy 94. 8 Mlles West of Murray,
Ky.
These people are relocating, making it necessary-to sell a large
building
filled with collector items, antiques, primitive furniture and lots
more. Lot
of this furniture is restored and refinished extra nice and some
still in its
original condition. Will itemize only a small part of it.
Pine drop leaf table and chairs, wardrebe, oak stack bookcase, oak bed,
tin door
cupboard, oak chifferobe, oak dresser, curio cabinet, kitchen cabinet, natural
white kitchen cabinet. wicker rocker, oak chairs, oak buffet, oak sidebbard;finish
glass
door pie safe, 3 piece pairlorket, day bed oak roll top desk, blanket chest,
oak morris
chair, walnut wash stand, tall chair with red leather and brass trim, oak
cupboard
oak porch chairs, oak school desk, trunks, dining table and chairs, bamboo
cOuch.
oak twin beds, other beds, mahogany, sideboard, Duncan Phye table
and chairs.
poster bed, chair and foot stool, swivel chair, beautiful maple roll top
desk, glass
door bookcase, very nice and unusual portable bar, old incubator, showZarie,
counter.
color t v . large pine tables, weight bench, portable typewriter, hundreds
of
gift boxes.
lots of toys and dolls, old stone buttermilk pitchers, stone bowls and crocks,
old buttermold. cast iron pieces, granite and enamel pieces. limited edition prints. Ray
Harm
prints. Aladin and kersosene lamps, old wood boxes, kitchen utensils, pots and
pans,
handmade butterfly quilt and other pieces, lots of dishes, china trinkets. glasswear,
horse hames and harness. Banjo clock, nice office desk, like new Phlico
side.by-side
refrigerator and freezer, lots of boxes of other Items. 1479 Chevy Camero Sports car,
extra sharp 1979 Dodge Window van. 15 passenger, clean and nice-,.nice
Massey
Ferguson lawn and garden tractor.
Thfs is a big sale and will have to be held outside Come if it is disagreeable and
in case of extreme bad weather sale will be held the following Saturday. For Information call

Otto Chester's Auction Service
•

(502)435-4128
-Tell Your Collector Friends-Help Advertise-Thank You-

53. Services Offered -

1

Keith Black
Painting &
Decorating

Wedding
•Commercial
Photography
753 8298
INTERIOR
'Residential
CARTER STUDIO
EXTERIOR
•WaHpa
per
PAINTING
300 MAIN ST SUITE
Free Estimates
s 1 North 3rd Entrance
WALLPAPERING
ype masonry
Call: 753-6244
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations. 25 years GENERAL maintenexperience. Free es- ance. roofing, painting
timates. Call Charles etc. 20 yrs. experience.
* FREE ESTIMATES*
Xree estimates, Call
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE REPAIR: 474-2330.
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dish washers, reCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
frigerators, etc. Earl
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753•
5341.
()VIP
'II VI ARS
APPLIANVE
•
SOLID WOOD CABINETS 8.•
IPEPIENi
...SERVICE. Kenmore
RAISED PANEL DOORS ...
Westinghouse,
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry tie
Whirlpool. 22 years
qUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES *
experience. Parts and
IUTCHSN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
service. Bobby Hopper. • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING•
COMPETITIVI /WM'S Drop Sy IL See Our Display tei
Bob's Appliance Ser- ▪
vice, 202 S. 5th St
0
1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
Business 753-4872. 436WO•
•
••ike•••••••••09•Ip•
5848 (home).

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716'

tautrars

Aluminum
Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Salley,
753-0689
Brothers &
Sons. Siding, gutters.
roofs, replacement
windows. 30 yrs. experience. Free estimates. (502)362-4895.
1.5ENNIS McClure construction, roofing,
painting, plumbing,
! inteNor or exterior.
Phone 502-382-2689. Rt.
1, Sedalia.
FittL.EY'S ROOFING k
General Maintenance.
Free estimatell. Experienced k quality
work.Call after 4 pm
Home 75340785, work 7531668..

nYARS

REPAIRS
CS. TV ond Stereos
MURRAY HOME IL AUTO
TRUE VALUE
filn.thside Shopping CO
75 3 7,71

ATKIlyS,& ASSOC.
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
& Circle A Fencing)
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE QF
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding,
Soffit & Trim Work.
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
FENCING
'
Chain-Link Split Rail•Farm•Privacy
Financing Available Phone 753-8407

Hopkins Insurance Agency
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
OFFERING:
Automobile
Homeowners
Fire
Life
•Terre
•Universaf Life
*Guarantee. Issue
For Free Analysis 1, Quotes •Seelor Citizens
Cancer
4011 South 12th.Street
Murray, Kentucky 40071
IRA's

Coll
Ir. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202
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ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY: Each of these items is required to be readily
available for sale iii each Kroger store except as specifically noted in this ad
wort of an advertised item, we will offer you your cfibice of a comparable
If we
the advertised item at the advertised price anytime within SO days Only item at the advertised price, when available, or a rain check, which will entitle you to purchase •
one vendor coupon will be accepted per item

ea

C1011ftEm5ou1"
t
J

o

in the Kroger Deli.

* See complete game rules
and details in the Kroger Deli at
participating Kroger stores.

Items and prices in this ad effective Wed., July 3rd thru Tues.. July 9th 41:
•

Go Krogering!

Murray, Ky.
Quantity rights reserved. None sold to dealers. Copyright 1985. The Kroger

John Morrell Golden Smoked
3 Lb.(95% Fat Free)

Boneless
Ham
pound

.

Country Club

c u r rhts

Ice
• cream
1/2 gal. ctn.

51129

29

5
1

%IX IIIIIMIVIMINOWIllenWwwww.

Co.

ritiGE ME.-T

New Crop

tssi

Fresh
Blueberries
pint

99c
Page One-T
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Cost Cutter prices
ikroger Hamburger

Dill
Slices

22 oz.
jar

Heinz

Sweet
Relish

.
9.75 oz.
jar

Hefty 8 78

Foam
Plates

SO ct.
pkg.

894
594
$139

You can see the savings every time you
go Krogering Get low Cost Cutter
prices On Kroger s better Quality meat,
fresh produce, your favorite brands
and much more Kroger gives you
friendly service, too When you add it all
up,that sbetter value And that makes
a big difference

Tomato
Ketchup

44 oz
btl

Kroger ' 20,•

Low-Fat Milk
5179

plastic
gallon

Sweetened Condensed

$1189

Eagle Brand
Milk

French S

14 oz
Can

$1129

Kroger
Diet Pepsi,Pepsi Free or

Prepared
Mustard

24 01
iar

Pepsi Cola

794
3 liter

Squeeze
Mustard

16 oz.
btl

694

$139

btl
*1
0
.
11166"'
1110
0
ssloo"
.°

•

%-

Sweetheart 9

Petal Design
Plates

48 ct
Wig

joadim001.NV°

Sweetheart 9 01

Petal Design
Cold Cups

A

SO ct.

11 Oz. Hot Dog or 13 Oz. Sandwich

Kraft Quartered

Kroger Buns

pkgs
F 88C
Kroger

Tens
Toast
Kroger

Jumbo BBQ
Buns .

Individually Wrapped Slices

Kroger Colby

2 $139

Longhorn
Cheese

16 ot
pkgs.

Kreger

Sandwich
Bread

•

24 oz.
leaf

10 5 oz
bag

Country MK

Ice Cream
Cups

10 or
• pkg

$149

Kroger

Chic COW, Moe or Pecos Clot. Clot/

Grandma's
Cookies

$149

Kroger
Cheese Food

24 oz 59C
loaf

ct

894
$1129
$1129

Page Two -5x Page Two-5x

Assorted Flavors 6.75 Owe

Capri
Sun

oit

99

lett. - 141"
pkg.

Assorted Flavors

Shasta
Drinks

2 Inv
btl.

794

Sour Cream
Dips

2 $100
koz.
tlibs

Fresh From Flonda 100' • Pure Flonda Cold

Orange
Juice

64 or

$179

ctn

Small or Large Card Kroger

Cottage
Cheese

2401.
tub

994

•

,

•

•

•

-171-Aliga10°
•

•t

-

A

•
•

•
.14

.•
• sf

.

•
•

•

„sele••••••••8118•-•••• -

JAN

-.A.11••••••N

AAA. ...AAA
,

make the difference!

•

Kroger

Pork and
Beans

4

16 Or

$100

Cans

Shclwboat

Pork &
Beans

eqtaoh

•153
Or
cans

Regular, Light,%
Sour Cream & Onion, Cheer

•

Gm.t4
:
40
10/011111—

.•

Pringles
Chips

(e)

7 5 or

can

89C
$119

•••

H( HELM
'
N.()mo.s.

Min
PGIOID (MIPS

U.S.D.A. Grade A

7 2 oz Regular or 7 oz Bar B 0
Sour Cream 8 Onion, Unsalted

Kroger Large Eggs

Lay's Potato Chips

69
89c

dozen
Market Basket Grade AA LARGE EGGS....doz. 73<

Lucky Leaf

Apple
Juice

•

Pace

Picante
-Sauce

bottle

Lucky Leaf
50

$109

Your
choice

48 Or -

Apple
Sauce

•

$
1
09

8 02
iar

Kroger

Kraft Thick n Spicy

Charcoal Briquets

Barbecue
Sauce

18 or
bottle

79c
$109

$129

10 lb
bag

•
—
•-•••••••tzt•-"
'•••-•-•

Kroger

W
CORN
1111
1?••4i
-7-. =TIECOB.

Charcoal
Lighter Fluid

tZt:
,
1 1-r•

Economy Pack
V.

.....

"I*'

Scott
Napkins

61011
4 LAP,
0.1.•
•••••

32 or
bottle

SOO ct
pkg

99c
$149

Kroger Frozen

Milto

Corn-On-The-Cob
e
pkg

99c

Kraft

Barbecue Sauce

"1

11.25 Or. Lasagna Florentine or

6

1S 07
bottle

89c

4

14 oz. Spaghetti with Meat Sauce

Light & Elegant
Entrees

$137
pkg

Kroger

Broccoli
Cuts

to the 10.
'
6°.4.

200z.
pkg.

•

9939
c

Microwave Pizza 814

•

Fresh From Florida 100° Pure
Florida Gold Frozen

Orange _
Juice
Banquet Chicken Nuggets or

Drum
Snackers

-

Maxwell House Coffee

Pepperoni, Sausage or Combination$

,Pillsbury

1 lb
can

•

•

$249

n-ER
•0 •

Instant

16 Or
can

$168

Maxwell House
8 or
Coffee
13r
Family Slit

$249

Lipton
Tea Bags

124

ct

$379
017
Go Krogering!

$199
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U.S.D.A. Choice Grain
Fed Beef, Boneless

Fresh Pic

Sirloin Tip
Roast

•

pound

P01

Roa

pounc

•

•

U.S.D.A. Choice
Grain Fed Beef, Boneless

USDA Choice Grain Fed Beef
Boneless Chuck Steak or

Rib Eye
Steak
pound

Shoulder
Steak
Pound

370

.$

9
514

•

Meaty Turkey Necks or

USDA Mice Grail Fed Beef lay Sire Pet
C Cube

Turkey
-

Drumsticks

lb.

Steak

$

59

lb.

SO lb. boa oily Medium Pork
Spare
Ribs

U.111.411. Grade "A" Holly Farms
Posey Pak of Mixed Parts

Country Club

Frying Chicken

Canned Ham

100% Grimed

$109
lb.

Grou
Chuc

49c
•

INN Midi Owl Roasted,In or Smelted Quarter

Mr. Turkey FfieltS 01

Turkey Breast

•$
3
59 Chink BolOgna

art teem s Cote slaw or

lb

09

Potato Salad_

Pill

99vC

mb

ill
is"
nOie
slladleiieu
ef sage

t S2 79)
14 01
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Briggs Whole or John Morrell
Golden Smoked Whole

Fresh Pic4i'c

Pork, Boneless
Roa
st
NN
Ham
pound
N
pound

mice Grain Fed Beef
ess Chuck Steak or •

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed
Beef Boneless Cry-O-Vac

Whole Fresh

Beef
Brisket

Alaskan
Salmon

pound

pound

loulder 1
;teak
pound

Boneless
x Ham
Npound .

cit,c311•
.
C0 T /Efts

149
_

109 Ground

I

$11

Chuck

Any Size Package
8

lb

Rudy s i2 lb. pkg. 53.57)

Pork
Steak

VII3
9 COlintrY
lb.

•

Sausage

It.

AsounanN
OSIroetace

Southern Belle

Bryan Hot Dinner Franks or

Sliced Bacon

Juicy Jumbos

5129
lb.

5219

$149

Every cut of Kroger U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed
Beef you buy at Kroger is guaranteed
TENDER,FLAVORFUL and FRESH for your total
satisfaction.If you are not satisfied,Kroger
NN will replace your item or refund your purchase price.

(Steaks..lb.$3.99)
100,8 Ground Round, Chopped Patties or

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef
Total Satisfaction Guarantee

Wieners

Claussen Pickles

'

149

Frootttr Sib bag 00

Smoked Sausage

loaa Morrell nolo Stateless

101111 POMO dalltieSs Butte dly

Pork in

Pork Chops

tb

lb

$109
$298

Bologna

5109

10MR Morrell Boneless Stuffed

Pork

ops

98
2
5
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new
Chicken')

AVAILBALE
10A.M.
DAILY

GO Krogering in the Deli-Bakery!

Grade 'A' Deli Fried

8 Pc.Chicken
Bucket
includes:
2 Breasts,2 Thighs,
2 Legs 8, 2 wings

5399

all for only

Virginia Baked
Ham

lb

$559

all for only
(Includes: 3 Breasts, 3 Thighs, 3 Legs & 3 Wings)

Pork
Bar-B-Q Ribs

16 Piece
Bucket

$699

Fresh Baked Hot Dog or

Spicy
b$
3
9
9

88c

Sandwich
Buns
In-Store Made

Kids-or Adult

39

\rojer
l

waksseu

la b$259

12 Piece
Bucket

HEALTH & BEAUTY

$399 c

Potato Salad or

Cole
Slaw

an for only
(includes: 4 Breasts,4-Thighs,4 Legs & 4 Wings)

fr

Boiled or

Coconut
Cake

Nay Out
Pi fi!tc

IA 21\tc?.le

Game

* See game details at your
participating Kroger Deli!

each$
3
99

HOME & FAMILY

Long lasting Anti-Perspirant

Dial
Spray,

39

oi
gad

35'OFF
LABEL

Denture Cleanser

Polident
Tablets

40 Ct
pkg
maw

Kodacolor \12 t
•

Rid Fiea or Uwe our soq
(Flea I Tick Dip Dt1 53 191

•P
•
.
•

•

grip! ...NA
•

Hartz
Shampoo

99
btl

Available Without Prescription

..

Single Pack 15 Exposure

Actifed
Capsules

Kodak
Disc Film

@ago!

$249

each

;cjacolor
Iwelf.)"1

-

00
cr 0

2,40°

The Woman s Gentle Laxative

COrrectol
Tablets

so(t
bok

$199
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CP135 24 Exposure

Kodak
Film

roll

249

•

wrl
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in the

Kroger Garden
New Crop

Fresh Blueberries
99C
California Red, Yellow or

Blue
Plums

BWEBERRY
OATMEAL MUFFINS

lb

California Red Peaches or

Red
Nectarines

3 cups biscuit mix
: cup packed brown sugar
'4 cup quick cook oatmeal
1 tsp, ground cinnamon
2 eggs well beaten
1' cup milk
' 4 cup melted butter,
2 cups fresh blueberries

lb

Combine biscuit mix brownsmgar oatmealed cinnamon
Mix eggs milk and butter Add dry ingrecheAts all at ow F
and stir until iuSt blended fold in blueberries Spoon into
greased muffin pans filling each cup . full Bake in
preheated 400 oven for. 15 to 20 minutes or until golden
brown Remove from pansand place on rack to cool vie3;1
1S muff ins

BLUEBERRY SYRUP

"New Crop" Thompson White

Seedless Grapes

Ii a sante pas caribou 4(upset fresh blueberries 1 cup holey aid eiougi
water to lust cower the berries Pm bombs to a boil aid cool for S nhietes
Ii a bowie!! cup flour lin 1 cup nater until smoOtk Stir mixture lino
Not berries aid cool mil thickeited Add'ems juice aid senre title hot
or cold
,
Kroger

Jumbo Size

Fresh
Mushrooms

Mild Medium
Crook Neck

Yellow
Onions

Yellow
Squash
St Clair

Cole
Slaw

Cucumbers or
1602
pkg

Bell
Peppers

3 5100
oniv

• FLORAESHOPPE •
Flowering

Crossandra
5 inch
pot
Fresh

Cut [lilies

bunch

Idaho Potatoes
$2
99

Hanging Baskets

Boston Ferns

8 inch
pot

14
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Savings for Hot Days Ahead!
•

ORE°.
Cookies% Crea
Sandwich
4ct Slag
•

pkg

Dole
Fruit-n
Juice Bars Hand Dippin'Kind
Ice Cream
Old Fashioned

Banana,Strawberry or Pineapple

r

p4kg.
.ct

Fudge Swirl, Strawberry Swirl or Vanilla
.
51129

gal.
pail

329

Freezer
Vanilla, Chocolate, Neoplitan,Stawberry, Fudge Marble, Black Cherry

ia m
P
eern

Sandwich 1..1
Country Club

1129aL

•

Page8FM

6 ct.
pkg.

5189

Heath
Bars

6ct $119
pkg•

Freezer Pinter Ice Milk Or

St49 Fudge
— Bars

29

ctn.

Weight Watchers'
Treats
$129
Fruit* Toffee Treat

Country Club
Ice Cream
Ice Cream
Cups —
•

Chocolate, Orange!Vanilla,
Or Mint Chocolate

-5149
.12.a.
pkg.

-

Freezer Plzer

iF leisProkiried
Pops
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